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Message from the General Chair

The First Workshop on Natural Language Processing for Political Sciences (PoliticalNLP) took place
on Friday, June 24, 2022, in Marseille, France, immediately after the 13th Edition of the Language
Resources and Evaluation Conference (LREC 2022). The focus of our workshop was to explore the
multifarious aspects of effective Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques for socio-political data.
The workshop provided a research platform dedicated to new methods and techniques for text processing
of socio-political content and exploring the use of such methods in information extraction and analysis.

It was a venue for discussing the implementation of language technologies in the social and political
sciences domain. Computational Social and Political scientists reported and discussed their NLP tools
in comparison to their traditional coding approaches. Computational linguistics and machine learning
practitioners and researchers investigated the challenges of real-world use cases in these domains.

Cristina Blasi Casagran from Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona gave the invited talk on "The Role of
Emerging Predictive IT Tools in Effective Migration Governance”.

We would like to thank the members of the Program Committee for their timely reviews. We also would
like to thank the participants of the workshop for the interesting discussions around our PoliticalNLP
topics, and our sponsors: the Horizon 2020 project ITFLOWS (Grant Agreement No. 882986) and the
Science Foundation Ireland Research Centre ADAPT (Grant Agreement No.13/RC/2106).

Haithem Afli
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NewYeS: A Corpus of New Year’s Speeches
with a Comparative Analysis

Anna Tramarin, Carlo Strapparava
University of Trento, FBK-IRST

anna.tramarin@studenti.unitn.it, strappa@fbk.eu

Abstract
This paper introduces the NewYeS corpus, a multilingual corpus that contains the Christmas messages and New Year’s
speeches held at the end of the year by the heads of state of different European countries (namely Denmark, France, Italy,
Norway, Spain and the United Kingdom). The corpus was collected via web scraping of the speech transcripts available
online. A comparative analysis was conducted to examine some of the cultural differences showing through the texts, namely
a frequency distribution analysis of the term “God” and the identification of the three most frequent content words per year,
with a focus on years in which significant historical events happened. An analysis of positive and negative emotion scores,
examined along with the frequency of religious references, was carried out for those countries whose languages are supported
by LIWC, a tool for sentiment analysis. The corpus is available for further analyses, both comparative (across countries) and
diachronic (over the years).

Keywords: Political Speeches, Multilingual Corpus, Text Analysis, Computational Social Science

1. Introduction
In many European countries, it is traditional for the
head of state to hold a speech towards the end of the
year, which may take place on Christmas Day or on
New Year’s Eve. The tradition generally started in the
second post-war period - with exceptions such as the
United Kingdom, where it started in 1932 (Catsiapis,
2001). The speeches were first broadcast on radio and
later on television, and the tradition still continues to-
day.
It is mainly a moment of reflection on the events of the
year that is about to end, which is concluded with the
head of state usually expressing a positive message for
the upcoming year. It is a ritual event in a country’s
political life, not made to convince or persuade the au-
dience, but to create a sense of community and national
identity in a moment of passage. At the same time, it
serves as an implicit legitimacy of the institutions and
political system that the head of state represents (Tuzzi,
2008).
Within the framework of a ritual ceremony, the person-
ality and subjectiveness of the speaker still emerges in
the choice of tone, topics and vocabulary, which is par-
ticularly noticeable in the case of elected representa-
tives - e.g., the Italian and French presidents, who are
elected every seven and five years, respectively (for-
merly seven in France until the year 2000) - compared
to monarchs’ lifetime positions. Nevertheless, the in-
stitutional tone and cultural framework is maintained
across representatives, while diachronic change is per-
ceivable in the chronological evolution of style and vo-
cabulary (Leblanc, 2016).
In this work, we introduce the NewYeS corpus, a col-
lection of transcripts of Christmas messages and New
Year’s speeches from various European countries, that
cover different periods of time starting between 1946

and 1960 (depending on transcript availability online)
until 2020.
This paper is organised as follows: section 2 describes
the formal structure of this particular kind of speech,
drawing from relevant literature; section 3 illustrates
how the dataset was built; section 4 explains the anal-
ysis conducted on the texts. In section 5 we present
and discuss the results, whereas in section 6 we outline
possible future directions.

Country Speech held by
Denmark King/Queen of Denmark
France President of the French Republic
Italy President of the Italian Republic
Norway King of Norway

Spain Francisco Franco (until 1974)
King of Spain

United Kingdom Queen of the United Kingdom

Table 1: List of countries and country representatives
holding the speech at the end of the year.

2. Background
The final speech of the year is usually held by the king
or queen of the country - in case the country’s form
of government is a constitutional monarchy - or by the
elected president in case of a democracy (see Table 1
for more details about the countries considered in this
paper), with the notable exception of dictator Francisco
Franco who held the Christmas Message in Spain until
1974.
Analysis of political discourse has been drawing in-
creasing attention in the field of Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP). Some work has been carried out with
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regard to political stance detection (Diermeier et al.,
2012; Zirn, 2014; Glavaš et al., 2017; Lehmann and
Derczynski, 2019), analysis of persuasiveness in po-
litical speeches (Guerini et al., 2008), political affilia-
tion (Navarretta and Hansen, 2020), sentiment analy-
sis (Onyimadu et al., 2013; Abercrombie and Batista-
Navarro, 2018) and topic classification in political
manifestos (Zirn et al., 2016).
However, New Year’s speeches represent a specific
type of “institutional speech”, as they are a ritual of sea-
sonal passage between a “before” and an “after” (Tuzzi,
2008). The monarch or president also act as a symbol
of the institutions, and therefore contribute to legitimise
the political system they represent in front of the entire
nation. Their speech emphasises a particular notion of
national identity - i.e., the power’s representation of na-
tional identity, addressed to an audience that is believed
- and lead to - share that sense of belonging (Madsen,
2017). It aims at building the “We” in a moment of
passage and potential change, hence carrier of inherent
uncertainty (Van Gennep, 2013). At the same time, it
tries to make sense of past events and to point out the
priorities for the coming year (Leblanc, 2016). As a
political ritual, the speeches present some text charac-
teristics that may be similar across countries. For in-
stance, a possibly fixed opening line that mainly de-
pends on the person pronouncing the speech - e.g., the
Norwegian “Kjære landsmenn” (“Dear countrymen”),
Francisco Franco’s “Españoles!” (“Spanish people!”)
or the greetings of some Italian presidents “Italiani”
(“Italians”), “Care Italiane, cari Italiani” (“Dear Ital-
ian women, dear Italian men”). Sometimes even a sim-
ple “good evening” can open the speech (Spain and
Italy). All the speeches usually end with the speaker
wishing a merry Christmas or a happy New Year, and
possibly invoking God’s protection (Denmark).
The nation building effort also goes through an appeal
to national values - or the values the nation is supposed
to identify itself with - and an overview of the year’s
events as a common and shared experience.
A comparative analysis of these speeches may thus re-
veal both cultural differences and possible similarities,
providing some insight into a tradition that for decades
has been carried on in parallel in several European
countries.

3. Dataset
The NewYeS corpus comprises transcripts of Christ-
mas messages and New Year’s speeches held by the
heads of state - presidents or monarchs - of six different
European countries (Italy, France, Spain, United King-
dom, Denmark and Norway), spanning from varying
starting years to 2020. The Danish corpus is the largest,
as it begins with the 1946 speech, whereas the French
one is the smallest, since transcripts were available only
starting from 1960.
The corpus was collected from various web sources,
mainly constituted by - but not limited to - the offi-

cial royal or presidential websites. In some cases the
scraped texts needed a thorough cleaning before being
used for NLP analysis. A primary condition for the
dataset creation has therefore been the availability of
the speech transcripts online.

4. Analysis
The analysis was carried out on 366 speeches (61 per
country), spanning a time period of sixty years - from
1960 until 2020. This time span was chosen because
speeches covering this period were available for each
country, thus allowing a uniform analysis. However,
some of the collected corpora contain speeches dating
back to before 1960.
A first level of analysis consisted of examining the ab-
solute frequency (i.e., the absolute number of occur-
rences for each year) of the word “God” throughout the
texts, as shown in figure 1.
We further considered the three most frequent content
words for each year - i.e., nouns, verbs (excluding aux-
iliary verbs), adjectives and adverbs. In particular, the
word lemmas were considered for this analysis. Ad-
verbs with a more grammatical role in the sentence, that
could therefore be considered as function words (e.g.,
so, too, yet, then) were excluded. An essential step for
this analysis was part-of-speech (POS) tagging, which
was performed using Stanza1, an NLP toolkit devel-
oped by Stanford University (Qi et al., 2020). An ex-
ample of the three most frequent words for the year
1989 can be seen in table 2, whereas a more compre-
hensive comparison between years is illustrated in table
4.

Year Country Most frequent words (lemmas)

Denmark
år (year)
frihed (freedom)
ny (new)

France
liberté (freedom)
pays (country)
est (East)

1989

Italy
libertà (freedom)
popolo (people)
nuovo (new)

Norway
mange (many)
år (year)
stor (big)

Spain
desear (to wish)
buen (good)
hacer (to do/to make)

UK
child
world
make

Table 2: Examples of the top three most frequent con-
tent words (nouns, adjectives, verbs or adverbs) as lem-
mas in the speeches of the year 1989.

1https://stanfordnlp.github.io/stanza/
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Figure 1: Absolute frequency of mention of the word “God” across countries over the years. It can be observed
how the green line, representing Spain, spikes in the early ’60s and slightly peaks again in the early ’70s, when
Franco was in power, then drops to a level that is comparable to other countries when the king of Spain started
holding the speech. On the other hand, the word “God” was never mentioned in Norwegian speeches and barely in
French ones (the only mention happened when some lines by the French poet Paul Verlaine were quoted, in 1967).

In addition, we applied Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count 2015 (LIWC2015)2 for speech sentiment anal-
ysis. LIWC2015 is an application that relies on inter-
nal dictionaries in which words have been classified in
different categories, according to psychological theo-
ries and emotion-measuring scales (Pennebaker et al.,
2015). The tool processes the text sequentially, com-
paring each encountered word to the words in the dic-
tionary and assigning scores depending on the category
(or categories) a word is assigned to. The result is a
speech psychometric analysis with percentage scores
for each conceptual dimension. LIWC has been used in
the past to identify texts written by people with mental
disorders (Coppersmith et al., 2014), to analyse the cor-
relation between narcissism and language (Holtzman
et al., 2019), in social psychology (Klauke et al., 2020)
and political science studies (Bond et al., 2017), among
others.
The speech sentiment analysis was carried out for En-
glish, French, Italian and Spanish, as LIWC is available
for these languages and has been deemed a valuable
tool for multilingual analysis (Dudău and Sava, 2021).
In particular, positive and negative emotion scores for
specific years were extracted and compared (see Ta-
ble 3), together with religion-related words. Figure 2
shows the change of positive emotion rate over time,
whereas figure 3 presents the frequency of religion-
related words.

2The LIWC2015 website: http://liwc.wpengine.com/

5. Discussion
The first analysis regarded the absolute frequency of
mention of the word “God” in the texts. Figure 1
shows the absolute frequency of occurrence of the word
“God” over the years. It stands out how in Spanish
Christmas messages, God was mentioned significantly
more often in Francisco Franco’s speeches (until 1974,
the year of his last speech), compared to the speeches
pronounced later by the kings of Spain. A peak can also
be observed in Italian speeches in 1998, when President
Oscar Luigi Scalfaro held his last New Year’s speech,
whereas mentioning God dropped with the following
Italian presidents. An interesting case is represented
by Norway, as the kings never mentioned the word
“God”. The Norwegian case is followed closely by
France, since the only mention of God in 1967 was due
to Charles De Gaulle quoting a line by the poet Paul
Verlaine.
With regard to the most frequent content words per
year, table 2 shows that “freedom” was one of the most
repeated words in 1989, likely related to the events of
that year.
A more comprehensive comparison, which takes into
account different years that are representative of the
whole period, can be seen in table 4. Perhaps unsur-
prisingly, “year” is one of the most repeated words
overall. It is also interesting to see how “all” (which
taken as a lemma, could stand for “every”, “everything”
or “everybody”) seems to be a recurring word in Dan-
ish speeches, and also makes it to the top three in one
French speech. It is most likely expression of an at-
tempt to address and embrace the whole nation, in or-
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Figure 2: Change of positive emotion rate over the years

der to build a sense of community.
In addition, it can be observed how the adjec-
tive “French” is a recurring word in earlier French
speeches, whereas the shift from “Italian” in 1980 to
“European” in 2020 with respect to Italian speeches is
certainly a sign of changing times.
On the other hand, some word occurrences are simply
related to peculiarities of that year’s speech, such as the
repetition of the verb “ring” in the UK speech of 1980,
which is due to the Queen quoting a poem by Alfred
Tennyson3.
Figure 2 gives an overview of how the positive emo-
tion rate changed over the years, whereas table 3 shows
positive and negative emotion scores assigned to New
Year’s speeches held in pivotal years of recent history,
compared across countries. It is interesting to observe
how Italy always scores very low with respect to posi-

3Some verses from the poem “In Memoriam (Ring out,
wild bells)”

tive emotion, regardless of the president, whereas other
countries - in particular the United Kingdom - score
fairly high on the positive emotion scale. This may be
due to a tendency of Italian Presidents to talk about
problems and challenges encountered throughout the
year, whereas other speakers seem to lean more to-
wards optimism and hope for the future.
The diachronic frequency of religion-related words is
featured in figure 3. It can be seen that France presents
the lowest score, followed by Italy. In line with the fre-
quency of mention of the word “God”, Spain presents a
higher rate of religious references when the Christmas
speeches were held by Francisco Franco. Perhaps un-
surprisingly, since the Queen of the United Kingdom
is also head of the Church of England, her Christmas
messages tend to mix political and religious elements.
This distinctive trait may also contribute to the peaks in
positive emotion scores, as a speech held on Christmas
Day would likely be characterised by positive feelings

Year France Italy Spain United Kingdom
Pos Neg Pos Neg Pos Neg Pos Neg

1968 3.48 2.39 0.51 1.28 4.36 1.52 6.52 1.78
1973 4.70 1.46 0.16 2.56 4.20 2.18 5.91 1.43
1989 3.34 0.92 0.31 2.09 5.98 1.84 4.70 1.86
2000 4.78 1.66 0.49 1.03 5.79 1.42 5.92 1.15
2008 3.87 3.06 0.12 2.21 4.95 1.93 7.69 1.16
2020 4.09 1.64 0.52 1.22 4.10 1.80 7.15 1.16

Table 3: Positive and negative emotion scores per country in different years, in which significant historical events
happened (i.e., protests of 1968, oil crisis of 1973, fall of the Berlin wall in 1989, turn of the millennium in the
year 2000, financial crisis of 2008, COVID-19 pandemic in 2020).
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Figure 3: Frequency of religion-related words over the years

and good wishes. The highest peak of religious refer-
ences can be observed in the message of the year 2000,
which features the highest number of occurrences of
words such as ”Christ”, ”Christian” and ”faith”.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we collected and analysed the texts of
Christmas messages and New Year’s speeches from
six European countries. For the analysis we selected
speeches that covered the same time span, namely 61
years from 1960 to 2020, for a total amount of 366
speeches. We examined the absolute frequency of
mention of the word “God” and extracted the three
most frequent content words in the speeches of spe-
cific years, which revealed some remarkable cultural
differences among countries. We further implemented
the LIWC2015 application for the analysis of positive
and negative emotion scores for four countries (France,
Italy, Spain and the United Kingdom).
This work has been an exploratory study of a subgenre
of political speeches that differ considerably from the
usual political talks, whose main goal is generally
to convince and persuade the audience to share the
speaker’s opinion. New Year’s speeches are a more
“institutional” kind of speech held by the head of state,
whose role is to represent a country’s political institu-
tions in front of the nation in a ritual way. The analysis
that was implemented is an experimental example of
how this corpus could be used in the framework of po-
litical analysis in NLP.
The NewYeS corpus can certainly be expanded to
other countries that present a Christmas or New Year’s
speech tradition. For instance, at the moment tran-
scripts of German speeches are available only from the
late Eighties until today, but they would constitute a

valuable addition.
With regard to future directions, focusing on one coun-
try would allow for a deeper diachronic analysis - e.g.,
how the vocabulary, syntax complexity and way of ad-
dressing the nation have changed over time. From a
cross-cultural perspective, a detailed analysis of dis-
course and rhetorical strategies could highlight fur-
ther differences or similarities among countries. The
NewYeS corpus is publicly available for research pur-
poses upon request to the authors.
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Abstract
Twitter has been used as a textual resource to attempt to predict the outcome of elections for over a decade. A body of
literature suggests that this is not consistently possible. In this paper we test the hypothesis that mentions of political parties
in tweets are better correlated with the appearance of party names in newspapers than to the intention of the tweeter to vote
for that party. Five Dutch national elections are used in this study. We find only a small positive, negligible difference in
Pearson’s correlation coefficient as well as in the absolute error of the relation between tweets and news, and between tweets
and elections. However, we find a larger correlation and a smaller absolute error between party mentions in newspapers and
the outcome of the elections in four of the five elections. This suggests that newspapers are a better starting point for predicting
the election outcome than tweets.

Keywords: social media, Twitter, newspapers, elections

1. Introduction
For over a decade researchers have attempted to pre-
dict (political) election results on the basis of Twitter.
Some results from the beginning of that period looked
promising (Tumasjan et al., 2010; Sanders and Van den
Bosch, 2013), but soon papers appeared that expressed
doubts about the ability to correctly predict the elec-
tion outcome based on tweets (Gayo-Avello, 2012).
Although there are findings that support these doubts
(e.g. (Sanders and van den Bosch, 2019)), still studies
appear that report on attempts to forecast the elections
with tweets, often including sentiment analysis (Nu-
groho, 2021; Batra et al., 2020; Rao et al., 2020) and
others with mixing in additional information, such as
economic indicators (Liu et al., 2020).
In his paper on the predictive power of tweets with re-
gards to election results, Murthy concludes: ”Twitter
frequency and sentiment are hardly measures of ’vic-
tory’. They are better indicators of the social me-
dia ’buzz’ around a candidate. Twitter also tends to
act as a reactive rather than predictive media plat-
form.” (Murthy, 2015). Based on this finding we in-
tended to investigate whether the mentioning of party
names in tweets might be more influenced by what
Twitter users hear in the media than their political pref-
erence. We did this by studying the correlation of the
mentions of political party names in tweets and party
mentions in the news, and compare these to the corre-
lation of party mentions in tweets and election results.
If Murthy’s conclusion is right, we expect the former
correlation to be larger than the latter.
For news we restricted ourselves to newspaper arti-
cles. The reason for this is that this is a relative limited
textual resource that is relatively well accessible and
searchable, in contrast with for example television or
radio news broadcasts. We are supported in this choice
by Druckman who writes in his paper ”More impor-
tant, I find that newspapers, and not television news,

play a significant, although potentially limited, role in
informing the electorate.” (Druckman, 2005).
In earlier studies about the relation between tweets
and newspapers, we find opposing findings. In 2015
Murthy concludes ”Using the 2011–2012 U.S. Repub-
lican primary as a case study, this article evaluates
whether the sentiment of traditional print media cov-
erage of candidates is related to the frequency of their
mentions on Twitter. We found that the two are gener-
ally not related.” (Murthy and Petto, 2015), where Su
finds in a study about climate change in the news in
2019 ”The findings imply that Twitter is more likely
to influence newspapers’ agenda in terms of breaking
news, whereas newspapers are more likely to lead Twit-
ter’s agenda in terms of ongoing discussions during
non-breaking news periods.” and ”Overall, the agen-
das of Twitter and newspapers were significantly cor-
related.” (Su and Borah, 2019).
To investigate our research question whether tweets are
more influenced by news than by political preference
we counted how often political party names occur in
tweets, newspaper articles and how the parties score
in the elections of five Dutch elections of national im-
portance, and compare their percentages. The paper is
organised as follows: in section 2 we present how we
got our data, in section 3 we explain how we conducted
our experiment, in section 4 we show our results and in
sections 5 and 6 we discuss our findings and draw con-
clusions.

2. Data
2.1. TwiNL
The tweets we used in our study are taken from
TwiNL (Tjong Kim Sang and Van den Bosch, 2013),
a project in which Dutch tweets are collected since De-
cember 2010. The archive creators claim a coverage
of about 60% to 80% of all Dutch tweets (based on the
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number of replies to a tweet that also appears in the col-
lection). These are tweets that are either in the Dutch
language or posted by a set of users known to post in
Dutch. Language detection separates the Dutch from
the non-Dutch tweets. In our experiments we only use
the tweets that were detected as written in Dutch, which
is not flawless, but sufficiently accurate for trustworthy
numbers. Until February 2021, over 4.1 billion Dutch
written tweets were collected.

2.2. LexisNexis
For newspaper articles we used a huge online col-
lection of Dutch newspapers provided by LexisNexis.
It has a special service for academia, called Lex-
isUni (Knapp, 2018). It contains an archive of forty
years of weekly and daily newspapers. All major Dutch
national newspapers (Telegraaf, Volkskrant, Algemeen
Dagblad, NRC, Parool, Trouw, Financieel Dagblad)
and many regional newspapers are present1. In contrast
to the tweets we do not have the texts of the newspaper
articles. We use the search engine of LexisNexis that
returns the number of newspapers in which a search
term was found within an indicated date range. This
number was used in our experiments.

2.3. Elections and Parties
We studied five Dutch elections of national importance.
In 2012 and 2017 elections were held for the Tweede
Kamer (comparable to the House of Representatives in
the USA) and in 2011, 2015 and 2019 elections were
held for the Eerste Kamer (comparable to the Senate
in the USA). Eleven political parties participated in all
five elections. These are the parties that were taken into
account in our experiments. Table 1 shows the eleven
parties. See (Sanders and van den Bosch, 2019) for a
more detailed description of the Dutch electoral system
and the various political parties.

3. Experiments
3.1. Counting Political Party Names
To find the (”political”) correlation between tweets and
newspapers, we count how often political party names
appear in them. We use case insensitive pattern match-
ing of different manners of writing of the party names.
For tweets we use more elaborate regular expression
to find the party names, for an extensive description,
see (Sanders and van den Bosch, 2019). For the news-
papers, we use a simpler set, because newspaper are
much more unambiguous in their way of spelling party
names and misspelling will be so infrequent that they
can safely be ignored. Table 1 shows the political par-
ties that gained at least one seat in all five elections un-
der study. In 2017 and 2019, two other parties also
gained seats in the elections: FvD and DENK. We de-
cided to not include these in our experiments for two

1https://www.lexisnexis.nl/over-lexisnexis/dutch-news-
content

reasons: 1) By having the same set of parties over all
elections makes it much easier to compare between the
different elections. 2) ’Denk’ is also a conjugation of
the Dutch verb ’Denken’ (to think), which is very com-
mon in the Dutch language. For tweets, we can disam-
biguate between the party name and the verb by means
of automatic classification, but for newspaper articles
this is not possible, because we do not have the texts of
the articles.
We did some sample searches with all party names that
might be used in the newspapers (also with their full
names) and for most parties only their common abbre-
viation was sufficient to catch almost all news paper
articles in which this party was mentioned. For a few
parties we needed both the abbreviation as well as the
full name. Note that the party 50Plus is sometimes also
written as 50+, but this is not a possible search term in
LexisNexis, because the plus-sign is ignored. Our esti-
mation is that we did not miss many newspaper articles
because of this.

Table 1: Search terms in LexisNexis of the political
parties.

Party Name
Search Terms
LexisNexis
(case insensitive)

VVD VVD
PvdA PVDA
CDA CDA
PVV PVV
SP SP
D66 D66

GroenLinks
GroenLinks
”Groen Links”
GL

ChristenUnie
ChristenUnie
”Christen Unie”
CU

50Plus
50Plus
”50 Plus”

SGP SGP

PvdD
PvdD
”Partij voor de Dieren”

3.2. Correlation and Absolute Error
To determine the correlation between the number of
party names mentioned in tweets on the one hand and
in newspaper articles on the other hand, we counted
mentions of the names in a period of ten days before
election day. This period is long enough to smooth out
fluctuations in reporting about specific parties, effects
of one source influencing the other and the fact that in
the Netherlands newspapers do not appear on Sundays.
It is also short enough to make sure that the mentioning
of parties is likely related to the elections.
We decided to take only singular copies of tweets and
newspaper articles into account. Thus, we leave out
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all retweets and replies to a tweet in which a party is
mentioned out of our counts; also, we count identical
articles, in which a party is mentioned, that appear in
several newspapers as one. It is to be expected that in-
cluding duplications will normalise over all parties and
an earlier study showed that there is no substantial dif-
ference in including or excluding retweets with respect
to the relation between party mentions in tweets and
the outcome of elections (Sanders and van den Bosch,
2019).
Figure 1 shows the number of tweets per day in the
ten days before election day. Retweets and replies to
tweets are excluded from this set. For the elections in
2011 and 2012 there are considerably more tweets in
the set than for the later elections, although we will
see later that the number of tweets with party names
in them are more comparable over the years. For ev-
ery day and for every election there are at least 450,000
tweets in the collection.
Our research question as posed in the introduction is
whether the correlation between political parties men-
tioned in tweets and in newspaper articles is bigger than
the correlation between parties mentioned in tweets and
the outcome of elections. To complete the triangular re-
lation between these measurements, we also computed
the correlation between parties mentioned in newspa-
per articles and the outcome of elections and compared
these to the other two correlations.
We use two measurements to investigate the relation-
ship between tweets and newspaper articles: Pear-
son correlation and Absolute error. Pearson correla-
tion (Benesty et al., 2009) is a well known way to in-
dicate the strength of the relation between two series
of numbers. In our case we relate the percentages of
the number of times the parties are mentioned in two
different sources, tweets and newspaper articles.
The absolute error is a measurement used to express the
difference between a measured value and a real value.
In earlier studies, we used this measurement to com-
pute the distance between a prediction and the real out-
come of elections (Sanders and van den Bosch, 2019).
In these experiments we use the absolute error to mea-
sure the relation between mentions of political parties
in tweets and newspapers. See equation 1 for the com-
putation of the absolute error.

AE =

N∑

i=1

|Perc1(i)− Perc2(i)| (1)

Where AE is the Absolute Error, Perc1(i), the per-
centage of the mentions of party i in data stream 1,
Perc2(i) the percentage of mentions of party i in data
stream 2 and N is the total number of parties.

4. Results
The total number of tweets and newspaper articles in
which one or more political parties were mentioned in
the ten days before the elections are shown in Table 2.

For newspaper articles, these numbers vary roughly be-
tween 7,000 and 16,000. For tweets these numbers are
a factor 30 higher and vary roughly between 200,000
and 700,000. Figure 2 shows the number of tweets with
party names per day in the ten days before the elec-
tions. From Table 2 and Figure 2 it can be observed
that in 2012 and 2017 most tweets and newspaper ar-
ticles with party names are found. This is to be ex-
pected, since these were the years that the elections for
the Tweede Kamer took place, which are the most im-
portant elections in the Netherlands. In Figure 2 it can
be seen that in the last one or two days before election
day the number of tweets in which a party is mentioned
increase substantially, which is also to be expected.

Table 2: Number of tweets and newspaper articles in
which political parties were mentioned, for five elec-
tions.

year #tweets
#newspaper

articles
2011 304,933 11,175
2012 570,452 15,917
2015 413,967 10,928
2017 669,515 13,561
2019 206,159 7,261
total 2,165,026 58,842

For the five elections the percentages of party mentions
in tweets and newspaper articles and the percentages
of votes per party can be found in Figures 3, 4 and 5
respectively.
Comparing these figures it becomes apparent that they
correlate to some extent. The largest parties (VVD,
PvdA, PVV, CDA) have the largest percentages in all
graphs, while the smaller parties (PvdD, SGP, 50Plus)
are represented by small percentages in all graphs. Fig-
ure 6 confirms the visual correlation, showing Pear-
son’s correlation coefficient for the three data pairs
(news-tweets, tweets-elections, news-elections) for the
five elections.
All Pearson’s correlation coefficients lie between 0.67
and 0.95, which means that there is always at least a
strong correlation. The correlation between newspaper
articles and tweets is almost equal or higher than the
correlation between tweets and election results in all
cases. The hypothesis that tweets and news are more
correlated than tweets and elections is not falsified by
these results, but the differences are minimal.
At the same time we find that the correlation between
newspaper articles and the election outcome is the
highest in four of the five elections. This effect is
clearer from Figure 7 in which the absolute errors for
the three data pairs for the five elections are shown.
Figure 7 shows the same pattern as Figure 6: where the
Pearson’s correlation coefficient is higher, the absolute
error is lower and vice versa. We observe that the ab-
solute error of the news-elections relation is markedly
lower in all elections except the one in 2012.
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Figure 1: Number of million Dutch tweets per day in TwiNL in the 10 days before the election, excluding retweets
and replies

Figure 2: Number of tweets (excluding retweets and replies) with one or more party names in the ten days before
the elections, for the five elections.

5. Discussion
Both a larger Pearson correlation (in four of the five
elections) and a smaller absolute error (in all elections)
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Figure 3: Percentages that indicate how often a political party was mentioned in tweets, for five elections.

Figure 4: Percentages that indicate how often a political party was mentioned in newspaper articles, for five
elections.

of the relation tweets—newspapers compared to the re-
lation tweets—election results would confirm our as-
sumption that party mentions in tweets are more in-
fluenced by the news than the political preferences of

Twitter users, but the differences are overall very small.

Although it was not the focus of our research, we found
that the correlation between party mentions in newspa-
per articles and the election results is the largest in four
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Figure 5: Percentages that indicate how many votes a political party got, for five elections.

Figure 6: Pearson’s correlation coefficients for the relation pairs between newspaper articles, tweets and election
results for five elections.

of the five elections. Especially the absolute error is
significantly lower in these four cases. The exception
is in 2012 when two parties were in a duel to become
the largest. It seems that newspapers reflect the polit-

ical preferences in society better than tweets do. That
would make them a better basic predictor of the elec-
tion results. This is in accordance to what Barclay et al.
conclude in their paper about the political bias of In-
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Figure 7: Absolute error for the relation pairs between newspaper articles, tweets and election results for five
elections.

dian English newspapers in the 2014 elections in India:
”This overall Press bias was observed to have a strong
and positive correlation with the vote count, supporting
the strong effects paradigm.” (Barclay et al., 2015).
We were investigating whether news has a bigger im-
pact on which political party people tweet about than
their intention to vote for that party. The first step to
find out was to look at the correlations and absolute er-
rors. We realise that these measurements in itself do
not tell anything about the influence of one data stream
on the other. To be able to have more insight in the
direction of influence we would need to take a closer
look to the chronological order in which the parties are
mentioned in different media and in what context they
are mentioned.
When we take a closer look at the mentions of the
individual parties in the newspapers and tweets in
graphs 3, 4, 5, we see that PVV (an anti-islam party) is
consistently underrepresented in the newspapers while
CDA (Christian democrats) is over-represented. PVV
has for a long time been a party that people typically
will not say they will vote for. CDA on the other hand
is a party in the middle of the political spectrum that
has been the largest party for large periods in the pre-
vious century that is declining in support since a few
decades, but still talked about in the newspapers. The
same goes for PvdA (social democrats), but the over-
representation in the newspapers is smaller than that of
CDA.
We restricted ourselves to newspapers because of fea-

sibility reasons. It would be interesting to study the dif-
ference with respect to party mentions in other media,
such as radio, television and news websites. Unfortu-
nately we do not have access to searchable resources
that contain the transcriptions of radio and television
broadcasts and news websites are often behind a pay-
wall or very difficult if not impossible to search. We
conjecture that they are likely to be correlated strongly
to our newspaper measurements.
For our comparisons, we used raw counts of political
party mentions in tweets and newspapers. This is very
crude. Of course it would be best to normalise for all
kinds of demographic variations of the tweeters, as that
could help improving the results as the demographics
of Twitter users are different (and changing over time)
from the general voting populace; being able to cor-
rect for that would strengthen the assumption that when
Twitter users mention a party, they often express their
political preference for that party. However, as far as
such a correction is technically possible, we have in-
dications it does not offer an improvement (Sanders et
al., 2016). Also taking context and sentiment into ac-
count does not appear to improve the preciseness of
the counts, as we concluded in (Sanders and van den
Bosch, 2020).

6. Conclusion
The goal of our research was to investigate the hypoth-
esis that mentions of political party names in tweets
are more influenced by what people read from the me-
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dia (i.e. the news) than by what they (intend to) vote
for. A first step in this investigation is to look at the
correlation of party mentions in tweets and newspaper
articles and the election results. Pearson correlation be-
tween party mentions in tweets and newspaper articles
is larger than that of party mentions in tweets and the
election results in four of the five elections and the ab-
solute errors is smaller in all elections, which indicates
that our hypothesis is confirmed. However, the differ-
ences are overall too small to be able to draw definitive
conclusions.
It appeared that the correlation between the party men-
tions in the news and the election results are signifi-
cantly higher and the absolute error significantly lower
in four of the five cases. This leads us to conclude that
newspaper articles might be a better predictor of the
election outcome than tweets.
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Abstract
We present a new dataset of online debates in English, annotated with stance. The dataset was scraped from the “Debating
Europe” platform, where users exchange opinions over different subjects related to the European Union. The dataset is composed
of 2600 comments pertaining to 18 debates related to the “European Green Deal”, in a conversational setting. After presenting
the dataset and the annotated sub-part, we pre-train a model for a multilingual stance classification over the X-stance dataset
before fine-tuning it over our dataset, and vice-versa. The fine-tuned models are shown to improve stance classification
performance on each of the datasets, even though they have different languages, topics and targets. Subsequently, we propose to
enhance the performances over “Debating Europe” with an interaction-aware model, taking advantage of the online debate
structure of the platform. We also propose a semi-supervised self-training method to take advantage of the imbalanced and
unlabeled data from the whole website, leading to a final improvement of accuracy by 3.4% over a Vanilla XLM-R model.

Keywords: Stance Classification, Online Debates, Multilingual

1. Introduction

Stance detection and classification in online debates
have been tackled by various approaches. Some of the
first ones employed linguistics-based methods inside de-
bates using pre-defined opposed targets such as “iPhone
vs BlackBerry” (Somasundaran and Wiebe, 2009), clas-
sifying ideological debates (Somasundaran and Wiebe,
2010) and on social justice subjects such as “Abortion”
or “Gay Rights”. They were followed by more com-
plex probabilistic graphic systems (Sridhar et al., 2015),
allowing to model the dynamics of the debate and the
disagreements between speech turns, and finally deep
neural methods (Augenstein et al., 2016; Allaway and
McKeown, 2020), allowing efficient multi-target and
zero-shot classification.
Recently, most of the work in this area focused on stance
detection over tweets either in a non-interactional man-
ner, like the SemEval-2016 task (Mohammad et al.,
2016), or by including the interactions between the
users (Barriere et al., 2018; Barriere, 2017) and ap-
plying stance detection over the whole thread (Gorrell
et al., 2019). Building on seminal work in stance, the
SemEval 2016 task was capable of targeting abstract
concepts (e.g. “Atheism” or “Abortion”), as well as
persons (e.g. “Hillary Clinton” or “Donald Trump”).
On multilingual stance analysis over tweets, (Lai et al.,
2020) present a model using mainly high-level linguistic
features like stylistic, structural, affective or contextual
knowledge, but no dense contextual vectors.
In (Vamvas and Sennrich, 2020), the authors propose
the X-stance dataset, containing 67k comments over
150 political issues in 3 languages. Their approach was
to reformulate the target in a natural question in order to
easily train one multilingual multi-target model on the
entire dataset. Similarly, in the procon dataset, contain-

ing 6,019 comments over 419 controversial issues, each
target was also reformulated as a question (Hosseinia
et al., 2020). However, none of these datasets contains
interactional data.
The integration of the debate’s dynamics in the model
can be done in many ways. It can be achieved using
dialogic features (Abbott et al., 2011) or intrinsically
in the shape of a graphical model (Walker et al., 2012;
Sridhar et al., 2015), allowing to represent the dialogic
structure of the debates which is important in term of
agreements. Eventually, this integration was accom-
plished with transformer models like BERT (Prakash
and Madabushi, 2020; Yu et al., 2020; Devlin et al.,
2018). To the best of our knowledge, no work with
transformers so far investigates the use of a context win-
dow, like us, for multi-target stance detection in debates.
Self-training (ST) (Yarowsky, 1995) is interesting when
annotation is scarce, but however rarely used for stance
detection and even less with imbalanced data. A re-
cent work is the one of (Glandt et al., 2021) that use
Knowledge Distillation on COVID tweets. (Wei et al.,
2021) propose an interesting self-training method for
imbalanced images on CIFAR, but they assume the dis-
tributions of the unlabeled and labeled datasets are the
same, which is not true in our case.
Motivations and Positioning The first motivation of
this work relates to the lack of an appropriate multilin-
gual multi-target stance-annotated debate dataset. We
created such a corpus, together with the appropriate
annotation schema and guidelines. It is composed of
contemporary questions that can be debated in the Con-
ference on the Future of Europe.1 The contributions
of this paper are four-fold. Firstly, we propose a new
dataset of annotated stance in online debates. Secondly,

1https://futureu.europa.eu/?locale=en
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Figure 1: Examples of comments from 3 debates of the Debating Europe Dataset

Label % DE Unit µcom µdeb ⌃

7 100% Comments ? 89.5 125,798
Words 51.7 4,623 6,499,625

3 2.0% Comments ? 140 2,523
Words 33.4 4,683 84,289

Table 1: Low-level statistics on the DE dataset, regard-
ing there is label annotation or not. µcom/µdeb is the av-
erage mean of the respective units (comments or words)
at the comment/debate-level.

we assess the quality of the data and annotation by show-
ing that our dataset can be used to improve stance classi-
fication in non-English languages. Indeed, pre-training
on English text stemming from Debating Europe (DE)
allows us to reach better results on the multilingual X-
stance dataset (Vamvas and Sennrich, 2020). Thirdly,
we take advantage of the debate structure inside the
learning model and analyze its impact on the perfor-
mances. Finally, we show that self-training can be used
on the unlabeled part of the dataset to enhance the model
performances.
We differ from the existing works for three reasons.
Firstly the dataset we are proposing allows to study
stance in online debates in a multi-target and multi-
lingual way. Secondly, we propose to use a context
window in order to integrate the dynamics of the debate
in a context-aware transformer model Finally, we not
only release an annotated dataset for one domain, but
also a larger dataset of unlabeled data on other topics,
and show how to enhance a multilingual stance classifier
with a simple, yet efficient semi-supervised learning
method for imbalanced and unlabeled datasets.

2. Datasets Overview
2.1. The Debating Europe dataset
We release the Debating Europe (DE) dataset which
is composed of online debates annotated with stance
annotations at the comment level.

2.1.1. Debating Europe and Extraction
The DE dataset is composed of debates scraped in
September 2020 from the “Debating Europe” plat-

form2. Most of the debates are related to questions
such as “Should we have a European healthcare sys-
tem?”, which can generally be reformulated as a yes/no
question. Each debate is composed of a topic tag, a
text paragraph with the context of the debate, as well
as comments, either about the main context or about
previous comments.
The dataset contains 125,798 comments for 1,406 de-
bates. More statistics are shown in Table 1

2.1.2. Annotation
Subset selection We annotated 18 debates from the
whole dataset scraped from Debating Europe. The cri-
teria chosen to select those debates are the number of
comments associated to each debate and the relevance
to one or more of the policy areas of the new “European
Green Deal”.3

When needed, the debate question was reformulated
into a closed question in order to make it compatible
with our framework. We discarded the debates with less
than 25 comments. More information about the debates
and policy areas are available in the Appendix.

Annotation scheme The annotation scheme and cor-
responding guidelines aimed to capture citizens’ stance
towards the debate question, at the comment-level. To
achieve this, four labels were defined: Yes, No, Neutral
and Not answering. For each comment, the annotation
regarded whether the user replied to the answer and if
so, whether if he/she was in favour or not, or neutral
with respect to the original question. The questions of
the annotated debates are shown in Appendix. The an-
notation has been done by one unique expert using the
INCEpTION software (Klie et al., 2018).

Final annotations We obtained 2,523 labels over the
18 debates, with 4 classes: Yes (40.1%), No (19.4%),
Neutral (11.2%) and Not answering (29.3%). We chose
to add the last category in order to check if the com-
menter was interested in answering the debate ques-
tion. In the following experiments we merged the Neu-

2https://www.debatingeurope.eu/
3https://tinyurl.com/GreenDealEC
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Intra-target X-question X-Topic X-lingual
DE FR Mean DE FR Mean DE FR Mean IT

M-BERT (Vamvas2020) 76.8 76.6 76.6 68.5 68.4 68.4 68.9 70.9 69.9 70.2
XLM-R 76.3 78.0 77.1 71.5 72.9 72.2 71.2 73.7 72.4 73.0
XLM-Rft 77.3 79.0 78.1 71.5 74.8 73.1 72.2 74.7 73.4 73.9

Table 2: Results over X-Stance dataset for a binary classification

tral and Not answering classes into a unique class in
order to simplify the work (Mohammad et al., 2016;
Küçük and Fazli, 2020). The validation using classi-
cal inter-annotator-agreement metrics was impossible
with one unique expert annotations, hence we validated
the dataset by showing its usefulness for cross-dataset,
cross-topic and cross-lingual transfer learning in Sub-
section 3.1.
More information about the general distribution of the
words is available Table 1 and in the Appendix, Table 5.

2.2. X-stance: A Multilingual multi-target
stance detection dataset

The X-stance (XS) dataset (Vamvas and Sennrich, 2020)
contains 67,271 comments in French, German and Ital-
ian on more than 150 political issues (targets) retrieved
from the Swiss application Smartvote. To tackle stance
classification in this setting, the authors propose to inte-
grate the target inside a natural question which can be
seen as a debate’s title. This approach allows the model
to learn across targets, to remain efficient in a zero-shot
learning setting and to use the semantics information
contained inside the pre-trained model (Yin et al., 2019).
The 4 labels have been merged into 2 classes: favor and
against the proposition, which can be seen as yes or no
when the proposition is formulated as a question.

3. Experiments and Results
The 3 experiments below are complementary. The first
experiment focuses on transfer learning across topics,
targets and languages. The second one focuses on the
interactive aspect of online debates. The last one high-
lights the value of the unlabeled DE dataset, with a
self-training method handling unlabeled and imbalanced
data.

3.1. Multilingual stance detection using
transfer learning

It is known that when the source and target domains are
dissimilar, standard transfer learning may fail and hurt
the performance by conducting to a negative transfer
(Rosenstein et al., 2005). Hence, showing the small
DE dataset can improve the results on a bigger dataset
via transfer learning across topics and language is a
way to validate the annotations. The XS dataset, which
is composed of multilingual comments answering to
political debate questions from several topics, is the
perfect candidate. We used a XLM-R (Conneau et al.,
2020) as multilingual learning model, and call it XLM-
Rft when it has been already trained over one dataset.

3.2. Context-aware model
In order to model the dynamics aspect of a de-
bate, we decided to use a context window to in-
tegrate an interactional context of variable size.
We separated the different sentences using [SEP]
tokens, rendering for a context window of size
2: [CLS] Debate Question [SEP] Sent n
[SEP] Sent n-1 [SEP] Sent n-2 [SEP].

3.3. Data-augmentation with semi-supervised
learning

As seen in Subsection 2.1, we annotated only a small
part of the available DE dataset, leaving unlabeled a
large amount of data that could potentially be useful
to increase model performance. To maximise the po-
tential of this unlabeled dataset, we propose to use a
self-training method (Yarowsky, 1995). The general
principle we follow is to leverage some of the model’s
own prediction on unlabeled data by adding pseudo-
examples in the training set. We compare two classical
methods, using a threshold on the model’s class proba-
bility and taking the k predictions with the highest prob-
ability (resp. thresh and k-best in Table 3). When doing
so, we keep aware of the downside of self-training such
as the fact that the model is not able to correct its own
mistakes and that errors are amplified (Ruder, 2019).
Thus, if the unlabeled dataset is imbalanced, the clas-
sifier bias will be amplified by the pseudo-labels and
the class-imbalance issue will be aggravated (Wei et al.,
2021).
To mitigate this risk, we propose to combine both tech-
niques, by adding a definite and balanced number of
kmax examples chosen randomly amongst those which
have a probability above the threshold, at each iteration
of the SSL algorithm. Our technique makes no assump-
tion on the label distribution of the unlabeled dataset and
can thus help to prevent an overflowing of the training
set with pseudo-examples from outer domains.

3.4. Methodological protocol
We followed the protocol of (Barriere and Balahur,
2020; Barriere and Jacquet, 2021) for the transform-
ers’ learning phase, already used in the past for multi-
lingual sentiment analysis and text classification. The
pre-trained models that we used were made available
online using the transformers library (Wolf et al.,
2019).We used the Adam algorithm (Kingma and Ba,
2014) with early stopping for the optimization of the
training loss, using a learning rate of 2e�6 for the first
training of the model on a stance task, and 5e�7 when
fine-tuning on another dataset for the transfer learning.
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Unsupervised Method Threshold kmax Balanced Model Prec. Rec. F1 Acc

7 7 7 7
XLM-R 68.6 69.3 68.9 70.1
XLM-Rft 70.7 69.9 70.2 72.1

thresh-0.99 0.99 7 7
XLM-R 68.6 69.8 69.1 70.7
XLM-Rft 68.9 69.6 69.0 70.9

k-best-2000 7 2000 7
XLM-R 67.5 68.3 67.8 69.3
XLM-Rft 70.4 69.9 69.8 71.9

k-best-600 7 600 7
XLM-R 69.4 68.5 68.0 69.5
XLM-Rft 72.5 70.3 71.1 73.3

our-2000 0.99 2000 3
XLM-R 69.5 69.4 69.4 71.3
XLM-Rft 70.5 69.9 69.3 71.7

our-600 0.99 600 3
XLM-R 70.9 71.6 71.1 72.7
XLM-Rft 71.5 71.5 71.4 73.5

Table 3: Results over the Debating Europe dataset for a 3-class classification using SSL

Ctxt Prec Rec. F1 Acc
0 70.7 69.9 70.2 72.1
1 72.1 70.5 71.2 72.7
2 70.7 69.8 70.2 72.7

Table 4: Results over DE for different context windows.
All the models were pre-trained over XS (XLM-Rft)

In contrast to (Vamvas and Sennrich, 2020), we do not
perform any hyperparameter optimization on dev and
use a shorter maximum sequence length (128 vs 512) to
speed up training and evaluation.
We divided the DE dataset into 3 train/validation/test
sets in a stratified way with a ratio of 75/5/20. To com-
pare results, we proceeded the same partition as (Vam-
vas and Sennrich, 2020) for the XS dataset. For the
SSL, we stopped at 5 iterations, used 0.99 for probabil-
ity threshold, and 600 and 2000 as maximum number
of examples added at each iteration when applicable.

3.5. Results
The 3 experiments are complementary. The first one
gives an insight of the effect of a pre-training over a non-
English multi-lingual dataset from another domain. The
second one investigated the impact of the integration
of the dialogic context inside the model, using context
windows of variable sizes. The third experiment uses a
self-training method applicable on a dataset of unlabeled
and imbalanced data.

Cross-datasets This experiment gives an insight of
the effect of a pre-training over a non-English multi-
lingual dataset from another domain. As can be seen in
Table 3 and 2, the transfer learning approach is efficient
for both the datasets, even though they have different
languages, topics and targets.

Impact of a context window This experiment inves-
tigated the impact of integrating dialogic context of
variable size inside the model, using a context window.
The results (Table 4) show that a context window can
enhance the model and a context window of size 1 is
optimal.

ST setting The results in Table 2 show that the ST
setups were not all successful. To understand the causes

Figure 2: Distribution of the pseudo-labels

of this failure, Figure 2 shows the distribution (and
amounts) of the pseudo-labels. Analysing the distri-
bution, we can clearly observe the weaknesses of each
method and draw a conclusion on why our method is
working: it does not flood the gold labels with weak
labels as pair with a balanced distribution.
The threshold method does not improve the perfor-
mances of the model because of the small size of our
dataset and the lack of model calibration. Too many
pseudo-examples added at each iteration significantly
degrade the performances of the model. The k-best
method allows diminishing the number of examples
added at every iteration and it performs well for the
XLM-Rft, as it has seen way more training examples
and seems more robust.

4. Conclusion and Future work
In this work, we presented “Debating Europe” - a new
dataset for stance detection and classification, composed
of online debates and partly annotated for stance at the
comment-level. This is as far as we know the first multi-
target stance dataset in the literature. Although it has
been annotated by one unique expert, we validated the
quality of the annotation by showing the DE dataset
is useful for transfer learning across languages and do-
mains, and reaching a new state-of-the-art on the multi-
lingual multi-target X-stance dataset. Additionally, we
proposed and validated two methods to improve over
the baseline results by integrating the interactional con-
text inside a transformer models, and by utilising the
imbalanced and unlabeled dataset with a home-made
self-training algorithm that makes no assumption on
the label distribution. The dataset and labels will be
available online after publication. Future work includes
extending DE dataset to further languages and domains,
as well as testing the impact of annotation granularity.
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Aggregation-level Debate Comment All
Units Label µ � med µ � med ⌃

Comments

All 140 99 101 1 0 1 2,523
Yes 56 37 39 1 0 1 1,012
No 29 39 14 1 0 1 489
Neutral 18 18 11 1 0 1 282
Not answering 41 23 35 1 0 1 740

Words

All 4,683 2,721 3,794 33 60 16 84,289
Yes 1,933 1,221 1,772 34 74 13 34,790
No 942 1,157 554 33 43 19 16,012
Neutral 814 808 478 46 73 23 13,023
Not answering 1,137 627 972 28 39 16 20,464

Table 5: Low-level statistics on the Debating Europe dataset. Here, µ represents the average mean, � the standard
deviation, med the median and ⌃ the sum.

Appendix
A. European Green Deal

We chose to select the debates that were falling under
the scope of the European Green Deal European Com-
mission’s priority.
The policy areas comprised in the European Green Deal
are 9 and are the following: Biodiversity, From Farm to
Fork, Sustainable agriculture, Clean Energy, Sustainable
industry, Building and renovating, Sustainable mobility,
Eliminating pollution and Climate action. More details
are available online.4

B. Questions of the annotated debates
The debates chosen for the annotation are the ones be-
low: Should we consume less energy?, Should we make
the cities greener?, Can renewables ever replace fossil
fuels 100?, Should we invest more in clean energies to
avoid an energy crisis?, Should we cut CO2 emission
and invest into clean energies?, Should we think about
the real cost of the food we eat?, Should all cars be
electric by 2025?, Does organic food really make a dif-
ference?, Should Europeans be encouraged to eat more
sustainably?, Sustainable agriculture: With or without
pesticides?, Should all EU countries abandon nuclear
power?, Should we stop flying to help the environment?,
Should plastic packaging be banned?, Should we all
eat less meat?, Should we invest in cheap and clean
energies?, Should we move towards a low-carbon econ-
omy or invest into clean energies?, Should the European
Union ban plastic bags? and Should plastic water bot-
tles be banned?.

C. Debating Europe Dataset Statistics
More low-level statistics on the Debating Europe dataset
are available in Table 5.

4https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/priorities-2019-
2024/european-green-deal en
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Abstract
Media framing refers to highlighting certain aspect of an issue in the news to promote a particular interpretation to the audience.
Supervised learning has often been used to recognize frames in news articles, requiring a known pool of frames for a particular
issue, which must be identified by communication researchers through thorough manual content analysis. In this work, we
devise an unsupervised learning approach to discover the frames in news articles automatically. Given a set of news articles
for a given issue, e.g., gun violence, our method first extracts frame elements from these articles using related Wikipedia
articles and the Wikipedia category system. It then uses a community detection approach to identify frames from these frame
elements. We discuss the effectiveness of our approach by comparing the frames it generates in an unsupervised manner to the
domain-expert-derived frames for the issue of gun violence, for which a supervised learning model for frame recognition exists.

Keywords: unsupervised learning, natural language processing, frame

1. Introduction
Framing, in the communication context, means select-
ing certain aspect of a perceived reality to improve its
salience among the audience (Entman, 1993). By care-
fully selecting frames, some authors can encourage cer-
tain interpretations of an issue; others may even pro-
mote a political agenda. Communication researchers
have been studying ways to recognize frames in news
articles. Currently, their approach is mostly based on
manual content analysis. Given an issue, researchers
need to create a list of possible frames based on the ex-
isting literature and/or by examining a sample of news
items. Then human coders are recruited and trained to
annotate frames. Such approach has a few limitations.
First, since the frames are created about a certain is-
sue, they are limited within some scope. Second, the
resulting frames may be subjective, as there is no stan-
dard of creating or naming frames. Third, the processes
of manually determining and annotating frames can be
very time consuming. Though some automatic meth-
ods exist have been applied in communication research
such as supervised machine learning, they still require
substantial expert intervention and human labor. In this
article, we propose a framing analysis method that can
be widely adapted to different issues, with little human
intervention, and largely unsupervised.
Our proposed method, which is our main contribution
of this paper, is based on two concepts: general news
frames and frame elements. We define general news
frames as frames applied to news articles of any issue.
To be clear, our proposed ”general news frames” are
different from ”generic news frames” defined in the
communication literature such as conflict, economic
consequences, and morality (Semetko and Valkenburg,
2000), which are pre-determined by communication
scholars. General news frames, as will be discussed

later, are identified in an unsupervised way. We de-
fine frame elements as ingredients of the general news
frames. In communication research, common fram-
ing elements include “themes, subthemes, types of ac-
tors, actions and setting, qualification, statistics, charts,
graphs, appeals, etc” (Van Gorp and others, 2010). Us-
ing Wikipedia categories, framing elements in our ap-
proach are also identified automatically rather than pre-
determined. In addition, general news frames are mu-
tually exclusive subsets of all frame elements.
With these two concepts defined, we can describe our
proposed approach as a pipeline:

1. Pass a news article to a frame element generator,
which makes use of the Wikipedia category sys-
tem, to obtain a list of frame elements.

2. Pass the list of frame elements to a frame genera-
tor, in which we apply graph community detection
algorithms, to obtain a list of frames.

A diagram of this pipeline is shown in Figure 1.

2. Related Work
While we study framing in communication research,
there exist similar concepts in other domains. In lin-
guistics, for example, semantic frames are defined as
a coherent structure of concepts that are related such
that without knowledge of all of them, one does not
have complete knowledge of any one. Tools like
FrameNet (Ruppenhofer et al., 2016) have been devel-
oped to recognize these semantic frames from text, but
we cannot use them since our task is different due to
the difference in definition of frames.
Since our proposed method involves formulation of
media frames and the usage of Wikipedia category sys-
tem, in this section, we will review works related to
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computational methods used in media framing research
and the application of Wikipedia categories in compu-
tational linguistic research.

2.1. Media Framing Analysis
We can categorize the computational methods as the
following: lexicon-based methods and machine learn-
ing (ML) methods. Furthermore, the ML methods
can be split into supervised methods and unsuper-
vised ones. In frame extraction research problems, the
frames can either be defined by researchers manually
or be modeled and constructed automatically. In the
tasks where frames are predefined, a common goal is
to recognize the frames from media sources using some
lexicon-based or supervised ML methods, while in the
event where frames are not explicitly defined, unsuper-
vised ML methods are applied to model them.

2.1.1. Lexicon-based Methods
The lexicon-based methods center around term fre-
quency as well as mapping from keywords to cate-
gories. Such methods is widely used in sentiment anal-
ysis. For example, Turney (2002) computes similarity
between phrases and two lists of predefined words cor-
responding to positive and negative semantics orienta-
tions using Pointwise Mutual Information and Informa-
tion Retrieval. An example of lexicon-based methods
is the development of keywords for frames regarding
immigrants by Lind et al. (2019). One major disad-
vantage of such methods is the requirement of expert
knowledge in creating the keywords, which are largely
tied to issues, limits the application scope.

2.1.2. Supervised ML Methods
The supervised methods do not gain much popularity
in framing analysis, despite of the fact that models like
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Random Forest
have been proved successful in other communication
research problems (Opperhuizen et al., 2019; Adamu et
al., 2021). Burscher et al. (2014) discover that an en-
semble algorithm combining two linear SVM models,
a polynomial SVM model and a perceptron model can
lead to higher accuracy in predicting the four generic
frames than using these individual classifiers alone.
Another supervised ML example is the recent work
by Tourni et al. (2021), which shows that combining
a transformer model to process news headlines and a
residual network model to process news images in tan-
dem leads to accurate headline frame prediction.

2.1.3. Unsupervised ML Methods
Despite of the popularity of framing theory in commu-
nication research, what constitutes framing remains an
open question. Nonetheless, that it being open-ended
allows a diverse range of formulation of frames under
unsupervised ML approaches.
One popular unsupervised ML method is the Latent
Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) based topic modeling. Blei
et al. (2003) develop LDA as a probabilistic model that

discovers keywords to represent topics in an article.
Walter and Ophir (2019) construct frames based on the
topics returned by LDA. We would like to emphasize
that topics are not equivalent to frames, though they
appear to be similar in some cases. One key difference
is that frames should be “persistent over time” (Reese
et al., 2001) while topics naturally do not have to be so.
While we focus on frames in news articles and model
them as a collection of frame elements obtained from
Wikipedia categories, others may formulate frames in
a diverse range of applications. For instance, Ajjour
et al. (2019) model frames as mutually exclusive clus-
ters of arguments. They develop a two-level clustering
method which takes a set of arguments as input and
yields a partition of the arguments as output. Of the
two levels of clustering, one aims to remove topics in
the arguments and the other aims to produce a parti-
tion. Though like us, they model frames as sets, their
formulation applies to arguments, which typically con-
tain only one or two sentences and strongly focus on
one aspect of the corresponding topic.

2.2. Framing via Community Detection
We construct frames by applying community detec-
tion algorithms on a graph formed by frame elements.
The community detection has been used extensively in
graph analysis and applications. In social science, this
technique is frequently applied on social media net-
works, as a number of reviews and surveys on this type
of application have been published (Wang et al., 2015a;
Wang et al., 2015b; Bedi and Sharma, 2016; Kumar et
al., 2018; Souravlas et al., 2021).
In framing analysis, Walter and Ophir (2019) treat the
topics returned by LDA as frame elements. They create
a graph using the frame elements and applied commu-
nity detection on the graph. Such approach is very sim-
ilar to ours, while the key difference lies in the source
of frame elements.

2.3. Usage of Wikipedia Category System
Our approach involves the Wikipedia category system.
Many works have adopted this system, but few aim at
solving a similar problem as ours. Nastase and Strube
(2008) use the system to study the relation between
concepts stored on Wikipedia. Pasca (2018) developes
a method to recognize classes of Wikipedia articles,
where the categories are used as part of the approach.
Allahyari and Kochut (2016) integrate the Wikipedia
categories as topics into the LDA probabilistic model
to perform semantic tagging on online articles.
A number of works use this system to perform topic
modeling. Schönhofen (2009) uses Wikipedia cate-
gories and Wikipedia article titles to identify docu-
ment topics. Mirylenka and Passerini (2013) propose
a method to create topic summaries for documents by
mapping them to Wikipedia articles and the related cat-
egories. Kumar et al. (2017) build an automated topic
identification model, which is trained on the Wikipedia
category graph, to generate topic trees from text data.
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Figure 1: The pipeline of our approach.

Nevertheless, we again stress that topics and frames are
different in terms of scope.

3. Methodology
Out proposed pipeline, as described in section 1 and
shown in Figure 1, contains two major parts: frame
element generator and frame generator. This section
presents the two generators in detail.

3.1. Frame Element Generator
The goal of this part is to extract frame elements from
the articles. To do so, we first associate each news
article to some Wikipedia articles, and then use the
Wikipedia category system to create frame elements.

3.1.1. From News Articles to Wikipedia Articles
The bridge between the news articles and the Wikipedia
ones is built with computational linguistics techniques.
We use a Doc2Vec model (Le and Mikolov, 2014) to
create a document embedding for each news article and
each Wikipedia one. Then, for each news article em-
bedding, we find the top Kp most similar Wikipedia
article embeddings based on cosine similarity. Thus,
each news article is linked to Kp Wikipedia ones.

3.1.2. From Wikipedia Articles to Categories
This step involves the category system on Wikipedia.
Due to the system’s complex nature, we will briefly in-
troduce it with an example before describing how we
make use of it.

Wikipedia’s Category System Wikipedia is a gigan-
tic online database with free access. For every recorded
item, there is a page containing an article describing it.
To help the readers better navigate through the database
to find relevant items, a hierarchical category system is
used to group the articles. Each article has a list of
categories, which can be found at the bottom of the ar-
ticle webpage. Furthermore, each category may have
its own list of categories.

Example An example that starts from the article
“computer science” is illustrated in Figure 2. In this
example, the Wikipedia article “computer science” has

Figure 2: Example Wikipedia categories obtained from
two levels of recursion from the Wikipedia article titled
“Computer science” (green box).

the following categories: “computer science”, “for-
mal sciences”, and “computer engineering”. The cate-
gory with the same name, “computer science”, has the
following categories: “formal sciences”, “computing”,
“categories requiring diffusion”, and “commons cate-
gory link is on Wikidata”. The last two of these cate-
gories are called “hidden categories” which are mainly
used by the Wikipedia’s internal system for mainte-
nance purposes. Furthermore, that “formal sciences” is
the category of both the article page as well as the cate-
gory page of “computer science” shows the non-trivial
nature of the hierarchical system.

Obtaining Categories The example suggests that
one can follow the category links to retrieve the cate-
gories recursively starting from any page. Our method
performs a recursive retrieval of categories for each
page with a maximum recursion depth D.

Processing Categories The retrieved categories need
to be cleaned up to reduce noise for further analysis.
We first remove the categories for Wikipedia adminis-
tration or maintenance, including the hidden categories
mentioned in the example, since they are not helpful
in our study. Then, we merge the categories sharing
the same key words via an NLP technique called de-
pendency parsing (DP). DP analyzes the relation be-
tween words in a sentence and assigns a grammar role
for each word. The main subject is selected uniquely
and is called root. All categories are mapped to some
roots and merging occurs among the categories sharing
the same root, as these categories document the same
subject from different aspects. For example, there are
categories such as “suicides by city,” “suicides by coun-
try,” and “suicides by method.” In each of them, DP
recognizes the word “suicide” as the main subject and
labels it root. Then, all three categories can be merged
into “suicide.”

Forming Frame Elements After processing, we sort
the roots by the number of Wikipedia articles they are
associated with and choose a list of most popular ones
to become frame elements.
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3.2. Frame Generator
The frame generator takes the frame elements obtained
from the previous steps as inputs and yields frames as
outputs. In particular, we build a graph using frame el-
ements and apply graph community detection to parti-
tion the frame elements. As a result, each partition will
be a frame. In this section, we first define our frame
element graph, and then introduce the algorithms used
to group the frame elements.

3.2.1. Frame Element Graph
We define a weighted undirected complete graph G =
(V,E,W ) where the nodes are the frame elements and
the edges represent the similarity between the frame el-
ements. The similarity is a combination of two mea-
surement score and is encoded in the edge weight

w(u, v) = ExSim(u, v) + SemSim(u, v).

The functions ExSim and SemSim will be explained
next.

ExSim By construction, a frame element is a root
of some Wikipedia categories and the categories are
associated with Wikipedia articles. Hence, with an
arbitrary ordering of the Wikipedia articles fixed, for
each frame element we can define an indicator vector
e where ei = 1 if the frame element is associated with
the ith article. We call such vector the existence vector.
The function ExSim, where “Ex” stands for “existence”
and “Sim” stands for “similarity”, measures the coexis-
tence between two frame elements u and v by comput-
ing the cosine similarity of their existence vectors.

SemSim Since the frame elements are in the form of
text, a natural way to measure their connection is by
their semantics meanings. Hence, the function SemSim,
where “Sem” stands for “semantics” and “Sim” again
stands for “similarity”, is added to the weight function.
This function computes the cosine similarity between
two frame elements’ semantics embeddings. To create
embeddings, we input the text of each frame element
into a pretrained BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) model and
extract the outputs of the last layer of the network.

3.2.2. Community Detection
Several algorithms have been developed for different
types of graphs, as one algorithm simply cannot per-
form in all graphs (Javed et al., 2018). We apply two
community detection methods : Spectral Clustering
(SC), a traditional algorithm that utilizes the eigenval-
ues and eigenvectors of the graph Laplacian, and Com-
munity Discovery via Node Embedding (VEC), a novel
method proposed by Ding et al. (2017).

3.3. Summary
We here briefly summarize the relations between the
main concepts mentioned so far. Wikipedia categories
are reduced and merged into roots, some of which are
our frame elements. We build a graph using these frame
elements and group them via community detection, and
the resulting communities are defined as frames.

Index Frame
1 2nd Amendment (Gun Rights)
2 Gun Control
3 Politics
4 Mental Health
5 School/Public Space Safety (Public Safety)
6 Race/Ethnicity
7 Public Opinion
8 Society/Culture
9 Economic Consequence

Table 1: The nine headline frames in the Gun Violence
Frame Corpus dataset that we used.

4. Experiments
In this section, we will describe the data, our pipeline
implementation, the experiments and some intermedi-
ate outputs. Since each part of our pipeline involves
a number of variables to explore and yields individual
outputs, after the data subsection below, we will follow
the workflow of the pipeline as in Figure 1 by divid-
ing the subsections similar to the method section. In
addition, the code and results are publicly available 1.

4.1. Data
The dataset we used is a subset of the extended Gun
Violence Frame Corpus (Liu et al., 2019). The dataset
contains 1,300 samples of news articles about gun vio-
lence in United States. Each sample has a headline and
the main body content. Furthermore, each headline is
labeled with one of the nine frames shown in Table 1.

4.2. Frame Element Generator
There are two main steps in the frame element genera-
tor we will detail them one at a time below.

4.2.1. From News Articles to Wikipedia Articles
When creating embeddings for our news articles and
the Wikipedia ones, we ran a Gensim (Řehůřek and So-
jka, 2010) Doc2Vec model and each embedding vec-
tor is of length 200, an arbitrary number. There are
two common variants of Doc2Vec model: one uses
the Distributed Bag of Words version of Paragraph
Vector (PV-DBOW) and the other uses the Distributed
Memory version of Paragraph Vector (PV-DM) (Le and
Mikolov, 2014). PV-DM usually yields more accurate
performance in classification tasks while PV-DBOW
is faster if the corpus is large. Since the corpus we
used to train our Doc2Vec model was a snapshot of all
Wikipedia articles taken in June 2021, we chose PV-
DBOW for the sake of speed.
For every news article embedding, we found Kp = 10
most similar Wikipedia article ones by cosine similar-
ity. A natural way to decide the value to Kp is to ex-
amine the overall sorted similarity scores and choose
a point where a significant drop locates. However, we
observed that the curve went down smoothly from the

1https://github.com/slai7880/unsupervised-media-frame-
discovery
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Figure 3: The average top 100 scores of cosine simi-
larity between all news articles and Wikipedia articles.
To generate this plot, for each news article, we selected
the Wikipedia articles with the 100 highest cosine sim-
ilarity scores, and, for rank 1 to 100, we averaged the
scores across articles. The average scores do not have
a sudden decrease in this range.

highest to the 100th, as depicted in Figure 3. Thus, an
arbitrary number 10 was chosen for this part.

4.2.2. From Wikipedia Articles to Categories
This part involves retrieving and cleaning categories.

Obtaining Categories As described in section 3.1.2,
we retrieved categories recursively with a maximum
depth D. In our implementation, we set D = 4.
Our observation of the Wikepedia category system sug-
gested that if D is too small, the retrieved categories
might be too specific, while our communication experts
recommended more general categories for better fram-
ing quality. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2, since
each category can also have a list of its own categories,
the farther the exploration goes, the more categories
to examine. This means the time it takes to retrieve
the categories can increase drastically. Therefore, in
this study, we fixed this upper bound D to be 4, with
which the retrieval process could finish in a reasonable
amount of time and the outcomes were deemed satis-
factory by our communication experts.

Processing Categories The category retrieval pro-
cess returned 74,281 categories. After the administra-
tive and maintenance categories were removed, 71,303
remained. We then applied a dependency parser devel-
oped by Qi et al. (2020) to obtain 4,797 root words.
Next, we sorted the root words by the size of the union
of the directly associated Wikipedia articles and chose
the top 100 root words to become our frame elements.
We consider a root word and a Wikipedia article is di-
rectly associated if the root word is a category of the
article or one of the categories of the article is merged
into the root word by dependency parsing.

4.3. Community Detection
With the selected root words being our frame elements,
we began building the graph as described in 3.2.1 for
community detection. In this phase, we explored dif-
ferent numbers of communities, as there is no common
method to predetermine the right value for this param-
eter. More specifically, for each integer Nc between 2

Figure 4: Adjusted Rand index score between the com-
munity labels produced by SC and VEC.

Figure 5: Top: The number of frame elements in each
community with total community number Nc fixed to
be 11. For this example, SC produces a dominant com-
munit. Bottom: The greatest community sizes for each
community number from 2 to 20. SC tends to produce
a dominant community while VEC is less likely to do
so, as the VEC curve is mostly below the SC one.

and 20, we ran the two community detection algorithms
with the community number set to Nc.
We examined the community detection results both
from data science and communication perspectives.

4.3.1. Analysis from Data Science Perspective
Our first impression is that the clustering results are
very different between the two algorithms for any com-
munity number. This can be verified by adjusted Rand
index (Hubert and Arabie, 1985) shown in Figure 4,
where the majority of the values appear to be very low.
Furthermore, we observe that SC tends to produce a
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community with size dominating the results. For ex-
ample, as seen in the top plot in Figure 5, among the
communities produced by SC, community 1 dwarfs the
rest by size. Such situation, however, is not seen in
the results produced by VEC. The bottom plot in Fig-
ure 5, where we show the maximum community size
in each community number setting, suggests that such
dominating community is common in SC results.

4.3.2. Analysis from Communication Perspective
Our communication experts examined the results by
determining how coherent and how interpretable each
community is. In particular, a group of frame elements
are coherent if they are distinct from each other and se-
mantically meaningful, and elements within a cluster
represent a core frame (Guo et al., 2016; Van Gorp and
others, 2010).
Overall, a good range for the community number ap-
pears to be between 7 and 16 for both SC and VEC.
The results with community number Nc < 7 are too
broad to identify meaningful frame clusters, while the
ones with Nc > 16 are too sporadic.
SC tends to outperform VEC for all community num-
bers, particularly in terms of coherency, despite of the
presence of the dominating community. In fact, most
communities from SC are coherent and interpretable
except for the dominating ones. Interestingly, since
usually smaller communities are more coherent than
larger ones, the existence of dominating communities,
which results in the smaller ones in the same set of out-
puts, is likely the reason why SC is overall better than
VEC. Furthermore, the best community numbers, judg-
ing from SC results, are 12, 14, 15, and 16, with 12 and
14 being slightly better.

5. Evaluation
The final part is to evaluate the community frames.
However, the evaluation is not simple, because the
communities do not have labels and neither do the news
contents. Nevertheless, we devised an evaluation ap-
proach that made use of the nine headline frames.
Our evaluation strategy aims to create ”soft labels”
based on the nine headline frames for both the articles
and the communities. Thus, this requires us to first ob-
tain frames from the main body of each article and then
associate the communities to the nine frames. The first
part was achieved by predicting the frame for each sen-
tence in the articles while the second part was achieved
by associating the communities to the nine headline
frames. We applied a BERT model in both parts, but
in each part the model and usage were different. We
will detail them one at a time below.

5.1. Acquiring Article Frames
Since it has been shown by Tourni et al. (2021) that
BERT can accurately predict the frames of the head-
lines in the same dataset we used, we adopted the
model and a training process similar as in that work.

Training BERT We created a training set for BERT
using 2,911 news headlines from the Gun Violence
Frame Corpus dataset. Among these headlines, 1,300
were the samples we used in our current framing analy-
sis and each of them has one of the nine frames as listed
in Table 1, while the rest were labeled by our commu-
nication experts as “no frame”. We assumed that the set
of frames present in the articles are the same as those in
the headlines, and that there exist a substantial number
of sentences not having one of the nine frames. In fact,
many sentences do not even have a frame. An exam-
ple is a quote from a conversation. We finetuned the
epoch number and the learning rate using stratified 5-
fold cross validation. The optimal values for these two
parameters are 12 and 2 × 10−5 respectively, and the
corresponding optimal validation F1 score is 0.817.

Preprocessing Articles Before predicting the sen-
tence frames, we first tokenized each article into sen-
tences using the NLTK (Loper and Bird, 2002) pack-
age, and then we removed sentences of length less than
20 characters, since we observed that most sentences
shorter than 20 characters did not contain any frame.
After removal, we found that every news article had at
least one sentence left while the majority (77%) still
had more than 10 sentences left.

Prediction Outputs The prediction results are shown
in Figure 6. An interesting observation from these his-
tograms is that the distribution shape of the frames in
the prediction roughly resembles that in the training set.

Creating Soft Labels Finally, we created a soft label
Ls for each article where the ith entry Ls(i) is the pro-
portion of sentences in the article that were classified
as headline frame i. These soft labels would serve as
ground truth.

5.2. Community-Frame Association
In this part, we need to associate the communities to
the nine headline frames. We again use BERT.

Creating Community Embeddings For each frame
element, we built a BERT embedding by extracting the
outputs of the last layer of the model. Note that the
BERT used for this task was pretrained but not fine-
tuned on any problem. Then, we computed the embed-
ding centroid by averaging all frame element embed-
dings in each community. Next, for each centroid i, we
computed a vector Si where each entry sij is the cosine
similarity between centroid i and headline frame em-
bedding j. This gave us a measurement of how close
each community is to the nine known frames.

Creating Soft Labels Because every news article is
linked to a list of communities, for each news article,
we computed the average of the similarity vectors cor-
responding to the communities linked to the article and
then normalized the resulting vector. The final output
vector, denoted as Lc, would be the soft label of the
article from community detection.
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Figure 6: Top: Frame population among the headlines
used to train BERT. Bottom: The sentence frame dis-
tribution predicted by BERT.

Figure 7: The average Jensen-Shannon distance.

5.3. Comparing Soft Labels

The evaluation is to compare the soft labels from the
two sources described above. We present in Figure 7
the results in Jensen-Shannon distance. In the case of
SC, there are three values for the number of communi-
ties Nc where the distance is minimized: 4, 7 and 11.
Whereas there is only one obvious minimum for VEC:
Nc = 19. It’s interesting that the minimum of the VEC
curve is exactly the maximum of the SC one.

Figure 8: From top to bottom: soft labels correspond-
ing to Nc = 4, Nc = 7 and Nc = 11. Note that the
community labels are zero-based.

5.4. Examining Soft Labels
Because each soft label of a community is a vector of
similarity towards the headline frames, we can visual-
ize the soft labels using heatmap as shown in Figure 8
and in Figure 9. In particular, Figure 8 shows the soft
label heatmaps corresponding to Nc = 4, 7 and 11 on
the SC curve, and Figure 9 shows the soft label heatmap
at Nc = 19 on the VEC one.
A common feature among these figures is that the
frame Economic Consequence always has the highest
similarity score towards any community, regardless of
the community detection method used. In fact, we ob-
serve such dominance in the rest of the results as well.
However, as shown in Figure 6, according to BERT,
the frame Economic Consequence is among the low-
popularity frames. A similar and more surprising phe-
nomenon can be observed in frames Politics and Pub-
lic Opinion, which are both popular in the predicted
sentence frames but almost always have low similarity
scores towards the communities.
After examining the frame elements and their origi-
nal Wikipedia categories, we found a possible cause
of such difference for frame Politics: many words that
are apparently related to this frame were dropped by
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Figure 9: The soft label heatmap of the VEC results
where Nc = 19.

DP. For example, the category “Political positions of
United States senators”, which is obviously related to
Politics, was reduced by the parser to “position”, which
has little similarity to that frame. Such loss of informa-
tion appears to be a limitation of applying DP.

6. Discussion
The pipeline we propose can be beneficial in both the
communication and computational linguistic fields.
In communication research, lexicon-based methods
and supervised ML are most commonly used in au-
tomatic framing analysis. As mentioned in 2.1.1, the
nature of lexicon-based methods requires researchers
to create keywords and dictionaries to map the key-
words to frames. Supervised ML also requires hu-
man annotations. Our pipeline, however, requires much
less labor, as the process is unsupervised. Further-
more, since the frame elements we choose are essen-
tially Wikipedia categories, they are not tied to any spe-
cific issues. Hence, the frames constructed using these
frame elements are more general and can be applied
to articles of any issue. We, however, recommend that
researchers should consider using our method as an ex-
ploratory approach examine the text rather than use it
for hypothesis testing. More future research should be
conducted to test the validity of the proposed approach.
In computational linguistic research, our idea of form-
ing frame elements based on Wikipedia categories
adds another novel usage of this gigantic knowledge
database. Other researchers can use a similar approach
to formulate abstract concepts from text like we do with
Wikipedia categories. Our proposed evaluation method
can be an example of using a pretrained model to create
ground truth information for comparison when such in-
formation does not exist in some scenario. In addition,
the performance presented in Figure 7 can serve as a
baseline for future unsupervised automatic framing re-
search. Furthermore, since Wikipedia is a multilingual
knowledge database, we can adopt our pipeline in ana-
lyzing text in non-English languages.

Our work can also be applied on text other than news
articles. For instance, as pointed out by Odebiyi and
Sunal (2020), some textbooks used in U.S. schools
seem to be portraying Africa nations falsely. The au-
thors approach this framing problem in textbooks by
analyzing themes. More specifically, they identify
three main categories of themes: 1) the framing of
Nigeria(ns), which includes a) “resources and poverty”
and b) underdevelopment and conflicts as sub-frames;
2) demographic features and framing of Nigeria(ns);
and 3) cultural practices (mis)understanding and eco-
logical framing of Nigeria(ns). The process is done
through three rounds of manual coding. First round,
the coders locate the text relevant to Nigeria. Second,
the coders examine the relevant portions sentence by
sentence. Third, the coders “conduct focused coding
to create meta-codes for different patterns and themes
based on how each textbook framed Nigerian people,
places and practices” found in the previous rounds.
Such process is time consuming and heavily human-
labor involving. If we adopt our proposed pipeline into
this problem, we can simplify the work by inputting
the textbook articles into our model, as we do with
news articles, and obtaining the frames as clusters of
frame elements. Some post-processing work may be
required, as the clusters by themselves do not have
names. Moreover, the thematic approach used by the
authors is bound to the specific nation, while ours can
produce more robust frames that can extend the analy-
sis to more Africa countries.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we have presented a novel unsupervised
pipeline method to produce frames for news articles.
We have proposed using Wikipedia categories to cre-
ate frame elements. We have formulated the frame
construction as a graph community detection problem
where the frame elements serve as graph nodes. We
have demonstrated an example of our pipeline using
the news from Gun Violence Frame Corpus. Lastly, we
have proposed an evaluation strategy to compare our
community frames and the news article ones.
Automatic framing, especially when pairing with an
unsupervised method, remains a challenging task. Our
future work involves improvement and exploration in
many steps of our pipeline. In particular, we seek
better handling of the Wikipedia categories, as sim-
ply merging them by dependency parsing can result in
loss of helpful information. Furthermore, since the two
community detection methods we used only assign one
community label for each graph node, we plan to ex-
plore methods that allow multiple labels.
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Abstract
The popularity of social media makes politicians use it for political advertisement. Therefore, social media is full of electoral
agitation (electioneering), especially during the election campaigns. The election administration cannot track the spread and
quantity of messages that count as agitation under the election code. It addresses a crucial problem, while also uncovering a
niche that has not been effectively targeted so far. Hence, we present the first publicly open data set for detecting electoral
agitation in the Polish language. It contains 6,112 human-annotated tweets tagged with four legally conditioned categories. We
achieved a 0.66 inter-annotator agreement (Cohen’s kappa score). An additional annotator resolved the mismatches between
the first two improving the consistency and complexity of the annotation process. The newly created data set was used to
fine-tune a Polish Language Model called HerBERT (achieving a 68% F1 score). We also present a number of potential
use cases for such data sets and models, enriching the paper with an analysis of the Polish 2020 Presidential Election on Twitter.

Keywords: Electoral Agitation, Data Set, HerBERT, Natural Language Processing

1. Introduction
The use of social media in politics varies between two
extremes: from creating an ethically debatable illu-
sion of mass support to the brutal fight against polit-
ical opponents in coordinated hate campaigns (Kear-
ney, 2013). The scope of identified actions ranges
from mass trolling, hate-speech, harassment, and in-
timidation to the spread of manipulative, defamatory,
or false content (fake news) (Skogerbø and Krumsvik,
2015; Rashkin et al., 2017). From a legal perspec-
tive they do not necessarily constitute a novelty, since
most European States, including Poland, criminalize
the abuse of freedom of expression (which includes
political speech) or impose other forms of liability
(Rosenfeld, 2003). The Polish Election Code of 2011
(PEC, 2011) requires the oversight of the National
Elections Committee (Państwowa Komisja Wyborcza,
hereinafter “NEC”), a supreme and permanent body
charged with overseeing the implementation of elec-
toral law. Unfortunately, the Polish election adminis-
tration lacks the ability to track the spread and quan-
tity of messages that count as electoral agitation (elec-
tioneering) under the Polish Election Code. In this pa-
per, we present a data set and model that allows us to
identify not just any political speech on Polish Twitter
but precisely content categorized as regulated political
speech in Polish law. It may provide valuable infor-
mation, e.g., on the number of posts campaigning in
favor of a specific candidate, the number of breaches of
pre-election silence, as well as the vast number of data
used for political science, journalists, international ob-
servers, and other parties following national politics. In

the long term, it may help courts and the NEC to ver-
ify whether election campaigns comply with free and
fair election standards (required by the Polish Consti-
tution and article 3 of the 1st Protocol to the European
Convention on Human Rights (“right to free and fair
elections”).
Some natural language resources addressing political
content analysis in social media already exist. These in-
clude collections related to elections in countries such
as Spain (Taulé et al., 2018), France (Lai, 2019), and
Italy (Lai et al., 2018). While the data sets on politi-
cal campaigning are fundamental for studies on social
media manipulation (Aral and Eckles, 2019), there are
very limited resources (Augustyniak et al., 2020) that
allow us to understand the agitation phenomena in Pol-
ish. Thus, there is a strong need to acquire data anno-
tated in accordance with legal conditions. We want to
fill this gap and present a textual data set of agitation
during the 2020 Polish Presidential Election that was
annotated in terms of precise, legally conditioned cat-
egories. Our contributions are as follows: (1) a novel,
publicly open data set for detecting electoral agitation
in the Polish language, (2) a publicly available neural-
based model for classifying social media content with
electioneering that achieves a 68% F1 score, and (3) an
analysis of the agitation during the Polish 2020 Presi-
dential Election campaign.

2. Motivation and Legal Framework
In the 21 July 2009 (case no. K 7/09) ruling, the Pol-
ish Constitutional Tribunal explained that free elections
constitute the core element of the rule of law creating
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a positive obligation for parliament “to establish rules
which provide citizens with access to truthful informa-
tion on public matters and about candidates. The elec-
tion campaign shall lead to a free formation of elec-
torate will and conclusive decision expressed by an act
of voting”. What rivets the attention of the doctrine is
the Tribunal’s emphasis on a certain quality of infor-
mation (“truthful”) and its unconstrained exchange “by
all citizens”. This demand for an inclusive, democratic
debate creates a difficult situation when it comes to bal-
ancing the freedom of expression and the demand for
truthful, regulated political campaigns on social media
platforms - a medium that was practically unknown at
the time of issuing those judgments. In Poland, elec-
tioneering may commonly be called “political advertis-
ing”, a form of corporate jargon originating from areas
such as Twitter’s or Facebook’s terms of service. Pri-
marily, however, it has a normative definition in Article
105 of the Election Code. The Election Code defines
electioneering as “public encouraging to vote a certain
way or for a candidate of the election committee” (Arti-
cle 105 sec. 1 EC). Public posts or tweets fall under this
category, but it is still unclear whether “public” would
apply to political micro- or nanotargeting as long as
they remain personalized messages targeting individual
recipients (the existing case law suggests that the adjec-
tive “public” in electoral agitation may not refer exclu-
sively to “open, unrestricted” access to political ads but
also to a message distributed to a “considerable” num-
ber of recipients, regardless of possible personalization
by means of microtargeting). During the 2019 parlia-
mentary campaign, the OSCE Office for Democratic
Institutions and Human Rights pointed out the lack of
an official monitoring mechanism (OSCE, 2019). Ad-
dressing this research gap, we believe our data set helps
to identify tweets that contain public encouraging, as
well as those trying to target election participation in
general.

3. Data Set Creation Process
3.1. Data collection
The data set was obtained from the social net-
work Twitter and contains 9,819,490 tweets. They
come from the 2020 presidential election cam-
paign, which was defined by the official time
frame from 05.02.2020 to 12.07.2020. The texts
were collected based on the following hashtags:
biedron2020, bosak2020, druzynakosiniaka, czasde-
cyzji, duda2020, ekipaszymona, głosuj, hołownia2020,
idziemynawybory, kosiniak2020, kosiniakkamysz, mi-
mowszystkoduda, NieKłamRafał, pis, po, polska2050,
PrezydentRP, rafał, rafałniekłam, trzaskowski2020,
wybory, wybory2020, wyboryprezydenckie2020, wybo-
ryprezydenckie, wypad. Duplicated texts (retweets) and
tweets in languages other than Polish were filtered out,
which resulted in 4,952,804 tweets. We also excluded
all tweets shorter than 100 characters (without counting
mentions, links and hashtags, to make each text likely

to be more informative). After consulting with domain
experts, tweets containing a hashtag related to a can-
didate (e.g. #Duda2020, #Trzaskowski2020) were also
filtered out, as such hashtags that directly point to can-
didates and most likely indicate a direct link to elec-
toral agitation activity. Finally, after careful data clean-
ing, the number of samples in the data set was 15,790
tweets, which included hashtags with a neutral tinge
(without a direct candidate or party mention). This set
was prepared as the main corpus for annotation.

3.2. Annotation method
In order to solve the problem of detecting electoral agi-
tation, texts can be divided into two categories: agitated
and not agitated. However, relying directly on the defi-
nition of electoral agitation in Article 105 of the Polish
Election Code and analysis of data characteristics, we
adopted four mutually exclusive categories for the an-
notation:
Inducement – explicitly convincing or advising voting
for/against a particular candidate. It must be clear from
the content which person the text is about and it may
also include tweets regarding a political party. This is
the most significant category, which focuses on agita-
tion in the intuitive sense – e.g.: “Vote for Duda!”.
Encouragement – assigning good or bad associations
and characteristics to a person. This category includes
tweets that refer to candidates or parties directly but
are not agitation in a literal sense. These are usually
positive or negative statements about politicians – e.g.:
“Holownia makes a good impression, maybe he will be
a new hope for Poland.”.
Voting turnout – refers to encouraging or discouraging
people from participating in the vote itself, e.g.: “Poles,
go vote!”.
Normal – non-agitated text or text that does not qualify
as the other groups. A neutral statement or discussion
piece that does not fall into any of the above groups.
e.g.: “I’m curious about this election, the fight will go
on until the very end.”.
The inducement and the encouragement categories are
both considered as electoral agitation. In contrast, en-
couraging people to participate in voting itself (with-
out intending to influence the voter’s decision) is not
treated as agitation based on current legal regulations
in the Electoral Code. The correctness of the selec-
tion and interpretation of the above categories was con-
firmed by a constitutional and legal field expert. The
categories chosen in the presented way cover the most
relevant needs for interpreting texts in the problem of
classifying electoral agitation. However, to extend the
data set application, we made an effort to assign tweets
with additional metadata that is independent of agita-
tion categories. Each tweet can have multiple addi-
tional pieces of information assigned as follows:
Satire – a statement that is deemed as satire. Inten-
tionally changing the name of a candidate/party to a
satirical term (e.g. Duda – pen, etc.). Various types
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Label S C M Total

Inducement 114 130 17 735
Encouragement 181 356 96 1 517
Voting turnout 5 50 9 314
Normal 156 571 743 3 546

Total 456 1 107 865 6 112

Table 1: The number of examples in the data set.
Tweets’ metadata: S – satirical, C – missing context,
and M – media report.

of rhymes, statements overtly indicating so-called bait,
which are usually specific to a particular language.
Missing context – the text requires additional knowl-
edge to assign it to a given category. These are of-
ten hard-to-catch allusions or statements that refer to
a URL or attachment that we don’t know about - e.g.
“Let him finish already, I can’t stand this steak of non-
sense...” with a URL attached.
Media report – a statement from a media entity, e.g.
TV, radio, newspaper. The statement has an informa-
tive purpose. Most often it is a quotation, paraphrase
or citation of the full statement – e.g. “#czasdecyzji –
Minister Łukasz Szumowski will be our guest today.”.

Before annotation, the data was pre-processed by re-
moving emoticons and hyperlinks as they did not add
any relevant information to the target classes. All hash-
tags and mentions were kept in the text, making them
an integral part of the sentences due to the fact that they
carry important contextual information.

Five native speakers took part in the annotation pro-
cess. Two annotators labeled each example. We disam-
biguated and improved the annotation via an additional
pass by a third annotator, who resolved the mismatches
between the first two annotators and made the data set
more consistent and comprehensive. Due to the pio-
neering nature of the data set being created and concern
for its potential usefulness, approaches to interpreting
difficult texts during annotation were consulted and co-
ordinated under the supervision of the domain expert.
After 4,529 examples had been annotated, when Co-
hen’s kappa score stabilized at a satisfactory level, each
sample was labeled by one annotator only. In total,
we annotated 6,112 tweets that were randomly selected
from the main corpus.

Ultimately, we achieved a 0.66 Cohen’s kappa score for
four-class annotation. According to (McHugh, 2012),
it lies between a moderate and strong level of annota-
tion agreement. Table 1 shows the counts of annotated
tweets per label as well as information on the number
of tweets marked as satire, using missing context, and
media reports. We conclude that annotating social me-
dia content requires additional knowledge or the ability
to follow satirical or slang language. This may hinder
the learning process of the model and could negatively
affect the outcomes.

Label P R F1

Inducement 71% 52% 60%
Encouragement 66% 55% 60%
Voting turnout 70% 70% 70%
Normal 74% 86% 80%

Macro-average 70% 66% 68%

Table 2: Precision, Recall, and F1 score for each label
of HerBERT model on the agitation data set.

3.3. Experiments
We trained a classifier based on a Polish Language
Model called HerBERT (Rybak et al., 2020) that is
dedicated to the Polish language. Finally, we achieved
a 68% F1 score for the stratified train-test split in
an 80/20 ratio. Table 2 presents the precision, re-
call and F1 score for each label. The data set and
trained model are publicly available in the GitHub
repository1. The outcome of our work is also avail-
able at www.smart-wust.ml in the section Agita-
tion, where you can reach additional analysis and in-
sights as well as examples of model usage including
the scoring of your own entered text.

4. Polish Presidential Election - Use Case
The proposed data set makes it possible to discover
electoral agitation in social media. The data set accom-
panied with the sample model we proposed can help
electoral administration and non-governmental bodies
to quantitatively analyze the magnitude of the agita-
tion phenomenon. Thus, we performed a study over
agitation during the 2020 Presidential Election (tweets
classification) to take the share of agitation in the over-
all political discourse into account. We were interested
in the last few weeks of the campaign, where the per-
centage of agitation tweets was at its highest and pre-
election silence was in place, where agitation is prohib-
ited by law.

Figure 1: Percentage participation of tweets annotation
categories in particular weeks during campaign.

We performed an experiment on a sample of 1,531,624
untagged tweets, where each tweet was classified us-
ing our trained model. The results shown in Figure 1
denote the final stage of the campaign being dominated

1https://github.com/mateuszbaransanok/e-agitation
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by agitation (inducement and encouragement increased
in total of 17 pp). More than a third of tweets contained
agitation in the presidential election discourse. The en-
couragement to participate in voting increased in the
weeks leading up to the day of the election, but never-
theless, they constituted a clear minority.

Figure 2: Number of tweets per hour during second
round election day (12.07.2020). The pre-election si-
lence ended at 9 p.m (21:00).

We also spotted the problem of electoral agitation on
Twitter during pre-election silence, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. This also confirms (Musiał-Karg, 2018) the
doubts whether the ban on campaigning during pre-
election silence even exists, since so many Twitter users
campaign for politicians during that time, violating the
existing law. Even though the agitation decreases three-
fold in comparison to periods outside of pre-election si-
lence, it still exists and may affect voters as a result. To
the best of our knowledge, the result is a first attempt
to automatically discover agitation in social media in
Poland. Above all, further research and method devel-
opment provide the prospect of supporting the judiciary
in ensuring the fairness of the election campaign and
freeing social media from political propaganda.

The data set we propose also enabled us to analyze sen-
timent polarity across categories. Figure 3 shows the
estimated sentiment probability density function with
respect to all metadata labels. The sentiment was as-
signed to a [−1, 1] (negative to positive) range based
on (Strzałka and Pokropiński, 2020). As we can see,
even though normal content has mixed sentiment, it is
mostly neutral. Posts of an agitating nature are com-
pletely different where sentiment is very negative, es-
pecially in the encouragement category. This proves
that social media campaigns are mainly based on neg-
ative narration (Piontek, 2017) and frequently take the
form of hate-speech. The least polarized class is the
voting turnout where sentiment is uniformly balanced
relative to all classes. As anticipated, media news falls
mainly into the normal category and is characterized
by a strictly neutral sentiment, which is the case even
when media texts are classified as electoral agitation.
Our analyses indicate that under election campaign
conditions, the sentiment of a text itself can carry valu-
able information about the intentions behind it, some-
thing especially evident for unbiased media statements
confronted with satirical content.

Figure 3: Sentiment score probability density function
for all annotation classes with metadata classes distinc-
tion.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
The presented data set along with the model enables us
to categorize social media posts in terms of electoral
agitation and evaluate the number of posts campaign-
ing in favor of candidates or the number of times pre-
election silence was breached. This makes it suitable
for the needs of a wide range of audiences, from re-
searchers to journalists, electoral committees, and gov-
ernment authorities that care about the integrity of elec-
tions. The usefulness of studying this phenomenon is
underlined by the presented case studies. Based on
the collected data we can describe the studied election
campaign as gaining in agitation intensity over time
and highly offensive in the case of social media content.
Publishing this data set makes it possible to train mod-
ern NLP models with various applications in the area of
policy and law. We expect that the publication of this
data set and its future use, in conjunction with machine
learning techniques, will lead to increased fairness in
election processes and will help reduce the spread of
propaganda.
In this paper, we have identified promising areas of re-
search using the composed data set. We plan to work
on more data sets and models to ensure the integrity
of the political campaigns, classify electoral agitation
content, and widen natural language solutions in re-
gards to the content in social media.
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Abstract
Unstructured text documents such as news and blogs often present references to places. Those references, called toponyms,
can be used in various applications like disaster warning and touristic planning. However, obtaining the correct coordinates
for toponyms, called geocoding, is not easy since it’s common for places to have the same name as other locations. The
process becomes even more challenging when toponyms appear in adjectival form, as they are different from the place’s actual
name. This paper addresses the geocoding task and aims to improve, through a heuristic approach, the process for adjectival
toponyms. So first, a baseline geocoder is defined through experimenting with a set of heuristics. After that, the baseline is
enhanced by adding a normalization step to map adjectival toponyms to their noun form at the beginning of the geocoding
process. The results show improved performance for the enhanced geocoder compared to the baseline and other geocoders.

Keywords: geocoding, toponyms, adjectival toponyms

1. Introduction
In everyday life, people often use place names to give
directions, inform the location of events, and provide
spatial information based on the shared knowledge of
said names (Vasardani et al., 2013). These references to
places, also called toponyms, are often present in doc-
uments with geographic content such as news, blogs,
and even posts on social media. This geographic infor-
mation can be used in many applications, such as disas-
ter warning (Wu and Cui, 2018), emergency response
(Singh et al., 2019), monitoring of epidemics (Lampos
and Cristianini, 2012), crime prevention (Vomfell et
al., 2018), news aggregation (Abdelkader et al., 2015),
touristic planning (Colladon et al., 2019), among oth-
ers.
The usage of geographic information embedded in
unstructured text requires a process of toponyms ex-
traction and resolution called geoparsing. Geoparsing
comprises two steps: geotagging and geocoding.
Geotagging is a particular case of Named Entity Recog-
nition (NER), a Natural Language Processing (NLP)
task, which identifies named-entity mentions in texts
and classifies them into predefined categories Person,
Location, and Organization. For the task of geotagging,
only entities corresponding to locations are relevant.
Geocoding is a process of disambiguating, and link-
ing toponyms to geographic coordinates (Gritta et al.,
2018b). This is not a trivial task, as it is common to see
different locations sharing the same name around the
world, for instance, Springfield, Oregon, and Spring-
field, Queensland. Moreover, toponyms sometimes ap-
pear in adjectival form, e.g., ”Spanish sausages sales
top C2M.”
A geocoding technique can be defined as
a model Gc such that for a given text T ,
Gc(< t1, t2, . . . , tn >) =< p1, p2, . . . , pn >, where
ti, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is a toponym extracted from T and pi

is its corresponding (latitude, longitude) tuple. The
latitude and longitude are usually obtained from a
gazetteer, a geographic dictionary containing place
names and their coordinates.

The geographic information obtained using a geocoder
can be used to automatically collect event informa-
tion from news articles, which researchers may use
to observe and extract information on politically rel-
evant events as they occur (Lee et al., 2019). SPERG
(Gunasekaran et al., 2018) is one of these initiatives.
SPERG focuses primarily on archived newspaper re-
ports on political events and aims to parse the exact
event location with high accuracy of every place men-
tioned in a report. Political scientists require informa-
tion from these reports for various study purposes, in-
cluding the impact, attendee profile, and event location.

Another geocoding application relevant and related to
political themes is built-in epidemiological early warn-
ing systems. First, epidemiological data typically re-
quires time to be available due to time-consuming lab-
oratory tests. Due to its prevalence, social media data,
such as Twitter and Facebook, have been used for epi-
demiological studies on different infectious diseases
such as Influenza (Allen et al., 2016), Dengue (Albinati
et al., 2017), and COVID-19 (Jiang et al., 2021), among
others. By geocoding such text data, the authorities
can plan and act appropriately on effective interven-
tions to control infectious diseases, reducing mortality
and morbidity in human populations. Another applica-
tion geared through the use of geocoding information
for early conflict warning is ICEWS (O’brien, 2010).

Applications that use the geographic information of un-
structured texts need a geocoder capable of assigning
the best coordinates for the locations referenced in the
text. This task can be a challenge when dealing with
toponyms in adjectival form. For instance, consider-
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ing the Geonames1 gazetteer and the text ”The French
President and his foreign minister have been promot-
ing a new course,” the expected output of geocoding
for the toponym is the tuple (lat=46, long=2), corre-
sponding to the Republic of France. A simple lookup
in the gazetteer is not enough to geocode correctly, as
”French” is not the country’s name, and other places
are called in the same manner.
Figure 1 illustrates the problem with a map. Denoted
by red markers are several locations named ”French” in
the gazetteer around the world, and indicated by a blue
marker is the Republic of France. Although there is a
possible location for the toponym inside France, it is
not the entry corresponding to the country. Incorrectly
geocoding the toponym could cause an application to
treat the text as about a location in the United States
of America instead of the French Republic. Thus, it is
necessary to treat this kind of toponym somehow.

Figure 1: Possible locations for ”French” in Geonames.

This paper addresses the geocoding task and aims to
improve the process for adjectival toponyms, a type of
toponym that other geocoders do not treat. Although
adjectival toponyms have already been recognized and
annotated in corpora(Kamalloo and Rafiei, 2018; Gritta
et al., 2019), geocoders usually either ignore it like
CLAVIN2 or treat it as any other toponym in noun form
like CamCoder (Gritta et al., 2018a).
The main contribution of this work is the proposal of
a new heuristic to treat adjectival toponyms based on
a dictionary of adjectival forms of places. A base-
line geocoder is defined through experiments on a set
of heuristics. It is further enhanced by adding a nor-
malization step that maps adjectival toponyms to their
noun form at the beginning of the process. The experi-
ments confirm that the enhanced geocoder outperforms
the baseline.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 gives
a background of related works in the task of geocoding.

1https://www.GeoNames.org/
2https://github.com/Novetta/CLAVIN

Section 3 presents the data and methodology used in
detail. Section 4 shows the results obtained and a com-
parison to other geocoders. Finally, Section 5 presents
final thoughts and future work.

2. Related Work
Other works on geocoding have varied strategies de-
pending on the focus of the application. Some geocod-
ing plans assign a single location to an entire document,
like the one proposed by (Rahimi et al., 2015) to ge-
olocate Twitter users. The approach presented in this
paper tries to assign a coordinate to every location ref-
erenced in a text. Current toponym resolution methods
can be categorized as rule-based, statistical, and ma-
chine learning-based.
Several works propose rule-based approaches for
geocoding tasks. (Rauch et al., 2003) and (Amitay et
al., 2004) use population data as a disambiguation cri-
terion. (Clough, 2005), on the other hand, prioritizes
candidate locations with a higher administrative level.
(Leidner, 2008) is one of the first comprehensive sur-
veys on geocoding heuristics, addressing methods such
as one sense per discourse and geometric minimality.
CLAVIN (Cartographic Location And Vicinity IN-
dexer) is an open-source rule-based geocoder that gets
candidates through Lucene3 with score increments for
some fields and values. It performs disambiguation by
calculating a score for candidate combinations based
on the commonality of countries and states. In other
words, when there is more than one candidate for a lo-
cation, priority is given to the candidate contained in
the same administrative region as the precise locations.
If the user specifies, CLAVIN also allows disambigua-
tion based solely on population.
Approaches based on statistics seek to solve the prob-
lem through distribution models. This strategy is used
in several works that focus on the geolocation of entire
documents, as in (Butt and Hussain, 2013) and (Hulden
et al., 2015), but it can also be applied to individual lo-
cations.
The TopoCluster, proposed by DeLozier et al. (2015)
improves the work of Butt and Hussain (2013) and does
the geocoding through pseudo-documents containing
the toponym context, using windows of 15 words in
each direction. Its resolution works by dividing the
world into a grid with 0.5x0.5 degree cells and mod-
els the geographic distribution of context words over
it. With its hot spots analysis, TopoCluster assigns to-
ponyms to the most overlapping cells of the individ-
ual word distributions. In the same direction, there is
an alternative version of TopoCluster called TopoClus-
terGaz. It uses a hybrid geographic dictionary of
GeoNames and Natural Earth4. This solution searches
on the gazetteer at the end of the process and assigns to
the toponym the coordinates of the candidate closest to
the predicted cell.

3https://lucene.apache.org/
4https://www.naturalearthdata.com/
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Strategies based on machine learning use trained mod-
els to predict the geographic coordinates for toponyms.
Among current methods, the usage of bag-of-words
representations combined with Support Vector Ma-
chines or Logistic Regression has achieved good results
(Gritta et al., 2018b).
The CamCoder proposed by (Gritta et al., 2018a) di-
vides the world into a grid. It uses a vector represen-
tation called MapVec to model the geographic distribu-
tion of the locations mentioned in the text. It uses a
deep neural network to predict grid cells for toponyms.
It then queries a Geonames database, choosing candi-
date places based on their population and distance to
the predicted cell.
The strategy proposed in this paper also uses a Geon-
ames based gazetteer and does the geocoding task using
information such as population and alternate names.
However, unlike the aforementioned works, the pro-
posed geocoder in this work treats adjectival toponyms
normalizing them to noun form at the beginning of
the geocoding process. CLAVIN is the most similar
geocoder to the one proposed in this work, but it filters
out adjectival toponyms as it doesn’t consider them ref-
erences to places. TopoCluster addresses the same type
of named entity but doesn’t show effective results (De-
Lozier et al., 2015). CamCoder does not address adjec-
tival toponyms.

3. Data and Methods
This section describes the methodology for the defini-
tion of the baseline geocoder and the enhanced version
proposed in this paper.

3.1. Dataset and Metrics
This work uses the toponym taxonomy proposed by
(Gritta et al., 2019), in which a toponym is classified
based on the semantics of the noun phrase containing
it and the context of the surrounding clause. For in-
stance, in the phrase ”A former Russian double agent
was poisoned in the English city of Salisbury,” there is
an associative adjectival modifier (”Russian”), a literal
adjectival modifier (”English”), and a literal toponym
(”Salisbury”).
Due to the taxonomy used, GeoWebNews, a dataset
also proposed by (Gritta et al., 2019), is used in the
experiments. The dataset comprises 200 news articles
from globally distributed news sites collected during
the first eight days of April 2018. Table 1 presents the
GeoWebNews toponym classes according to the taxon-
omy.
In this work, only the 2401 toponyms annotated with
latitude, longitude, and an entry in Geonames are con-
sidered. The reason for that is to avoid the types of
toponyms as languages and homonyms, which do not
have ground truth coordinates as they are not locations,
and the most difficult toponyms like festival venues,
which do not have an entry in the gazetteer and would
require additional resources specific to the domain to
be geocoded.

Class Category Type
Literal Literal Literal

Coercion Literal Coercion
Mixed Literal Mixed

Embedded Literal Literal Embedded
Literal

Literal Modifier Literal

Noun
Modifier

Adjectival
Modifier

Demonym Associative Demonym
Language Associative Language

Metonymic Associative Metonymy

Non Literal Modifier Associative

Noun
Modifier

Adjectival
Modifier

Embedded Non Lit Associative Embedded
Associative

Homonym Associative Homonym

Table 1: Taxonomy of GeoWebNews classes

The following metrics are used for performance evalu-
ation:

• Mean Error Distance (MED): the mean of great-
circle distances5, in kilometers, between anno-
tated locations and geocoder output locations;

• Accuracy@X (Acc@X): the percentage of to-
ponyms geolocated within X kilometers of the an-
notated locations. The chosen distance is 161 km
(100 miles), previously used in other works such
as (DeLozier et al., 2015; Gritta et al., 2019; Wang
and Hu, 2019). The reason for that is the possible
differences between gazetteer and annotated coor-
dinates;

• Area Under the Curve (AUC): a metric for the
overall deviation between geolocated toponyms
and ground-truth coordinates. Its value is calcu-
lated through the trapezoidal rule6 using Equation
1, where x denotes the distances, dim(x) is the
number of elements in x, and 20039 is the approx-
imated value of half the Earth’s circumference in
kilometers. The highest possible error is when the
output location is diametrically opposed to the ex-
pected coordinates on the planet’s surface. The
better the geocoding, the closer the AUC must be

5https://geopy.readthedocs.io/en/
stable/#geopy.distance.great_circle

6https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy/
reference/generated/numpy.trapz.html
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to 0.

AUC =

∫ dim(x)

0
ln(x) dx

dim(x) ∗ ln(20039) (1)

3.2. Baseline Heuristic Geocoder
The Heuristic Geocoder (HG) used as baseline breaks
the task into two steps in which different heuristics can
be used. The first step is to obtain the candidates by
querying the gazetteer, and the second is the disam-
biguation. In the end, the geocoder outputs a gazetteer
entry for the input toponym.
The geocoder receives a list of toponyms as input and
outputs coordinates according to the following param-
eters:

• Obtaining Candidates :

– Search Type: the type of search used for the
toponym. ”Filter” indicates exact matching,
and ”Full-text” indicates loose matching;

– Ordering: tells the geocoder if candidates
should be ordered by score, feature class, or
population;

• Candidate Disambiguation:

– Top-K Geometric Minimality: tells the
geocoder how many candidates should be
considered for disambiguation. If K > 1,
chooses the candidate closest to previously
geocoded locations.

The gazetteer is searched using ElasticSearch7, a
Lucene interface(Divya and Goyal, 2013) that has al-
ready shown effective results in geocoding applications
due to its dynamic ranking (Clemens, 2015). Before the
geocoder usage, an ElasticSearch index is created and
populated with Geonames data, including information
such as name, alternate names, feature class, and popu-
lation. To allow filtering and full-text searches on name
fields, those are created as text and keyword fields.
The geocoding process is done using the following
heuristics:

• Exact matching (H1): consider a place a candi-
date only when one of its names is exactly equal
to the queried text. That means the entry for the
United States of America is considered a candi-
date for ”United States” or ”USA”, which are al-
ternate names in the gazetteer, but not for ”States
of America”;

• Loose matching (H2): consider a place a candi-
date if there is a partial match between one of its
names and the queried text. That means querying
”States of America” will return USA’s entry as a
candidate;

7https://www.elastic.co/

• Order candidates by Score (H3): ranks candi-
dates based on ElasticSearch default score. The
score depends on the place’s name and queried
text;

• Order candidates by Feature Class (H4): ranks
candidates based on their Geonames’ feature
class. This means the country Angola will take
precedence over the city Angola, Indiana;

• Order by population (H5): ranks candidates
based on their population. In this case, the en-
try for the Republic of Korea will take precedence
over the one for the Democratic People’s Republic
of Korea;

• Geometric Minimality (H6): minimizes the av-
erage distance between all geocoded toponyms.
This is done by choosing candidates based on their
mean distance to previously geocoded toponyms,
assuming places mentioned in a text are as close
as possible.

The parameter values for HG used as baseline are de-
fined by evaluating combinations on GeoWebNews and
comparing their performances. The one with the best
result is chosen and later enhanced to treat adjectival
toponyms. Table 2 shows the values for each parame-
ter.

Parameter Values
Search Type Filter, Full-text

Ordering Score, Feature
Class, Population

Top-K Geometric Minimality K ∈ {1, 5, 10}

Table 2: HG parameters values

3.3. Enhanced Heuristic Geocoder
When trying to geocode toponyms like ”Australian”
or ”Finnish” using simple Geonames lookups, even
though these words are references to places and can
be classified as adjectival modifiers, they are not the
places’ names. Therefore, such terms are not included
as the official names or alternative names on Geon-
ames entries, meaning such toponyms must be normal-
ized before geocoding. That means the usage of a new
heuristic:

• Adjectival Toponym Normalization (H7): nor-
malize adjectival toponyms to their noun form at
the beginning of geocoding. In this case, instead
of querying ”Dutch”, the geocoder will get candi-
dates for ”Kingdom of the Netherlands”.

To do so, an ElasticSearch index is created to be used as
the dictionary. The index is then populated with a list of
country names, as they appear in Geonames and their
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adjectival and demonymic forms. For instance, the en-
try corresponding to the Kingdom of Denmark includes
the adjectival form ”Danish”, which describes some-
thing as being from the country, and the demonymic
form ”Danes”, which refers to its people. In this work,
the adjectives are taken from Wikipedia’s list of nation-
alities 8.
Thus, the strategy for geocoding adjectival toponyms
involves adding a step before obtaining candidates. The
toponyms are consulted in the dictionary index and re-
placed by a normalized version. That means the to-
ponym Danish is normalized to Kingdom of Denmark
before querying the gazetteer. The Heuristic Geocoder
enhanced with this strategy is hereafter referred to as
HG+.

4. Experimental Results
This section describes the results obtained for the base-
line and enhanced geocoders.

4.1. HG Results
Table 3 shows the evaluation metrics for the 5 best pa-
rameter combinations ranked by AUC. The best result
for every metric was obtained by using a more strict
search method and population as the ordering criterion,
that is, the combination of H1 and H5. Hence, that was
the combination of parameters chosen for HG as the
baseline for later improvement.

Geocoder
Parameters MED Acc@161 AUC

Filter (H1)
Pop. (H5)
Top-1

1162.74
±1612.78

0.7713
±0.2519

0.2036
±0.1801

Full-text (H2)
Pop. (H5)
Top-1

1228.28
±1583.49

0.7187
±0.2494

0.2729
±0.1904

Filter (H1)
Pop. (H5)
Top-5 (H6)

1530.77
±2106.15

0.6369
±0.3515

0.3088
±0.1922

Filter (H1)
Pop. (H5)
Top-10 (H6)

1613.80
±2248.68

0.6210
±0.3601

0.3239
±0.2826

Full-text (H2)
Pop. (H5)
Top-5 (H6)

1252.69
±1742.95

0.6262
±0.3173

0.3472
±0.2321

Table 3: Best results for the Heuristic Geocoder pa-
rameter combinations

Figure 2 presents the results for HG divided by Ge-
oWebNews classes. Each bar shows the distribution
of geocoding outputs for the toponym class, given by
the y-axis. The color red indicates toponyms for which

8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_
of_adjectival_and_demonymic_forms_for_
countries_and_nations

no candidates were found in the gazetteer, blue denotes
places geocoded to the expected coordinates, and pur-
ple indicates location references geocoded to coordi-
nates more than 161 km away from the expected ones.
For toponyms of the ”Literal” class, direct references
to physical locations (e.g. ”Harvests in Australia”), the
geocoder shows a high number of correct predictions.
However, for the ones of the ”Non Literal Modifier”
class, toponyms that modify a non-locational concept
associated with a location (e.g. ”British voters”), there
are many cases in which no candidates were found or
the geocoded coordinates were too far away from the
expected.

4.2. HG+ Results
After the baseline geocoder was defined as the combi-
nation of H1 and H5, also called HG; it was improved
to process adjectival toponyms. Table 4 shows the re-
sults for the HG+ in comparison to HG. The enhanced
geocoder obtained the best performance in every met-
ric.

Geocoder MED Acc@161 AUC
HG
(H1 & H5)

1162.74
±1612.78

0.7713
±0.2519

0.2036
±0.1801

HG+
(H1, H5 & H7)

729.97
±1340.19

0.8188
±0.2412

0.1618
±0.1669

Table 4: Results for HG and HG+ on GeoWebNews

Figure 3 presents the results for HG+ split by Ge-
oWebNews classes. Compared to the baseline per-
formance, the geocoding has been improved for
most types, increasing toponyms correctly geocoded.
Associative modifier toponyms, indicated by the
”Non Literal Modifier” class, are the ones with the
most noticeable improvement.
This difference in performance is due to the new heuris-
tic of processing adjectival toponyms. For instance,
considering the sentence ”They were found in the
southern English city of Salisbury,” HG would assign
the coordinates for the town of English, Indiana in-
stead of the ones for England regarding the adjectival
toponym. HG+ can deal with this toponym because of
the normalization step added, which makes it search for
candidates matching ”England.”

4.3. Comparison to Other Proposals
HG+ was also compared to other works. The com-
parisons were done using the ground-truth files9 pro-
vided by the EUPEG (Wang and Hu, 2019). The tests
were done on GeoWebNews and TR-News, a dataset
proposed by Kamalloo and Rafiei (2018) containing
118 human-annotated news articles from global and lo-
cal news sources. Both datasets were chosen due to

9https://github.com/geoai-lab/EUPEG/
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Figure 2: Results for HG on GeoWebNews by toponym type.

Figure 3: Results for HG+ on GeoWebNews by toponym type.

their coverage of adjectival toponyms10. Other well-

10Approximately 14.9% of toponyms in GeoWebNews and
10.7% in TR-News are in adjectival form.

known datasets, such as Geovirus (Gritta et al., 2018a),
provide incomplete or no annotations of adjectival to-
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ponyms. Although LGL (Lieberman et al., 2010) also
presents this type of toponym, the dataset was not used
since its locations are highly region-specific, making
them very difficult to disambiguate using the popula-
tion heuristic with a global gazetteer.
For the CLAVIN geoparser, the REST version11 was
used in the comparison. Because CLAVIN doesn’t al-
low isolated geocoding, HG+ was tested using the to-
ponyms recognized by the geoparser, thus discarding
any difference in performance caused by the geotag-
ging process. Table 5 presents the results for CLAVIN
and HG+ for GeoWebNews dataset, whilst Table 6
shows the results for TR-News. HG+ achieved the best
result for all the evaluated metrics for both datasets.

Geocoder MED Acc@161 AUC

CLAVIN
790.18

±1585.18
0.8100

±0.3101
0.1268

±0.2153
HG+
(H1, H5 & H7)

392.85
±1105.98

0.8432
±0.2914

0.1086
±0.1739

Table 5: Comparison to CLAVIN geocoder on Ge-
oWebNews

Geocoder MED Acc@161 AUC

CLAVIN
1570.10

±2685.97
0.7687

±0.3275
0.1889

±0.2581
HG+
(H1, H5 & H7)

1424.23
±2644.26

0.7770
±0.3346

0.1864
±0.2592

Table 6: Comparison to CLAVIN geocoder on TR-
News

For the CamCoder geoparser, the code available on
Github12 was used. CamCoder allows the execution
of its geocoder separately if provided with a formatted
ground-truth file. Thus, the ground-truth files for Ge-
oWebNews and TR-News, provided by EUPEG, were
used to geocode annotated toponyms as they appear on
each text.
Before the comparison, the CamCoder database was
updated with the same Geonames dump used to pop-
ulate the ElasticSearch index in which HG+ operates.
CamCoder geocoding was then applied directly to the
annotated toponyms, and the same was done for HG+.
Table 7 presents the results for GeoWebNews, and Ta-
ble 8 the results for TR-News. HG+ outperforms Cam-
Coder on GeoWebNews for all three metrics. On TR-
News the geocoder achieves better performance for
Acc@161 and AUC.
When applied to both TR-News and GeoWebNews,
HG+ showed a significant improvement for locations

11https://hub.docker.com/r/novetta/
clavin-rest

12https://github.com/milangritta/
Geocoding-with-Map-Vector

Geocoder MED Acc@161 AUC

CamCoder
1033.53

±1527.37
0.7536

±0.2703
0.2007

±0.1893
HG+
(H1, H5 & H7)

729.98
±1340.19

0.8188
±0.2412

0.1617
±0.1670

Table 7: Comparison to CamCoder geocoder on Ge-
oWebNews

Geocoder MED Acc@161 AUC

CamCoder
1112.25

±1566.50
0.7933

±0.2429
0.1966

±0.2005
HG+
(H1, H5 & H7)

1250.09
±1597.01

0.8034
±0.2380

0.1956
±0.2068

Table 8: Comparison to CamCoder geocoder on TR-
News

of the A-class (e.g., countries, mountains, and islands)
and the T-class (e.g., mountains, capes, and islands)
on GeoNames. For instance, it correctly geocodes the
toponyms in ”The chancellor of a Spanish university
[...],” which CLAVIN ignores, and CamCoder wrong-
fully geocodes to Spanish, Ontario. However, as ex-
pected of a geocoder based on the population heuristic,
locations such as buildings, airports, parks, villages,
and sections of populated places are still a problem,
especially on TR-News, due to ambiguities like in the
case of Heathrow, the airport in London, England, and
Heathrow, the suburban community in Florida, United
States.

5. Discussion and Future Work
This paper proposed the usage of a country adjec-
tives dictionary as a heuristic to improve the geocod-
ing of adjectival toponyms. The proposed geocoder
uses ElasticSearch to query a Geonames gazetteer and
a dictionary of country adjectives and demonyms. To
disambiguate candidates, it uses the population heuris-
tic.
The experiments carried out showed that the processing
of adjectival toponyms improved the geocoding perfor-
mance compared to the baseline. When tested against
other known geocoders, it also improved results in both
GeoWebNews and TR-News datasets.
For future work, more experiments can be carried
out using other datasets to verify differences in per-
formance. The normalization of adjectival toponyms
could be improved by adding more adjectives related
to other administrative regions such as provinces and
cities. Furthermore, processing embedded adjectival
toponyms could also improve geocoding.
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Abstract

Causality detection is the task of extracting information about causal relations from text. It is an important task for different
types of document analysis, including political impact assessment. We present two new data sets for causality detection in
Swedish. The first data set is annotated with binary relevance judgments, indicating whether a sentence contains causality
information or not. In the second data set, sentence pairs are ranked for relevance with respect to a causality query, containing
a specific hypothesized cause and/or effect. Both data sets are carefully curated and mainly intended for use as test data. We
describe the data sets and their annotation, including detailed annotation guidelines. In addition, we present pilot experiments
on cross-lingual zero-shot and few-shot causality detection, using training data from English and German.

Keywords: test analysis, causality, causality detection, annotation, cross-lingual transfer

1. Introduction
The analysis of large volumes of text is an important
task for political scientists and governmental agencies.
In our project the end goal is to enable impact assess-
ment of governmental reports, where the identification
of causal relations is a key element. One scenario
in this area is that a user wants to investigate poten-
tial causes and/or effects related to a specific concept,
such as unemployment or pollution. In such a scenario
we need a system that can rank matches mentioning
a causal relationship with respect to a given concept.
A more basic task is binary relevance classification of
sentences with respect to causality, which can feed into
a more advanced system. In this paper we focus on
creating data sets for causality detection, enabling the
development of methods for causality detection and
ranking, which in turn can feed into more ambitious
projects on impact assessment.

Our focus is on Swedish governmental reports.
While these reports are publicly available, they are not
available in a format directly suitable for text process-
ing, since the focus is on page layout rather than doc-
ument structure. We release a processed version of
this corpus, with extracted texts. One additional ob-
stacle faced in this project was the lack of annotated
data for causality detection, since there were no pre-
viously available data sets for Swedish. We have ad-
dressed this lack of data by annotating two small data
sets for Swedish causality detection, which we present
in this paper. The data sets are carefully curated, with
the main purpose to serve as test data. We focus on
two different subtasks. The first is binary identification
of sentences as causal or non-causal. The second is a
ranking task with respect to a query sentence contain-

ing a given cause and/or effect, such as traffic causes
pollution or X causes cancer, where the task is to de-
cide which of a pair of extracted sentences is more rele-
vant to the query. We focus on the sentence level, using
sentences as the unit for identification and ranking. All
data sets are based on sentences from the processed cor-
pus of Swedish governmental reports and are publicly
available under the CC BY 4.0 license.1

There are a few data sets available for other lan-
guages, like English (Mariko et al., 2020) and German
(Rehbein and Ruppenhofer, 2020). However, these
data sets were created for different purposes, with dif-
ferent label sets, granularity, and guidelines. Despite
this, they are ideal to use for experiments on cross-
lingual causality detection. We report results from pi-
lot experiments on binary causality detection with zero-
shot transfer into Swedish, showing how we can handle
variations of the annotation schemes of these resources.
In addition we investigate a few-shot scenario where
we add a limited amount of Swedish training data. We
leave experiments on ranking causal sentences to future
work.

2. Related Work
As noted by Dunietz et al. (2015), causality is a com-
plex topic, which has been discussed in many fields,
including psychology and philosophy. In this work, we
follow the approach of Dunietz et al. (2015) to focus
only on causality which is explicitly expressed linguis-
tically, by the use of some causal connective. A causal
connective is any type of linguistic expression that is
used to express a causal relation, for instance, verbs

1https://github.com/UppsalaNLP/
Swedish-Causality-Datasets
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like cause, conjunctions like because, nouns like effect,
and different types of multi-word expressions like be a
result of. This can be contrasted to some other anno-
tation schemes, such as Girju (2003a), who rely on a
common sense intuition of real-world causality.

There are some data sets annotated for causality
available for other languages than Swedish. SemEval-
2010 Task 8 (Hendrickx et al., 2010) focuses on clas-
sifying semantic relations between pairs of entities. It
has nine different classes, of which cause-effect is one.
Examples were collected using a pattern-based web
search, with a high number of patterns per class. Each
example was annotated by two annotators, followed by
a consolidation phase. The data sets for the FinCausal
2020 shared task (Mariko et al., 2020) on the other hand
concentrate exclusively on causal relations. They pro-
vide data sets for two subtasks: binary labelling of ex-
amples as causal or not, and extraction of causes and ef-
fects. The examples for both subtasks were taken from
financial news. The annotation scheme only considers
examples where the effect is a quantitative fact, which
is a stricter definition than in other data sets. Examples
were first annotated by a single annotator, then revised
and discussed by two additional annotators until agree-
ment.

Rehbein and Ruppenhofer (2020) provide a data set
for causality in German. Their annotation scheme is
an extension of Dunietz et al. (2015). They focus on
causal language, only considering relations that are sig-
naled by some causal connective. The annotations are
on the token level according to the participant roles in
a causal relation (cause, effect, actor, affected) and the
types of causation (consequence, motivation, purpose).
Each example was annotated by at least two annotators,
and in a final phase all disagreements were resolved by
two expert annotators. There are also other annotation
efforts targeting causal relations among other types of
relations. Mirza et al. (2014) annotate both temporal
and causal relations between events in the TempEval-3
corpus. The Penn Discourse treebank includes annota-
tions of causal discourse relations (Prasad et al., 2008).
Mihăilă et al. (2016) describe an annotation effort for
causal relations in biomedical texts.

While we are not aware of any work focusing on
cross-lingual causality detection, there is some work on
identifying discourse connectives based on parallel cor-
pora and word alignments (Rehbein and Ruppenhofer,
2017; Versley, 2010). However, work on monolingual
causality detection is more abundant, much of it fo-
cusing on English. Early work used rule-based meth-
ods (Garcia, 1997), decision trees (Girju, 2003b), and
SVMs (Hendrickx et al., 2010). As for many other
tasks, neural networks have recently become dominant.
For the recent FinCausal shared task, the most com-
mon approach was based on pretrained language mod-
els. While the best models used ensembling architec-
tures (Gordeev et al., 2020), also the simpler baseline
model based on only an English BERT-based model

had a strong performance (Mariko et al., 2020). While
cross-lingual learning has not been used for causality
detection, there has been much work on other tasks.
A viable approach to many tasks is to fine-tune a pre-
trained language model on task data from some trans-
fer language, which can then be applied in a zero-shot
setting to some other language (Wu and Dredze, 2019;
Conneau et al., 2020). Adding even a little bit of target
language data, in a few-shot setting, can often improve
the results considerably (Lauscher et al., 2020).

3. Data Processing
In this section we describe the creation of a corpus
of Swedish governmental reports, which was the data
source for the causality data sets. We describe the pre-
processing and sentence segmentation of this corpus.
We also describe the definition of a set of Swedish
causality keywords, which were evaluated based on an
initial annotation effort.

3.1. Governmental Report Corpus
The source of all our data sets is a subset of the Swedish
Government Official Reports, Statens offentliga utred-
ningar (SOU) in Swedish, a series of reports with the
goal of introducing legislative proposals and investi-
gating complicated matters in the legislative process.
These are typically produced by either a committee or
a single investigator appointed by the Swedish govern-
ment. At the time of extraction, only a subset of the
reports were available digitally in PDF and HTML for-
mat, covering mostly reports from 1994 to the present
(fall 2020).2

We extracted the HTML versions with the intent of
exploiting the structure of the markup. However, the
HTML markup turned out to encode style elements fo-
cused on describing the page layout rather than doc-
ument structure. Elements like titles, subtitles, head-
ers, footers and larger structures such as tables of con-
tents or lists were not identifiable as such through the
HTML markup, although their font type and size were
encoded through style attributes. This also meant that
paragraphs of text were often split in half by headers
and footers at page boundaries. Another issue with
this representation was the formatting of running text
in parallel columns in certain sections, where the text
sections mainly appeared line by line from left to right
rather than as blocks of text representing a column at a
time. This type of formatting largely appeared in sec-
tions concerning legislative proposals and was used to
present a revised wording of the law in one column,
with the previous version for reference in the other col-
umn, and the two columns thus often contained two
very similar pieces of text on the surface. Since this
was challenging to process in a way that produced co-
hesive text and was also likely to introduce near dupli-
cates in the data if it had worked as intended, such text
was omitted from the final documents.

2https://riksdagen.se/sv/dokument-lagar/?doktyp=sou
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To deal with this form of markup varying in layout
and style between documents, we conducted a rule-
based extraction to distinguish between running text
and structural elements. In this process, only text and
corresponding titles were kept and saved as HTML.
Most documents3 are preceded by a summary of their
content, which we chose to split from the main doc-
ument and save as a standalone file. These summaries
could be written in English, simplified Swedish, or reg-
ular Swedish. Concerning the actual reports, some in-
cluded sections written in other languages. The ex-
traction script included a language detection part us-
ing langdetect4, to verify that a given section was in
Swedish. All text classified as non-Swedish was omit-
ted. In some cases, the extracted text contained ad-
ditional white space, which made it difficult to dis-
ambiguate hyphenation from cases of word-wrapping.
The resulting corpus of 3,558 reports and 3,434 sum-
maries is publicly available.5 We refer to this corpus as
the SOU corpus.

3.2. Sentence Extraction
From the SOU corpus, we sample individual sentences
or sentence pairs to create the two data sets. To ex-
tract text samples for annotation, we split the text para-
graphs from our cleaned HTML corpus into sentences.
We segmented the text into sentences using a combi-
nation of SpaCy pipelines (Honnibal et al., 2019) for
Swedish6 and some rules to correct for frequent errors
such as unrecognised sentence boundaries for abbrevi-
ations at the end of the sentence and issues with pos-
sessive or plural marking for acronyms, which are typ-
ically preceded by a colon (e.g. SOU:er ‘SOUs’) that
were generally treated as a sentence boundary by the
pipeline.

3.3. Causality Keywords
A first step was to define a set of causality keywords,
to be used in the remainder of the project. Causality
keywords correspond to causal connectives. We pro-
posed a set of 21 causality keywords including single
words and multi-word expressions that typically con-
vey causal relations, shown in Table 1. To evaluate
which of these expressions typically express causality,
we performed a small annotation to investigate how of-
ten sentences containing these expressions were con-
sidered causal. This was a quick annotation effort by
three annotators, without specific guidelines. This data
set, which we call the binary trial data set, could then
also be used as additional Swedish training data in a
cross-lingual setting.

For each of the 21 keywords, we randomly extracted

3Some SOUs are divided into multiple parts and span
multiple documents.

4https://pypi.org/project/langdetect/
5https://github.com/UppsalaNLP/

SOU-corpus
6https://github.com/Kungbib/swedish-spacy

Causality keywords English translations
bero på depend on / be due to
bidra till contribute to
leda till lead to
på grund av because of / due to
till följd av due to / as a consequence of
vara ett resultat av be a result of
framkalla induce / evoke
förorsaka cause
medföra entail / involve
orsaka cause
påverka affect / influence
resultera result
vålla cause / inflict
därför therefore / consequently
eftersom because
effekt effect
följd consequence
orsak cause
resultat result
förklara explain
rendera render

Table 1: Causality keywords. The top 13 keywords
were selected to be used in our main data sets.

10 sentences from the SOU corpus. Inflections of
the terms were generated using the inflector provided
by the Granska tool for Swedish grammar checking
(Domeij et al., 2000). Multi-word terms were matched
with at most two words in between each individual
word.7 Three experts annotated the sentences as causal,
non-causal, or uncertain, without the use of any specific
guidelines. The resulting data set contains 210 exam-
ples with annotations from three annotators.

The main purpose of this annotation was to identify
a set of keywords that reliably expresses causal rela-
tions. We thus excluded keywords that either tended
to be ambiguous or to refer to causality in a more ab-
stract or hypothetical manner, for example, without re-
ally relating to any specific cause or effect. The final set
of 13 keywords, the top 13 terms in Table 1, very fre-
quently expressed causality. The remaining 8 keywords
had a lower proportion of causal sentences. Note that
all nouns are in this group. The selected 13 causality
keywords are verbs (e.g. orsaka ‘cause’), phrasal verbs
(e.g. leda till ‘lead to’), multi-word prepositions (e.g.
till följd av ‘due to’), and one verbal multiword expres-
sion (vara ett resultat av ‘be a result of’).

4. Causality Data Sets
In this section we describe the two curated data sets
created in the project, which are briefly summarized in
Table 2. For both data sets we watned to include some
additional context to the annotators, and thus included

7We found that longer distances between the different
parts of a term often did not match the correct structure but
rather unrelated cases, where till and på acted as prepositions
rather than verb particles.
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Data set Extraction Annotators/ex Size %causal
Ranking Causality keywords 2–3 800 –
Binary Cause/effect pairs 2–3 330 48.5

Table 2: Overview of the causality data sets

Cause Effect
avskogning deforestation växthuseffekt greenhouse effect
klimatanpassning climate change adaptation investeringsbehov investment needs
klimatförändring climate change investering investment
befolkningstillväxt population growth bostadsbrist housing shortage
befolkningsmängd population size konsumtion consumption
biltrafik car traffic luftförorening air pollution
åskväder thunderstorm villabrand house fire
regnväder rainy weather
reporäntan bank rate bolånekostnad mortgage cost
arbetslöshet unemployment brottslighet crime
utbildningsnivå level of education inkomst income
rökning smoking blodtryck blood pressure
droger drugs missbruk abuse
radon radon cancer cancer
luftföroreningar air pollution sjukdomar diseases

Table 3: Cause and effect pairs. Terms marked with italics are alternatives to the original term above it, and ‘rainy
weather’ was used only as a cause, not paired with an effect.

four context sentences, two before the target and two
after. The annotators focused on the target sentences,
but could use the context sentences for disambiguation
when needed. The final data sets include the context
sentences. The annotators are the authors of this pa-
per, who are either native speakers of Swedish or native
speakers of German with a good command of Swedish.
For each data set, a subset of three annotators worked
on it, always including two native Swedish speakers.

4.1. Binary Data Set
The binary data set is designed with the task of binary
causality detection in mind. Specifically, the task is to
decide on the sentence level, whether a given sentence
contains a cause and effect related by some causal key-
word.

Sentences were extracted from the SOU corpus
based on a set of cause and effect terms, suggested by
two political scientists, shown in Table 3. We extracted
sentences containing both terms of a potential cause-
effect pair, such as cancer and radon. The matching
was done with stemmed versions of the terms. The mo-
tivation for this extraction method was that we wanted
to allow other means of expressing causality than the
limited set of causality keywords in Table 1. In the
final annotation we did not require the sentences to ex-
press a causal relation with respect to the term pair used
for extraction (which was not shown to annotators). A
causal relation between any concepts was allowed.

The annotation was performed in three phases. In a
first round, three annotators performed an annotation of
30 sentences without any guidelines. Based on this ex-
perience, initial guidelines were drawn up, which were
used in a second phase. The guidelines were largely

based on those for German by Dunietz et al. (2015),
with the exception that we did not divide causality into
different subtypes. This procedure increased the inter-
annotator agreement from a Fleiss’ kappa of 0.38 to
0.56. After this phase the guidelines were modified
into the final version in Figure 1. In the final annota-
tion phase, there were two annotators per sample, and
a kappa score of 0.5. After the annotation, all examples
from phase two and all disagreements from the final
phase were consolidated by at least two annotators, to
increase agreement. While unsure annotations were al-
lowed, there were very few such annotations used, and
they were all resolved to either positive or negative la-
bels in the consolidation phase. In phase two, we used
10 sentences from 3 term pairs (the three bottom term
pairs in Table 3), and in the final phase, we sampled 300
sentences equally from the remaining term pairs, filter-
ing out duplicate and near duplicate sentences. The fi-
nal data set contains 330 sentences, of which 48.5% are
causal.

4.2. Ranking Data Set
We define the second task as ranking two sentences by
their relevance to a causal query, where a query consists
of either a single term specifying a cause or an effect, or
a cause–effect term pair. Figure 2 gives an example of a
ranking pair extracted for the prompt ‘[MASK] causes
greenhouse effect’. In this example both of the sen-
tences are relevant, but the second sentence is consid-
ered more relevant since it explicitly mentions green-
house effect from the prompt. The motivation behind
ranking pairs of sentences rather than ranking a longer
list was that it is easier to define and create general
guidelines for such a task.
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A sentence S is said to contain a causal relation CR, if and only if:
• S contains a unit at word level, or above, a connective, which explicitly states a CR.
• This connective does not have any meaning other than causality (in S).
• S contains references to at least two entities for which the stated CR holds; a cause and an effect.
• Causes and effects are normally events or states of affairs, even though also an actor of a certain action can be metonymi-

cally considered to be a cause as well.
In addition:

• Modal causal sentences should be annotated (e.g. “X maybe causes Y”).
• Negative causal statements should be annotated (e.g. “X does not cause Y”).
• Causes and effects do not have to be explicit in S, they could instead be explicit in the context sentences (e.g. referred to

by a pronoun).
• We require explicit causal connectives in the text; lexical causality like “kill” meaning “cause to die” should not be

annotated.
• While the sentences are sampled based on “cause-effect word pairs”, the annotation is not limited to causality with respect

to this word pair, but a CR with respect to any two entities should be annotated as positive.
Annotation scheme

• y: yes, the sentence contains a CR
• n: no, the sentence does not contain a CR
• ?: unsure/borderline case (avoid overusing)

Figure 1: Guidelines for the curated binary annotation.

Sentence 1 Flera av teknikerna bedöms resultera i långsiktig inbindning av koldioxid.
‘Several of the techniques are considered to result in long-term sequestration of carbon dioxide.’

Sentence 2 Exempelvis ger koldioxidutsläpp inga lokala skador, utan bidrar till växthuseffekten.
‘For example, carbon dioxide emissions do not cause local damage, but contribute to the greenhouse effect.’

Figure 2: Example of a ranking sentence pair for the prompt [MASK] medför växthuseffekt ‘[MASK] causes
greenhouse effect’.

We extracted the ranking data set using the set of
cause and effect pairs listed in Table 3. To find rele-
vant text passages, we applied a semantic textual sim-
ilarity model for Swedish, contrastive tension (Carls-
son et al., 2021), based on the KB-BERT model for
Swedish (Malmsten et al., 2020). The model was used
to embed the subset of all sentences in the SOU cor-
pus matching at least one of the 13 causal keywords
in order to avoid matching too many sentences related
in theme, but without explicit causal statements. For
each query we also embedded a constructed prompt of
the cause and/or effect using one of the causality key-
words8. This prompt consisted of the causality key-
word and either both cause and effect at the respective
position around the keyword, or each of the two terms
individually, with the other replaced by a MASK token.
Among the embedded SOU sentences, we then selected
the 500 nearest neighbours to the prompt embedding.
To obtain pairs of sentences we randomly sampled the
neighbours with replacement.

We conducted a first exploratory pilot annotation
round on 9 prompts with 10 ranking examples each.
Two to three annotators were tasked with determining
out of a pair of two sentences the sentence that is the

8We tried applying each of the 13 keywords and rank-
ing by relative frequency and rank of the match, but found
that this did not really produce a better semantic ranking than
just combining the term or terms with a single keyword. We
picked medföra (‘entail’)

most relevant to a query consisting of a cause, an ef-
fect or both. In the course of this annotation round we
observed almost no overlap in sentences between the
ranking pairs, essentially providing us with mostly un-
connected relevance judgments for each prompt. In or-
der to increase the chances of observing the same sen-
tence in multiple pairs, we randomly sampled a subset
of 200 sentences out of the ranked list of neighbours
that we then sampled pairs of sentences from. The goal
of having the same sentence occur in multiple ranking
pairs was to obtain a more connected ranking list in the
end. Such a list allows us to verify that sentence anno-
tations are consistent for connected sentences. Based
on this pilot annotation, we created a set of guidelines.

Following another small pilot annotation round on
a selection of the same 9 prompts with 10 new exam-
ples each, we observed that we were losing information
in treating pairs where both sentences are relevant, but
one more so than the other, the same as cases where
only one sentence is relevant. To address this, we de-
rived the final guidelines in Figure 3. According to the
guidelines, the example in Figure 2 would be labeled as
5, i.e. both sentences are relevant, but the second sen-
tence is more relevant to the query, since it uses a more
specific term.

By following the guidelines on another annotation
round with 30 more prompts inter-annotator, agree-
ment improved from a Fleiss’ kappa of 0.50 on the
pilot data to 0.55 on the new examples. For the
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A sentence S is relevant in relation to a query Q with cause term C and/or effect term E if and only if the following two
conditions hold:

1. At least one query term T in Q (T = C or T = E) is matched in S by a phrase M(T) that is either synonymous with or has a
close semantic relation (hyponymy, hypernymy, meronymy) to T.

2. S can be understood as referring to (but not necessarily asserting) a causal relationship where M(C) is a cause or M(E) is
an effect (or both).

When determining whether M(T) matches T (condition 1), the following heuristics may be applied:
1. More specific terms (hyponyms) always match more general terms. For example, “tea” and “herbal tea” both match

“beverage”. Added specificity may result from lexical hyponymy (“tea” – “beverage”), compounding (“herbal tea” –
“tea”) or modification (“tea with milk” – “tea”).

2. More general terms (hypernyms) match more specific terms only if they are close in a semantic hierarchy. For example,
“tea” and “beverage” match “herbal tea”, but “liquid” does not. Added generality may result from lexical hypernymy
(“beverage” – “tea”), decompounding (“tea” – “herbal tea”) or dropped modification (“tea” – “tea with milk”).

3. The interpretation of terms should be made in context, which means that contextual information may be used to, for
example, resolve anaphoric reference, lexical ambiguity, or implicit modification. For example, a pronoun like “it”
matches “beverage” if its antecedent matches “beverage”, and “tea” matches “herbal tea” if the contextual information
supports an inclusive interpretation but not if it makes clear that only “black tea” is relevant.

When ranking two relevant sentences in relation to a query Q with cause term C and/or effect term E, apply the following
rules in order of decreasing priority:

1. Prefer sentences with a greater number of matching terms in the correct causal roles.
2. Prefer sentences with semantically closer matches of the query term(s). Specifically: exact match > synonym > hyponym

> hypernym > meronym.
3. Prefer more specific and informative sentences. Specifically:

(a) Prefer explicit statements of causality over implicit statements.
(b) Prefer factual statements over modal statements.
(c) Prefer positive statements over negative statements.
(d) Prefer clausal statements over nominalizations.

Annotation Scheme:
0. both irrelevant
1. first sentence relevant, second sentence irrelevant
2. second sentence relevant, first sentence irrelevant
3. both sentences equally relevant
4. first sentence most relevant, second sentence also relevant
5. second sentence most relevant, first sentence also relevant

Figure 3: Guidelines for the ranking annotation.

30 prompts we chose to sample 20 sentence pairs
per prompt. We found that some of the prompts —
such as ‘climate change adaptation entails investment
needs’, ‘deforestation causes MASK” and ‘thunder-
storms cause MASK’ — were overly specific and gen-
erated very few relevant matches with our extraction
method. To account for this, we chose to re-rank
them with respect to more thematically fitting prompts
to the retrieved sentence pairs and added the climate
change/investment and rainy weather terms. We also
opted for adding the 90 pilot annotation examples
(with the pairs: drugs/abuse, radon/cancer, air pollu-
tion/diseases). As these had been annotated with 4 in-
stead of 6 labels, they were relabelled to fit the final an-
notation scheme. Each annotation with a disagreement
was then consolidated by at least two annotators and
checked for inconsistencies between overlapping pairs.
The result is a set of 800 sentence pairs and their ranked
relevance with respect to a specific causal prompt.

4.3. Comparison of Extraction Methods
In order to explore the connection between the two sen-
tence extraction methods, where the ranking set was

filtered based on causality keywords and the binary
set was extracted based on term pairs, we investigated
which causality keywords were used in the binary data
set. To that end we automatically matched the causal-
ity keywords from Table 1, separating them into two
groups, the selected group (top), and the filtered group
(bottom). Half of the sentences, 80 sentences, had
at least one such match, and in a few cases matched
more than one keyword. We went through the remain-
ing 80 sentences manually, marking the causal connec-
tive. Table 4 shows an overview of all connectives
occurring at least four times. Both the selected and
filtered causality keywords had a subset that occurred
multiple times. For the remaining connectives, most
of them were rare, with 49 connectives only occurring
once. They are a mix of verbs, nouns, and different
types of multi-word expressions. The most frequent
keyword not on our keyword list is the verb innebära
(‘mean/imply’), which we could consider including in
our set of causality keywords in future work. When
we match our causality keywords towards the nega-
tive binary sentences, none of the selected 13 keywords
match, which is a further validation that they can ex-
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Type Keyword Translation Frequency

Selected

påverka to affect 18
orsaka to cause 9
till följd av due to 9
leda till to lead to 6
bidra till to contribute to 5
på grund av because of 5
medföra to entail 5
bero på to depend on 4
Total 64

Filtered

effekt effect 15
följd consequence 9
därför therefore 7
eftersom because 6
orsak cause 6
Total 49

Other
innebära to mean/imply 9
om if 4
Total 76

Table 4: Causality keyword frequency in the curated
binary data set, occurring at least 4 times. Totals also
include less frequent keywords. Type refers to whether
the causality keyword occurs in the list of causality
keywords in Table 1.

tract causality with a high precision. Of the 8 filtered
keywords, five of them occur in negative sentences, a
total of eight times.

5. Pilot Experiments
In this section we report results on a pilot experiment
on binary causality detection. Since we have no high-
quality Swedish training data, we apply cross-lingual
learning, using data in English and German. For testing
we use the binary Swedish test set. We also apply few-
shot learning, by adding the Swedish binary trial data
set to the training set, showing that we need to address
the imbalance of the data set in order for that approach
to be useful.9

We base the cross-lingual experiments on the
transformer-based, multilingual model XLM-Roberta
(Conneau et al., 2020, XLM-R), using the architec-
ture for sequence classification from the Transformer
library (Wolf et al., 2020), with dropout and a linear
layer for classification on top of it. We run our system
for two epochs, with a learning rate of 2e-5, batch size
32, and maximum sequence length 256. The hyper-
parameters were tuned by training on English data and
testing on German development data (375 sentences
provided by Rehbein and Ruppenhofer (2020)), which
we believe is preferable to monolingual tuning.

We used both English and German source language
training data. The English data is from the FinCausal
data set by Mariko et al. (2020) and the SemEval-2010

9A subset of these experiments, and additional exper-
iments with other embeddings, results for German, and
additional analysis, are presented in Reimann (2021) and
Reimann and Stymne (2022)

Data set Train %causal
SemEval 7,200 12.1
FinCausal 13,478 7.5
FinCausal+ 1,010 100.0
German 3,104 50.5

Table 5: Size and proportion of causal examples for the
English and German training data sets.

Data set F1-macro P R

FinCausal 35.91 60.91 2.12

SemEval 63.11 69.01 50.38

SemEval
+FinCausal

48.92 87.82 16.25

SemEval
+FinCausal+

62.03 67.17 60.25

German 76.93 75,78 79.37

German
+SemEval
+FinCausal+

71.56 70.53 75,13

Table 6: F1-macro, and precision and recall for the
causal class with different source language training
data sets.

data by Hendrickx et al. (2010), where the original
multi-way annotations were transformed into binary
annotations by considering all cause-effect relations to
be positive examples and all other relations to be nega-
tive examples. For the German data, the annotations of
Rehbein and Ruppenhofer (2020) were turned into bi-
nary annotations by considering all instances with both
a cause and an effect to be causal. We noted in our ex-
periments that the stricter guidelines of the FinCausal
data, requiring quantifiable facts as effects, were prob-
lematic to us. Thus, we also opted to only use the
positive examples from FinCausal, which we call Fin-
Causal+. The size of these data sets are summarized in
Table 5.

5.1. Zero-Shot Experiments
Table 6 presents the zero-shot results.10 The results are
averages over five runs with different random seeds.
We show the F1-macro score, as well as precision
and recall for the causal class. Here, the performance
across different training data choices varies substan-
tially. When looking at the F1-macro and the recall for
the causal class of the models where a concatenation of
the English source data or only the FinCausal data was
used, we can see that the models failed to recognize
many examples that actually expressed causality. This
may be due to the strict annotation for the FinCausal
data, since in the two experiments without the negative
FinCausal examples the recall for the causal class and

10As a further point of comparison, the monolingual per-
formance of these systems when tested on a matching test set
varies between 82.3 for German and 95.7 for FinCausal
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F1-macro P R

Consolidation by numerical scores
EN (SE + FC-c) 36.76 49.22 98.75
DE 67.09 61.63 94.37
EN + DE 53.90 54.70 98.12

Consolidation by majority vote
EN (SE + FC-c) 60.20 57.36 92.50
DE 71.23 64.91 72.50
EN + DE 71.86 66.83 84.83

Balanced Training Set
EN (SE + FC-c) 68.46 65.56 73.75
DE 78.24 82.96 70.00
EN + DE 77.46 79.45 72.50

Table 7: F1-macro and precision and recall for the causal class for the few-shot experiments.

the F1-macro were much higher.
Table 6 also demonstrates that finetuning on the Ger-

man data clearly led to better results than doing so
on the English data, even though the German training
data contains substantially fewer examples. Combin-
ing German and English led to slightly worse results. A
possible hypothesis for the superior performance with
German may be that the underlying annotation guide-
lines for both the German data and the Swedish test
data were relatively similar, which resulted in a notably
better performance. Also, the German data, like the
Swedish test data is balanced between positive and neg-
ative examples, unlike the English data. The findings
of Turc et al. (2021), however, also hint that German in
many cases may be generally more beneficial than En-
glish as a source language for cross-lingual NLP tasks.
Both German and English are relatively closely related
to Swedish, which might be a factor contributing to the
reasonably good results, but further experiments would
be required to investigate the effect of language relat-
edness.

5.2. Few-Shot Experiments
The evaluation of the causality keywords, described in
section 3.3 led to the creation of the Swedish binary
trial data set. We wanted to see if using this small
and quickly annotated data set could improve results
for Swedish. Since the trial data set contains separate
annotations by three annotators, we needed to define
ways of consolidating the three annotations. We ap-
plied three variants of consolidation. In the numerical
scoring scheme, a positive annotation received a score
of 0.2, an unclear annotation a score of 0.1 and a non-
causal annotation a score of zero. We considered the
causal label for examples that reach a score of 0.3 or
more. The motivation for this scheme was that such
sentences have at least some causal signal. This scheme
led to 81% causal examples. A stricter alternative is a
simple majority vote, where all sentences are consid-
ered causal if two of the three annotators agreed on that.
However, even for consolidation through majority vote
the distribution still is skewed towards the causal class,
with 68% causal examples. Thus, we created a third,
balanced, variation including all the negative examples
as defined by majority vote plus a sample of positive
examples from the training data, which has the same

size. While this balanced the data set, it reduced the
number of examples from 210 to 134.

Table 7 shows the results. For the target language
data set, where annotations were calculated through the
numerical scheme, the performance was surprisingly
low. A clear overuse of the causal class can be ob-
served. Interestingly, this problem seems to become
less obvious when using the Swedish training data
where the annotations were consolidated by majority
vote, with fewer instances of the causal class. Note that
neither of these two schemes led to any improvements
over zero-shot learning. When we balance the Swedish
training data, precision improved further, at some cost
to recall, and we see the overall best scores. In all cases,
the F1-macro scores are better than the corresponding
zero-shot experiments. Again, there are clear differ-
ences between the transfer language choice, with Ger-
man giving the best results in this setting as well, but
with the gap to English somewhat reduced.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we present two curated data sets for
Swedish causality detection. One data set is focused
on binary identification of sentences containing causal
expressions, whereas the second data set is focused
on ranking of causal sentences with respect to a tar-
get cause and/or effect. These resources are mainly
considered as test sets for Swedish causality detec-
tion. As such they enable the exploration and evalua-
tion of causality detection and causality–theme ranking
in Swedish. In addition we release a quickly annotated
binary trial data set.

In a set of pilot experiments we explore cross-lingual
causality detection, using training data from German
and English and one of our new data sets for evaluation.
We show that performance varies between three differ-
ent training data sets in English and German. While
we can get some improvements by adding our Swedish
trial data set to the training data, this requires balancing
the data in the trial set.

This work is a first step towards enabling impact as-
sessment of Swedish governmental reports. The pre-
sented data sets will enable further work on both bi-
nary causality classification and ranking of causal sen-
tences with respect to a theme, which could then feed
into more advanced systems for impact assessment.
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Abstract
Every day, the world is flooded by millions of messages and statements posted on Twitter or Facebook. Social media platforms
try to protect users’ personal data, but there still is a real risk of misuse, including elections manipulation. Did you know,
that only 10 posts addressing important or controversial topics for society are enough to predict one’s political affiliation
with a 0.85 F1-score? To examine this phenomenon, we created a novel universal method of semi-automated political
leaning discovery. It relies on a heuristical data annotation procedure, which was evaluated to achieve 0.95 agreement with
human annotators (counted as an accuracy metric). We also present POLiTweets - the first publicly open Polish dataset for
political affiliation discovery in a multi-party setup, consisting of over 147k tweets from almost 10k Polish-writing users
annotated heuristically and almost 40k tweets from 166 users annotated manually as a test set. We used our data to study
the aspects of domain shift in the context of topics and the type of content writers - ordinary citizens vs. professional politicians.

Keywords: political affiliation, political leaning, political profiling, Twitter dataset, political dataset

1. Introduction
Digital traces such as social media posts or interactions
appear to be extremely powerful in gaining knowledge
about our personal lives and predicting political beliefs
(Kosinski et al., 2013). Automated analysis of elec-
toral support on social media could effectively replace
traditional surveys, being more cost-effective, allowing
for examining a much larger portion of the population
and giving more insights into voters’ profiles. Unfor-
tunately, as history has shown with the Cambridge An-
alytics example (Boldyreva, 2018), it is easy to mis-
use personal data, even to manipulate election results.
Since then, social media companies have done a lot
to strengthen the security of users’ personal data (Hu,
2020). Have they done enough? Is it still possible to
easily access enough personal data to model users’ po-
litical affiliation?
To verify these questions, we propose a universal, semi-
automatic political affiliation discovery method and a
POLiTweets dataset - the novel political leaning dis-
covery dataset, consisting of over 147k tweets from al-
most 10k Polish-writing users. As far as we know, this
is the first published Polish dataset for predicting an in-
dividual’s political orientation.
The main objective of this article is to answer the fol-
lowing Research Questions: (RQ1) Is it possible to
determine one’s political affiliation using one’s social
media activity? (RQ2) How many social media posts
are needed to accurately determine one’s political lean-
ing? (RQ3) Do professional politicians use the same
language as their party supporters?
Our main contribution includes 3 points. Firstly, we
designed a novel method of semi-automatic annotation
of political leaning data. Secondly, we used so to col-
lect the first Polish publicly open dataset for predicting

political affiliation in a multi-party setup. Finally, we
performed an analysis of the current political polariza-
tion in the Polish Twitter community.

2. Related Work
Assessing political affiliation - which party a given user
is a supporter - is the main challenge of constructing
political affiliation detection dataset. There have been
several works on labelling political orientation using
Twitter or Facebook.
Manual annotation. Probably the most accurate
method is to survey volunteers willing to declare their
political opinion (Kosinski et al., 2013; Preotiuc-Pietro
et al., 2017) or manual annotation by a group of spe-
cialists who have access to publicly available user ac-
count information (Cohen and Ruths, 2013; Samih and
Darwish, 2020). Unfortunately, both approaches are
very time-consuming and practically unattainable for a
large amount of data. For this reason, many automatic
annotation methods have been proposed.
Annotation by relations. This approach assumes that
the majority of the politicians we observe on Twitter
reflect our views to some extent. The most popular
method is to propagate party labels through analysis
of followers and following users of politician accounts.
(King et al., 2016; Golbeck and Hansen, 2014; Syl-
wester and Purver, 2015; Barberá, 2015). However, the
follower relationship can introduce some noise, given
the existence of users observing opposing politicians
(eg. to get a balanced opinion). An et al. (2012) pro-
vided annotation by exploiting the political bias of pop-
ular news media provider accounts in the USA and their
mutual followers’ group.
Annotation by keywords. The use of hashtags or key-
words in tweets has been explored in some work as
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an indicator of user’s affiliation, as exemplified by the
Scottish Independence Referendum study of social me-
dia public opinions (Fang et al., 2015). Similarly, Tat-
man (2017) focused only on specific electoral slogans
in users’ bios or usernames.
Annotations by interactions. These methods take ad-
vantage of users’ interactions with the content they
view. Rajadesingan and Liu (2014) introduced a semi-
supervised retweet-based label propagation algorithm,
based on the belief that retweeting a tweet may in-
dicate endorsement of its content. Nevertheless, one
can easily find tweets shared with a negative com-
ment, retweeted to show disapproval. A more reliable
premise is a user’s ”like” (Papakyriakopoulos et al.,
2018). Analysis of the likes distribution towards po-
litical parties’ posts has proven to be very effective in
this task and was verified by a manual survey in Kris-
tensen et al. (2017). Like is a very strong signal of sup-
port towards the post creator and, in our opinion, the
best choice to develop heuristics for assigning political
labels to users’ social media profiles.
Finally, we need to point out that most of the published
collections have focused on the two-party system, as
is present in the USA (Conover et al., 2011; Yan et
al., 2017) (binary classification setup). The multi-party
prediction problem is far more challenging and yet still
underestimated in research works, even though the ma-
jority of democratic countries are characterized by a di-
verse political arena. This highlights the importance of
creating multi-party datasets for a more complex study
of social media users.

3. Political Afiliation Discovery Method
In this section, we describe the proposed semi-
automatic method of political leaning discovery and
test its quality.

3.1. Method Steps
Our approach to detect one’s political affiliation goes
as follows (Figure 1):
(1) Manually create the list of prominent political fig-
ures and their Twitter accounts in examined coun-
try/culture. Assign them a party label according to the
politician’s affiliation.
(2) Aquire tweets posted from those accounts (we used
an official Twitter API).
(3) Save a list of social media users that liked collected
politicians’ tweets.
(4) Filter out individuals with less than 10 likes to re-
duce the noise in acquired labels.
(5) Count and group each users’ likes by a political
party. Choose the most frequent one as a label. Exclude
inconclusive users with an equal number of likes for
different parties for training purposes. For testing pur-
poses, they could be manually annotated and included
in the test set.
(6) Collect selected users’ tweets. Each scraped entry
had to contain at least one predefined hashtag or key-
word related to controversial topics - a post addressing

1. Politicians

2. Politicians' 
tweets

3. Likes

4. Filter users

5. Assign
labels

6. Scrape 
tweets

7. Propagate  
labels

8. Train
 classifier

Figure 1: An illustration of the data acquisition pipeline

this kind of politically loaded and divisive subject is
more likely to reflect the political views of a person
writing it Bail et al. (2018).
(7) Propagate obtained users’ labels to all users’
tweets, resulting in a heuristically annotated text clas-
sification dataset.
(8) Train a text classifier, which can be then used for
analysing the political affiliation of any provided text.
It can be also applied to a user-level classification, ag-
gregating individual posts’ labels for each user, further
increasing the accuracy of the method.

3.2. Heuristic Quality Evaluation
As the proposed method relies on a heuristic approach
to data annotation, we ensured its performance by com-
paring it with human annotators. All users present in
the test set were manually verified and labelled by three
independent annotators using all available public data,
such as posts, bio, followers network and uploaded im-
ages. When a discrepancy occurred, a majority vote
was taken to select a party name. Determining a per-
son’s political preferences based on social media posts
is a highly subjective task, but annotators scored a high
inter-annotator agreement of 0.74 Krippendorff’s alpha
coefficient. In total, we had 29 960 posts from 133
users for which we had human annotations.
Labels obtained using the proposed automatic labelling
scheme matched the manual annotations with a 0.95
accuracy, which confirms heuristics reliability.

4. POLiTweets Dataset Summary
We used our proposed political leaning discovery
method to collect a dataset consisting of 186 868
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tweets in Polish language, written by 9 837 Twitter
users. Description and full hashtag list of controversial
topics selected in method Step 6 are presented in Sec-
tion 9.2. Data were posted between March 2021 and
January 2022. As labels set, we have chosen five main
political groups with the greatest impact on the current
Polish political scene - our selection was based on Par-
liament representation and election polls, more details
in Section 9.1.
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Figure 2: POLiTweets party label distribution

The distribution of assigned labels was unbalanced
(Figure 2), which is quite consistent with the Polish po-
litical reality.
The previously manually annotated users and their
tweets were taken as a test set (see Section 3.2). It con-
tained only profiles with at least 15 posts per each. The
rest of the data (over 147k tweets) was randomly split
in a 9:1 ratio creating a training and validation split. We
ensured that each entry has a minimum of 5 words that
are not a hashtag, user mention or URL. The dataset
is available in CSV files containing TweetID instead of
explicit text, according to Twitter’s guidelines about re-
distributing their content for scientific purposes. Test
collection file appears twice due to different annota-
tion sources - from heuristics method (heuristics-test)
and human annotators (manual-test). We provide also
a file with posts of the Polish parties’ official Twitter
accounts and their active politicians’ list. Additionally,
we prepared an ambiguous test set of manually anno-
tated tweets of 33 users for whom we skipped filter-
ing by the ratio of likes in Step 5 of our method (Sec-
tion 3.1). We will refer to them as ambiguous because
discovering their political views is a much more diffi-
cult task even for a human annotator due to a more uni-
form distribution of those users’ likes across political
parties. All filed are publicly available in the GitHub
repository 1.

5. Experiments and Results
The final step of our method was to train a classifier on
the acquired tweets’ textual data, without using any ad-
ditional knowledge. We used it for analysis of current
political polarization among the Polish Twitter commu-
nity.
Experimental setup. As a classifier, we finetuned the
base version of HerBERT - a BERT-based language

1https://github.com/Joanna065/politweets

model dedicated to Polish language (Mroczkowski et
al., 2021) - with a sequence classification head. The
choice of this architecture was justified by its numerous
effective applications in the NLP field. We considered
it a good starting point for obtaining preliminary results
on our dataset. The training took maximally 50 epochs
with an early stopping patience parameter equal to 15
epochs. The batch size was set to 32 and the model
was optimized using AdamW with a learning rate of
1e-5 along with a warmup linear scheduler. The pre-
processing stage included the removal of hashtags, user
mentions and URLs from posts to prevent data leakage.
Due to the large imbalance of classes in the dataset, we
applied a weighted sampler.
Model performace. The text classifier achieved 0.64
micro F1-score on the manual-test split. More detailed
results are presented in Table 1.

Party name Precision Recall F1-score

PiS 0.78 0.75 0.76
PO 0.64 0.67 0.65
Konfederacja 0.35 0.36 0.36
Lewica 0.18 0.26 0.21
PL2050 0.31 0.07 0.12

Total - - 0.64

Table 1: Scores for particular classes
Classifier errors as Polish political scene descriptor.
The confusion matrix, presented in Figure 3, reveals
differences between political parties in Poland. Rows
and columns are ordered by the place in political spec-
trum, Lewica being the furthest to the left and Konfed-
eracja on the rightmost side (Kosowska-Gastoł, 2021).
The text classifier makes most errors between political
groups with similar social and economic views. The
lowest score is achieved for the centrist party - Pol-
ska2050, which can be explained mostly by a strong
class imbalance and hard to distinguish political opin-
ions.
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0.26 0.0 0.37 0.16 0.21

0.13 0.072 0.45 0.23 0.12

0.08 0.0079 0.67 0.16 0.081

0.02 0.0012 0.14 0.75 0.087

0.082 0.0026 0.16 0.39 0.36

Figure 3: F1-score confusion matrix

Effects of Domain Shift. We investigated the effect
of domain shift on our classifier by considering it from
two perspectives. To examine writers’ shift, the clas-
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sifier trained previously on tweets from regular Twitter
users (ordinary citizens) was used to predict party la-
bels on professional politicians’ posts, which were ob-
tained in Step 2 of our method (Section 3). To study
domain shift among topics, the training was carried out
using the same experimental setup as stated above, but
with a training set containing posts from 3 topics, leav-
ing the last topic’s posts as a test set.

Domain-out F1-score

Politicians 0.35
Topic - abortion 0.40
Topic - lexTVN 0.45
Topic - EU & CJEU 0.48
Topic - The Polish Order 0.46

Table 2: Results for domain shift study. Each row states
test set used
Results shown in the Table 2 prove that the model’s per-
formance under domain shift is severely affected. The
model tested on politicians’ tweets achieved only 0.35
of micro averaged profile-level F1-score. A similar sit-
uation occurred for the experiment on topics - the high-
est result was 0.48 F1-score, compared to 0.65 without
the domain shift scenario (Table 1).

6. Discussion
RQ1: Is it possible to determine one’s political affil-
iation using one social media activity? Yes, but we
have to take into account the quality and balance of the
input data. The research showed that the underrepre-
sented parties were less recognizable by the classifier -
model performance was the highest for more frequent
political labels (like PiS or PO in the Polish case).
RQ2: How many social media posts are needed to
accurately determine one’s political leaning? To an-
swer that question, we tested the classifier incremen-
tally by increasing a subset of users’ posts (from 1
to 15), choosing the most common label for the pro-
file. We conducted evaluations on all 3 available test
sets. The experiment was repeated 30 times with dif-
ferent tweet selection orders. Basing final predictions
on more tweets drastically improves the performance of
our method, which is presented in Figure 4. Accumu-
lated predictions for well-defined users, for whom the
number of collected likes was significantly higher for
one party than the others, allowed to achieve a micro-
averaged F1-score of 0.85 when used on 10 posts. For
the more difficult user cases, the classifier scored sig-
nificantly lower, but still above 0.7 F1-score.
RQ3: Do professional politicians use the same lan-
guage as their party supporters? Unfortunately, no.
The classifier we chose proved to be sensitive to any
changes in test data compared to training examples. It
occurs not only in writer shift but also in the aspect of
topic shift. This leads to the conclusion that despite the
impressive results on in-domain texts, the deployment
of such models should be carried out with special care.
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Figure 4: Impact of the number of posts on model per-
formance

Method advantages. The main advantage of our
method is resource and time savings, compared to man-
ual dataset annotation or traditional political affiliation
surveying. Such surveys typically last for days to ac-
quire a representative population, while our method can
perform in only a few hours. It is also quite general -
the data collection scheme can be applied to other so-
cial media platforms and any country or culture, due
manual selection of controversial topics and seed pro-
files. Moreover, models trained on such data can also
generalize to any kind of in-domain text, even those
from users not actively liking any content produced by
politicians.
Method limitations. We assessed political leaning in a
semi-automatic way. It requires choosing an initial set
of politicians’ accounts to scrape tweets from. It also
needs a selection of some controversial, politically-
loaded topics to filter out the discussion. Such topics
depend mostly on country culture and current political
debate and need to be chosen with care.

7. Conclusions and Future Works
In this work, we proposed a semi-automatic, univer-
sal schema for political affiliation discovery, based on
the heuristic method of data acquisition and annotation.
Our approach proved to be highly effective, achieving
a 0.95 user-level accuracy agreement when compared
with the manually annotated dataset. We also introduce
POLiTweets - the first publicly available dataset for
political leaning analysis in Polish, with almost 187k
tweets from nearly 10k users. We proved that using
tweets from popular and controversial topics, it is pos-
sible to associate Twitter users with political parties
they support with sufficient confidence. Such knowl-
edge may be exploited for microtargeting purposes,
similar to how it was in the Cambridge Analytica scan-
dal (Boldyreva, 2018). Publishing even a few personal
opinions on such topics may uncover users’ political
views - as our experiments showed, 10 posts are enough
to classify political affiliation with a 0.85 F1-score.
Being aware of the high dependency on the data do-
main - topics and writers’ type - we’d like to apply the
domain adaptation techniques (eg. Ma et al. (2019)) to
support classifier stability. Also, more model architec-
tures are needed to examine. We find it a good start for
the follow-up work we tend to perform.
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9. Appendix
9.1. Used electoral polls
Our selection of political parties to label POLiTweets
dataset was based on the results of the September 24-
27, 2021 CAWI survey conducted on a nationwide and
representative group of Polen (WNP.PL, 2021), which
are as follows: Prawo i Sprawiedliwość (PiS, eng. Law
and Justice) - 38%, Platforma Obywatelska (PO, eng.
Civic Platform) - 26%, Polska 2050 (PL2050, eng.
Poland 2050) - 14%, Konfederacja (eng. Confedera-
tion) - 9%, Lewica (eng. The Left) - 8%.

9.2. Controversial topic selection
The period of data acquisition and conduction of our
research was in 2021 and early 2022. At that time,
the most divisive topics in Polish society with political
overtones were:

1. Abortion (pol. aborcja) - due to the tightening
of the abortion law and the resulting numerous
strikes in the country,
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Topic Keywords list No. tweets

Abortion aborcja, strajkkobiet, godek, czarnyprotest, AniJednejWiecej, prolife,
BabiesLivesMatter, LegalnaAborcja, AborcjaJestOk

40 116

EU & CJEU tsue, turów, polexit, konstytucja, zostajeMYwUE, MyZostajemy,
NieWygasiciePolski, TrybunałKonstytucyjny, trybunał, UniaToMy,
ZostajewUnii, PolexitNow, ZostajemyWEuropie

73 733

LexTVN lextvn, tvn 63 609

The Polish Order PolskiŁad, Polski Ład, PolskiLad, Polski Lad 5 277

Table 3: Topics with descriptive keywords along with their number in the dataset

2. European Union, EU & Court of Justice of the Eu-
ropean Union, CJEU (pol. Unia Europejska, UE
& Trybunał Sprawiedliwości Unii Europejskiej,
TSUE) - in connection with the penalties imposed
on Poland resulting from the extension of active
mining in Turów and the expansion of anti-EU
sentiments by the ruling party PiS,

3. LexTVN - an amendment to the Broadcasting Act
concerning the granting of broadcasting licenses
to foreign entities,

4. The Polish Order (pol. Polski Ład) - the plan
for the recovery of the Polish economy after the
COVID-19 pandemic proposed from 2022, in-
cluding new changes in tax law.

Topic distribution. It is worth mentioning that in the
POLiTweets dataset we obtained there were posts con-
cerning several topics at the same time. We present
detailed statistics in Table 3 along with a list of key-
words we used to collect tweets via the API. Most of
the data were acquired on EU & CJEU and LexTVN
- these were the main highlights of the 2021 year in
Poland. The least amount of data comes from The Pol-
ish Order topic, as the law came into effect in early
2022 when the collection of the dataset has ended.
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Abstract
With the significant increase in users on social media platforms, a new means of political campaigning has appeared. Twitter
and Facebook are now notable campaigning tools during elections. Indeed, the candidates and their parties now take to the
internet to interact and spread their ideas. In this paper, we aim to identify political communities formed on Twitter during the
2022 French presidential election and analyze each respective community. We create a large-scale Twitter dataset containing
1.2 million users and 62.6 million tweets that mention keywords relevant to the election. We perform community detection
on a retweet graph of users and propose an in-depth analysis of the stance of each community. Finally, we attempt to detect
offensive tweets and automatic bots, comparing across communities in order to gain insight into each candidate’s supporter
demographics and online campaign strategy.
Keywords: French Presidential Election 2022, Natural Language Processing, Political Community Detection, Social Media

1. Introduction
Social media has created a forum for everyone to ex-
press themselves, bringing disputes to a wide audi-
ence and playing an increasingly crucial part in today’s
information economy. With the 2008 U.S. presiden-
tial election, a relatively new paradigm was observed,
where a large part of the political campaign was held
on either Facebook or Twitter. The extensive outreach
of these platforms has been shown to bring multiple
benefits to politicians, such as increases in donations
(Petrova et al., 2021), or an amplified impact on the
politically inattentive youth (Utz, 2009). The tremen-
dous amount of data provided by social media plat-
forms gives us insight into the inner workings of the
online political horizon.
This paper aims to present an in-depth study on the
Twitter landscape of the 2022 French elections. We
start by creating a Twitter dataset containing more than
60 million tweets from more than a million users. The
tweets are extracted based on keywords related to the
election. We use this dataset to build a retweet graph
among the users and run a graph-based algorithm for
community detection. By analyzing the top hashtags
and word clouds of tweets posted by users of each com-
munity, we are able to interpret which candidate they
each support. We go on to visualize the geographi-
cal distribution of each candidate’s online supporters
across different regions, making comparisons between
communities. Eventually, we perform offensiveness
detection and bot detection in all the communities. The
detection of offensive tweets reveals that supporters of
certain candidates are more likely to post offensive con-
tents. The results of bot detection also indicates that
there are higher levels of bot activities in certain on-

*These authors contributed equally to this work

line communities than in others. However, we would
like to emphasize that the results of both offensiveness
detection and bot detection are produced by automatic
classification models reflecting patterns of the datasets
they were trained on. Such models are subject to var-
ious limitations and by no means reflect our personal
opinions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides an overview of the related work. Section 3 de-
scribes our the dataset we use and how we collected it.
Section 4 supplies a detailed description of the graph-
based communities. Section 5 detects offensive tweets
in each community while section 6 studies the use of
automated bot accounts. Finally, section 7 summarizes
our research and presents potential future work.

2. Related Work
Early work on Twitter analysis of political elections
dates back to when Twitter was founded. An example
is a study on the 2008 U.S. presidential election (Di-
akopoulos and Shamma, 2010) where the debate per-
formance of presidential candidates is characterized by
aggregated Twitter sentiment. This initiated a branch of
research centered around monitoring online public re-
actions during election periods. Relevant studies have
been carried out on a wide range of elections in dif-
ferent countries, including the 2012 South Korea pres-
idential election (Bae et al., 2013), the 2013 German
parliamentary election (Rill et al., 2014), and the 2017
UK general election (Yaqub et al., 2020).
Another popular branch of research aims at forecasting
election results based on Twitter data. For example, a
study on the 2009 German federal election (Tumasjan
et al., 2010) claims that the respective shares of Twitter
volume can accurately reflect the distribution of elec-
toral votes for the six main parties. However, another
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study on the 2011 Singapore presidential election using
Twitter sentiment succeeded in picking out the top two
candidates but failed to predict the final ranking (Choy
et al., 2011). It is generally agreed upon that Twitter
analysis for election outcome prediction cannot substi-
tute traditional polling approaches (Bermingham and
Smeaton, 2011), and that explainable models should
accompany the predictive results (Gayo-Avello et al.,
2011).
More recently, attention has been drawn to the diffu-
sion of misinformation and toxicity during online cam-
paigns. Relevant topics include the detection of fake
news (Cinelli et al., 2020), social bots (Pastor-Galindo
et al., 2020), political trolls (Badawy et al., 2018) as
well as hate speech (Siegel et al., 2021) and offen-
sive language (Grimminger and Klinger, 2021). Our
work is closely related to this field of study while also
drawing upon graph-based analysis of Twitter network
structures (Radicioni et al., 2021).

3. Dataset
We create a novel Twitter dataset with the 2022 French
presidential election as the central topic. The tweets
used for building this dataset date from February 14,
2022 to April 5, 2022. This dataset corresponds to a
large and coherent corpus consisting of small pieces
of text related to the election candidates and major
events during their campaigns. In our case, we focus on
tweets that include tokens such as “présidentielle” and
“élection”, as well as the names of candidates and their
parties. We extract tweets in the French language con-
taining the keywords mentioned above through Twit-
ter’s public streaming API. The public streaming API is
able to extract a subset of the real-time Twitter stream.
The resulting dataset consists of 62.6 million tweets
and 1.2 million users. Our dataset of Tweet IDs is
available upon request. We adhere to Twitter’s Devel-
oper Agreement and Policy * and therefore can only
distribute up to a total of 1,500,000 Tweet IDs to a sin-
gle entity within a 30 day period.

4. Graph-based Community Detection
Given that the election has been at the center of atten-
tion in France since the beginning of 2022, daily cam-
paigns, scandals, and debates are widespread through
social media. We believe that there would be detectable
online communities related to the different candidates
and that each community will contain important infor-
mation about each party’s campaign. Therefore, we
construct a retweet graph of Twitter users based on our
dataset.

4.1. Graph Creation
With our set of extracted tweets, their authors, and the
users who retweet these tweets, we create a directed
weighted graph G = (V,E) where n = |V | denotes

*https://developer.twitter.com/en/
developer-terms/agreement-and-policy

the number of nodes. Specifically, each node represents
a user on Twitter, and a weighted edge connects two
nodes if one user retweets the other. For instance, the
weight Au,v of the edge (u, v) from vertex v to vertex u
notes the number of times that the user u retweeted the
user v. We believe that a normal retweet indicates ap-
proval of the tweet’s content, unlike the quote retweets
and the replies. Therefore, the graph does not model
the textual similarity of the tweets but only the relation
between users. Note that the obtained graph G might
contain self-loops that correspond to self-retweets. The
obtained graph contains 1.2M nodes and 12.4M edges.
To avoid small, non-dense clusters formed from few
numbers of users with few retweets, we decided to
work on a dense subset of the graph that we obtained
using the k-core decomposition algorithm instead of
working on a full graph. The k-core decomposition
algorithm (Seidman, 1983) aims to find subsets of a
graph G. The subsets are called k-cores of G and are
obtained by a recursive pruning strategy. Each node
inside a k-core is connected to at least k other nodes
inside this subset. The hyperparameter k is chosen so
that we do not get a cluster with less than ten users.
The final used k-core graph has 47,578 nodes and 8.2M
edges. Seven communities are found in our dataset
through applying this approach.

4.2. Community Detection
In graph mining, community detection helps to re-
veal the hidden relations among the nodes in a graph.
Hence, to discern opinion groups inside the k-core
graph, we apply the Louvain community detection
method (Blondel et al., 2008) on an undirected version
of our graph without self-loops. The Louvain method
is chosen as it has reasonable computation costs while
maximizing modularity. Moreover, it does not require
fine-tuning of hyperparameters. It is therefore the only
applicable method for finding communities in large
graphs.
Seven communities were found after applying this
approach to the user-based k-core graph. To get a
general overview of the communities, we compute the
frequencies of hashtags used by the users inside each
community. We define the frequency of a hashtag as the
number of users using this hashtag inside a community.
We notice that first six out of these seven communities
have remarkable hashtags with high frequencies that
relate each community to a candidate in the election.
For example, in one community with 16,190 users, the
top three hashtags are #melenchonvagagner,
#melenchonsecondtour and
#jevotemelenchon with respectively 16,073,
14,378 and 10,127 users. In contrast, no other hashtags
supporting other candidates appear in this commu-
nity’s 50 most frequent hashtags. Thus, we label this
community with ”Mélenchon”. Finally, the seventh
and last community only holds keywords against the
current President of France in the top 50 hashtags
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(a) Macron (b) Pécresse

(c) Zemmour (d) Mélenchon

(e) Le Pen (f) Jadot

Figure 1: Word clouds generated from tweets posted by users in each community.
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(a) Macron
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(b) Pécresse
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(c) Zemmour
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(d) Mélenchon
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(e) Le Pen
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(f) Jadot

Figure 2: Choropleth map of users in each community.

Community # Accounts Frequent hashtags

Mélenchon 15,001 #melenchonvagagner, #melenchonsecondtour, #jevotemelenchon
Anti-Macron 12,428 #macrondehors, #toutsaufmacron, #macrondegage

Zemmour 12,101 #zemmourpresident, #jevotezemmour, #zemmourpresident2022
Macron 5,816 #avecvous, #macron2022, #5ansdeplus
Pécresse 1,035 #valeriepresidente, #pecresse2022, #nouvellefrance
Le Pen 1,001 #marinepresidente, #dimanchejevotemarine, #jevotemarine
Jadot 196 #jadot2022, #jevotejadot, #totalsoutienàjadot

Table 1: Statistics of different communities.
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as we can see in the second row in table 1. We thus
label it as the ”Anti-Macron” community. In table
1 we detail the labels, the number of users, as well
as the most biased and frequent hashtags for each
community.

4.3. Word Cloud Analysis
To further analyze the political stances of the seven
communities, we group the tweets posted by users of
each community and generate a word cloud for each
group of tweets. The resulting word clouds assemble
the set of the most frequent unigrams and bigrams (af-
ter removing stop words) in each group of tweets, with
their sizes proportional to their frequencies. Our analy-
sis shows that except for the community with the ”Anti-
Macron” theme, all the other communities are distinc-
tively composed of users who support one of the candi-
dates among Emmanuel Macron, Valérie Pécresse, Éric
Zemmour, Jean-Luc Mélenchon, Marine Le Pen and
Yannick Jadot. The word clouds for each of these com-
munities are shown in Figure 1. In addition to identi-
fying which candidate each community of users sup-
ports, we can also use the word clouds to obtain a gen-
eral idea of each candidate’s campaign program. For
example, the word cloud for Jadot’s community con-
tains words such as ”justice social (social justice)” and
”écologiste (ecologist)” with significant weights, and
these concepts precisely lie at the center of his cam-
paign program.

4.4. Geolocation Analysis
For each community of users, we plot the distribu-
tion of their geolocations within different regions of
Metropolitan France. We select users with geoloca-
tion information and feed the declared locations into
the geolocator from geopy* to obtain the region each
area belongs to. We only consider users who are lo-
cated within Metropolitan France. Although this limits
our analysis to a subset of users from the dataset, the
distribution can still reflect the overall situation.
Given that users are remarkably concentrated in the Île
de France region for all the communities, we plot the
choropleth map with the number of users scaled by
logarithm to visualize the variations for the other ar-
eas more clearly. The choropleth map is shown in Fig-
ure 2. Through observing these maps, we can gain in-
sights into each candidate’s respective heartland. For
instance, Le Pen has a much higher proportion of sup-
porters in Occitanie, Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur and
Hauts-de-France than all the other candidates. We
also find that the supporters of Macron, Pécresse and
Mélenchon are more evenly distributed among differ-
ent regions outside of Île de France than the other three
candidates. Zemmour and Le Pen both lack Twitter
supporters in the middle and northwestern areas, while
Jadot lacks supporters in the whole northern half of
France except the region Hauts-de-France.

*https://github.com/geopy/geopy

Our study was carried out right before the first turn of
the election. We later did a follow-up of the actual re-
sults and found that the choropleth map of votes* bear
a striking resemblance to our choropleth maps of com-
munities.

5. Detection of Offensive Tweets
Along with the growing popularity of social media and
online platforms, the use of offensive online language
has become a significant problem. Under such circum-
stances, automatic detection of offensive language has
received much research attention (Risch et al., 2020).
With presidential elections being such a controversial
topic, relevant tweets are bound to contain offensive
language. It is expected that online supporters of a
given candidate would make offensive comments to-
wards other candidates and their supporters. However,
supporters of the more extreme candidates might also
be more inclined to use offensive language. The targets
of offensive tweets might include other public groups
in addition to opposing candidates and their support-
ers. We build an automatic classification model to de-
tect offensive tweets in each political community and
eventually compare the results across communities.

5.1. Detection Model
We initialize our model using BERTweetFR (Guo et
al., 2021) and fine-tune it on the MLMA Hate Speech
Dataset (Ousidhoum et al., 2019). BERTweetFR is
a French RoBERTa model (Liu et al., 2019), initial-
ized using the general-domain French language model
CamemBERT (Martin et al., 2020) and further fine-
tuned on 16GB of French tweets. It achieves the state-
of-the-art performance on French Twitter tasks. The
MLMA Hate Speech Dataset is a multilingual multi-
aspect Twitter dataset for hate speech analysis. We take
a subset of this dataset selecting only French tweets la-
beled as either ”normal” or ”offensive”. The resulting
subset contains 821 normal tweets and 1690 offensive
tweets. After fine-tuning for 3 epochs, our classifica-
tion model achieves a f1 score of 83.96% on a 80/20
train-test split.

5.2. Detection Results
We run our classification model for tweets posted by
users in each political community. We only consider
unique tweets, discarding retweets by deduplicating
them based on the text content. This choice is made
because we aim to detect the origination of offensive
language rather than to analyze its propagation pattern.
The detection results are shown in Table 2. A key ob-
servation is that users from the Anti-Macron and Zem-
mour communities are the most likely to post offensive
tweets, reaching respective proportions of 0.307 and
0.305. This is in line with our expectations: the Anti-
Macron community is naturally supposed to be more
offensive as the main goal is to oppose and defy; as for

*https://tinyurl.com/ycxya5dx
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Community # Unique Tweets # Offensive Tweets Proportion of Offensive Tweets

Mélenchon 756,318 208,178 0.275
Anti-Macron 549,138 168,685 0.307

Zemmour 1,034,538 316,214 0.305
Macron 468,138 126,122 0.269
Pécresse 80,365 19,487 0.242
Le Pen 86,272 25,368 0.294
Jadot 12,340 1,632 0.132

Table 2: Offensive Tweets in Each Community

Zemmour, he is a far-right candidate who has been per-
sonally fined e10,000 for hate speech by a Paris court
*. We also observe that the communities of right-wing
candidates tend to have more offensive content in gen-
eral, with the only exception being Pécresse’s who is
a more moderate candidate. A possible explanation is
the employment of automatic bots in her community.
We will further elaborate on the topic of bots in the fol-
lowing section.

6. Detection of Automatic Bots
It has come to light in recent years that a significant
amount of Twitter accounts are controlled, at least
partly, by software. Some research estimate that be-
tween 9% to 15% of all twitter accounts are somewhat
automated (Varol et al., 2017). Bots are an important
tool for opinion manipulation (Subrahmanian et al.,
2016), and are being used to influence important sub-
jects such as political elections ((Ferrara, 2017),(Deb
et al., 2019)). Bots also help spread misinformation
((Shao et al., 2017)), and have impacted the online de-
bate on vaccination (Broniatowski et al., 2018), with
an estimated 45% of COVID-19 related Twitter ac-
counts exhibiting bot-like behavior ((Memon and Car-
ley, 2020)). This section proposes to estimate the role
bots are playing in the 2022 French election by com-
paring their relative use within each community.

6.1. Detection model
There is a multitude of available Twitter bot detec-
tion models ((Lee et al., 2021), (Kudugunta and Fer-
rara, 2018), (Miller et al., 2014), (Ali Alhosseini et al.,
2019)), and APIs ((Davis et al., 2016)) that use seman-
tic, statistical or neighborhood properties to evaluate
the likelihood of an account being a bot. However, due
to the large amount of data we have to process, we need
to use a scalable and generalizable models. This study
is therefore going to rely on statistical features avail-
able in the user metadata object given by the Twitter
API. Our employed model is similar to the one pre-
sented in (Yang et al., 2019b), which is scalable and
yields adequate generalization results on the task of bot
detection (Feng et al., 2021) in different scenarios.

*https://www.bbc.com/news/
world-europe-60022996

6.1.1. Feature Selection
The list of available user metadata features relevant to
bot detection is listed as below:

• STATUSES COUNT
• FOLLOWERS COUNT
• FRIENDS COUNT
• FAVOURITES COUNT
• LISTED COUNT
• DEFAULT PROFILE
• VERIFIED
• GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION ENABLED

These available features give other interesting statisti-
cal information that we compute as additional derived
features for the model. Such features include the fre-
quency of tweets (statuses count/user age), the respec-
tive growth rate of followers, friends, favorites and
listed accounts (respective counts/user age). We also
take into account information from the username, such
as its length and the number of digits it contains. The
length of user description is also proven to be a relevant
feature (Yang et al., 2019b).
We choose random forest as our classifier, as it yields
near-perfect results on any individually labeled dataset.

6.1.2. Training Data
The choice of training data for such a task is crucial.
There are many different types of bots for different do-
mains, and there is generally poor classification gener-
alization across datasets (Echeverrı́a et al., 2018). Con-
sidering the task at hand which is the classification of
politically oriented Twitter users into bots or human la-
bels, we decided to train our model on a concatena-
tion of multiple available datasets: Political-bots-2019
(Yang et al., 2019a) (a compendium of political bots),
midterm-2018 (Yang et al., 2019b) (a hand-labeled
dataset of users and bots during the 2018 American
midterm elections), botwiki (Yang et al., 2019b) (a col-
lection of self identified Twitter bots), verified-2019
(Yang et al., 2019b) (a collection of verified Twitter
users), Cresci 2019-2018 ((Mazza et al., 2019), (Cresci
et al., 2018)) (datasets of manually annotated bots), and
finally Twibot-20 (Feng et al., 2021) (a comprehensive
hand labeled dataset of Twitter bots). The statistics of
each dataset is shown in Table 4.
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Community # Accounts # Bots Proportion of bots in community # Tweets # Automated Tweets proportion Automated tweets

Mélenchon 15,001 2,507 0.167 5,755,664 1,273,656 0.284
Anti-Macron 12,428 2,181 0.175 5,435,820 1,268,240 0.304

Zemmour 12,101 2,217 0.183 6,160,153 1,501,207 0.322
Macron 5,816 1,001 0.172 2,219,491 514,820 0.302
Pécresse 1,035 208 0.200 408,319 134,373 0.490
Le Pen 1001 184 0.184 463,290 127,633 0.380
Jadot 196 30 0.153 66,541 19,876 0.426

Table 3: Bots statistics of different communities

Datasets # human # bots

POLITICAL-BOTS-2019 0 62

MIDTERM-2018 8,092 42,446

BOTWIKI 0 698

VERIFIED-2019 1,987 0

TWIBOT-20 5,237 6,589

CRESCI-18/19 6,514 7,455

TOTAL 21,830 57,250

Table 4: Statistics of training datasets.

6.1.3. Training results
Correlation It is crucial to consider the most dis-
criminative features when attempting a task like bot
detection, the model should be interpretable. For ex-
ample, as we see in Figure 3, there is a strong correla-
tion between the automation of an account and the age
of the account, whether or not the account is verified
or geolocalisation enabled. Another strong indicator of
automation is the presence of a default-profile, which
means an account with a lack of personalization (i.e.
custom banner or profile picture).

Feature importance By studying the importance of
each feature, we find that the number of statuses, the
information of followers (such as its raw count and
growth rate) and the age of the user are the most critical
features for the classifier.

Results Our random forest classifier achieves a
95.0% f1 score with 10-fold cross validation.

6.2. Bot Detection Results
From our experiments, we observe that there is a sig-
nificant amount of automated accounts in our dataset –
with an estimation of at least 15%, with a conservative
labeling threshold, of accounts partaking in the debate
coming from bots. We have tuned the classification
threshold, which is usually at 50% certainty to 75%,
considering the importance of precision in the case of
bot classification.
As shown in Table 3, while the number of users in each
community is significantly different, we find a similar

proportion of bots for each cluster. Therefore, we con-
jecture that there has not been any large-scale operation
to influence the election with bots from any side.
Another insight we can get from Table 3 is the cam-
paigning approach of each community. We do not
deduplicate tweets to remove retweets, considering the
importance of retweeting in automated accounts. For
example, the cluster supporting Zemmour, while being
smaller than some of the others, has significantly more
tweets, including retweets per person, showing the par-
ticular engagement Zemmour supporters seem to offer
online. Similarly, we can see that it is the only large
cluster with the most considerable bot activity, albeit by
a small margin. On the other side, we can see that the
Pécresse cluster, smaller in scale, has heavy activities
from bots. This difference in bot activity for the three
smallest communities may come from factors such as
some very dynamic automated news pages.

6.2.1. Limitations of Automatic Bot Detection
It is important to keep in mind that bot detection, while
being effective, is a limited approach, especially in the
case of political elections. While a lot of bots can be
found, a nuance is to be made, as bots in a cluster are
not necessarily promoting the candidate. Some of the
more basic bots that promote cryptocurrency or fishing
sites usually simply post the same messages repeatedly,
along with all the popular hashtag at a time t. Such a
behavior artificially inflates the number of bots we find
in the community of candidates that are naturally more
active on twitter. The same goes for ”automatized be-
havior”, as we see in figure 3 and in our feature im-
portance section. While algorithms are accurate, their
most discriminative features are the number of statuses,
followers, and the age of the user. The situation can be
more complicated in the case of politics, as there are
actual people who are willing to tweet with the hashtag
#MélenchonPrésident one hundred times a day simply
because they are extremely passionate about the cam-
paign.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have leveraged graph-based commu-
nity detection methods to gather insights into each of
the most significant candidates’ online campaigns for
the 2022 French presidential election. We have been
able to build a portrait of the average voter for each can-
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Figure 3: Heatmap of Pearson correlation between features and labels.)

didate, the interest they carry in different political sub-
jects, their geolocalization, and their language habits.
We have also presented results on the usage of auto-
mated accounts, or the lack thereof, in each commu-
nity.

Many future tasks are possible to be performed on this
dataset. Based on the community detection of political
communities, a relevant study could be to analyze of
the impact of major political events or debates. Con-
sidering that we have collected tweets from February
to April on a daily basis, we could quantify the shift
in the communities after debates between two candi-
dates or how the start of the Ukraine war influenced
electors. In the same way, we could also investigate
the shift between the two turn of votes. French elec-
tions are based on a two-turn system, with the first turn
aiming at narrowing down the the list of candidates and
only keeping the two largest ones. The continued gath-
ering of data and community detection could show us
which communities turn to which candidate during the
period between the two turns and how their language
habits evolve.
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Abstract
The TCPD-IPD dataset is a collection of questions and answers discussed in the Lower House of the Parliament of India
during the Question Hour between 1999 and 2019. Although it is difficult to analyze such a huge collection manually,
modern text analysis tools can provide a powerful means to navigate it. In this paper, we perform an exploratory anal-
ysis of the dataset. In particular, we present insightful corpus-level statistics and a detailed analysis of three subsets
of the dataset. In the latter analysis, the focus is on understanding the temporal evolution of topics using a dynamic topic
model. We observe that the parliamentary conversation indeed mirrors the political and socio-economic tensions of each period.

Keywords: Parliament of India, dynamic topic model, latent Dirichlet allocation, TCPD-IPD, political data

1. Introduction
The Parliament of India is the highest legislative body
of India. The members of its Lower House or the Lok
Sabha are directly elected by the people while its Upper
House comprises representatives elected by the mem-
bers of all State Legislative Assemblies. Although par-
liamentary proceedings are immensely useful to a po-
litical scientist, they are too large to be manually ana-
lyzed. This motivates the use of algorithmic tools to
explore them. In this paper, we analyze the TCPD-
IPD dataset (Trivedi Centre for Political Data, 2019)
of around 298K pairs of questions and answers (QA) in
English discussed in the Lok Sabha during the Question
Hour – the first hour of every business day of the Par-
liament – from 1999 to 2019 spanning four Lok Sabha
terms (13th term: 1999-2004, 14th: 2004-09, 15th:
2009-14, 16th: 2014-19). During the Question Hour,
any Member of Parliament in the Lok Sabha (abbrevi-
ated: MP) may ask any question to the ministers related
to the administrative activity of the government, and
thus, hold it accountable for its actions (Sanyal, 2016;
Tripathi and Kumar, 2021). Question time is also an
integral part in many other parliamentary democracies
like those of Canada, Australia and UK (Martin and
Rozenberg, 2014).
Technical specification of the TCPD-IPD dataset ap-
pears in (Bhogale, 2019). But the dataset has not been
explored, except in (Sen et al., 2019) where the authors
aim to identify, for a few chosen themes, whether the
questions asked by MPs echo the trend in mass me-
dia and social media. Topic modeling has been used to
analyze the parliamentary proceedings of various coun-
tries, see, e.g., (Greene and Cross, 2017; Gkoumas et
al., 2018; Ishima, 2020). In this paper, we study TCPD-
IPD using the following pipeline. First, a static topic
model of the entire dataset is built and the top topics
identified. Then a subset of the dataset is selected for
further analysis as follows: (a) A dynamic topic model

is built on it; (b) The temporal evolution of topics and
words in a topic are plotted; (c) The top-ranking doc-
uments at a given time in each of these plots are ana-
lyzed. We obtain interesting insights from this analysis.
This demonstrates the effectiveness of our technique.
Our specific contributions are:

1. We describe important high-level statistical fea-
tures of the dataset and bias in the participation
of MPs (Sec. 2.).

2. We identify the top topics in the entire dataset
(Sec. 3.).

3. We make a more nuanced study of the QA per-
taining to three specific ministries – Finance, Rail-
ways, and Health and Family Welfare — by build-
ing a dynamic topic model in each case (Sec. 4.).

4. For each ministry mentioned above, we identify
words that showed significant variation in their
probability in a topic over time (Sec. 4.) and
the major events to which they relate. Thus, word
choreography in a dynamic topic model is used to
reconstruct events in political history. We hope the
insights and lessons from the past will help inform
future responses to critical national issues.

2. High-Level Features of TCPD-IPD
We enumerate below some interesting insights we ob-
tained from the dataset.

2.1. Ministry-wise data distribution
TCPD-IPD contains questions related to 85 different
ministries. Fig. 1 shows the data distribution for the
top ten ministries (comprising almost 50% of the full
dataset). Clearly, Finance, Railways and Health and
Family Welfare are the top three ministries.
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Figure 1: Ministry-wise data distribution.

2.2. Term-wise data distribution
Among a total of 298,292 questions, the number of
questions asked in each term of the Lok Sabha is as fol-
lows: 13th: 73,531; 14th: 66,371; 15th: 79,401; 16th:
78,989. We found out that over the span covered in this
dataset, Lok Sabha always met for more than 50 sit-
tings in a year, except in 2004 (48 sittings) and 2008
(46 sittings). This correlates with the lowest number
of questions asked in 2004 (9398 questions) and 2008
(9851 questions). Two of the three sessions in 2004
and all sessions in 2008 are included in the 14th Lok
Sabha. Although the fewer sittings are highlighted in
many news reports (Anuja, 25 Nov 2020), we did not
find mention of its impact on the Question Hour, that
we clearly identified above.

2.3. Participation of MPs
Unlike the previous Lok Sabha terms, in the 16th the
ruling alliance asked more questions than the opposi-
tion. In that term, they had a historic 65% share of
the House. Since the numeric strength of the ruling al-
liance is, by rule, higher than that of the opposition,
we normalize them to get an idea of participation from
each side had the number of representatives from ei-
ther side been equal. We believe this will afford a
fairer comparison between their participation. Let Rn

and On be the number of members of the ruling al-
liance and the opposition, respectively, and Rq and Oq

be the number of number of questions asked by the
ruling alliance and the opposition, respectively. Then
Rpp =

(
Rq × On

Rn+On

)
, Opp =

(
Oq × Rn

Rn+On

)
. As

seen in Figure 2, in the transformed space, the opposi-
tion still asks more questions than the ruling alliance,
matching the expectations from a healthy democracy.

2.4. Gender and caste bias in participation
Over the four Lok Sabha terms covered by the dataset,
91.6% questions were asked by men while 8.4% ques-
tions were raised by women. The average gender ratio
of men to women was 8.3:1 over the same four terms.
Thus the the skewed gender ratio correlates with the
distribution of questions. It is noteworthy here that the
Women’s Reservation Bill proposing the reservation of
one-third of the seats in the Lok Sabha for women has
been pending since 2010 (Marwah, 2019), thus, allow-
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Figure 2: Participation of ruling alliance vis-a-vis that
of the opposition.

ing the bias to continue. As regards the caste distri-
bution, 80.6% questions were raised by MPs from the
general caste while the rest come from the reserved
categories. Note that 24.03% of Lok Sabha seats are
reserved for the reserved categories while the rest be-
long to the general caste. Figure 3 shows the number
of questions on gender and caste-related issues asked
in the Parliament; Appendix 6.5. lists the keywords we
used for this analysis.
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Figure 3: Gender and caste related discussions in each
Lok Sabha term.

3. Topic Model for TCPD-IPD
We used topic modeling to get a thematic view of the
TCPD-IPD dataset. Researchers have observed that
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) ((Blei et al., 2003)),
which employs Gibbs sampling for inference, often
produces superior topics than those from modern vari-
ational inference-based topic models; see, e.g., (Blei et
al., 2017; Lisena et al., 2020). This motivated us to use
LDA instead of neural topic models. We pre-processed
the entire TCPD-IPD corpus, used LDA to extract 50
topics, and manually labeled them (See Appendix 6.1.-
6.3.). We filtered out a few noisy, heterogeneous topics
and among the rest plotted the top ten topics in Fig. 4.
Clearly, there is a huge emphasis on growth in economy
and science, at the state and national levels.

4. Ministry-wise Analysis
We have selected three ministries – Finance, Railways,
and Health and Family Welfare – for further analysis.
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Figure 4: Hot topics discussed in the Indian
parliamentary QA sessions.

We set the topic count to 20 for all the three ministries.
To model the temporal variation in topics, we had to
make a choice between the classical Dynamic Topic
Model ((Blei and Lafferty, 2006)) which is essentially
an adaptation of LDA for sequential data (hereafter,
called LDAseq) and the more modern Dynamic Em-
bedded Topic Model (D-ETM) ((Dieng et al., 2019)),
both developed by David Blei and collaborators. In our
experiments, we found LDAseq produced better topics
(see Appendix 6.4.). Similar observation is reported
made in (Dieng et al., 2019).
Using LDAseq, we obtained the temporal evolution of
the probabilities of five topics for each ministry, as
shown in Fig. 5. In Finance, the peaks in ‘agricul-
tural loan’ in 2008 and 2014 relate to the debt waivers
announced at that time, though farmers’ loans remain a
perennially important topic. The focus on ‘rural devel-
opment’ slowly reduces while other topics like ‘bank-
ing’, ‘economic growth’ (more questions asked when
GDP change is unexpectedly high or low) and ‘pension
schemes’ remain more stable. In Railways, the early
2000’s witnessed many new government projects and
associated parliamentary QA, but the focus gradually
shifted to ‘infrastructure development’ and ‘passenger
amenity’, where questions veered around the increas-
ing private participation. The announcement of many
projects on rail safety in the last Lok Sabha term is
indicated by increased presence of the topic ‘railway
safety’. The steep price hike in passenger and freight
fare in 2014 sparked intense deliberation in the Parlia-
ment. In the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare,
discussions on women and child care and rural med-
ical infrastructure increased after the National Health
Mission was launched in 2005. The focus on medical
research in the early part of the decade led to the estab-
lishment of many premier medical institutions through-

out the country but gradually the interest waned.
The rare words in a topic were often more informative
and captured specific events or issues. So in the follow-
ing sub-sections, we choose a few representative topics
from each ministry and show the temporal evolution of
the probability of the rare words in the selected top-
ics. In each plot, we also annotate one of the dominant
words with example questions asked during the Ques-
tion Hour.

4.1. Finance
We have selected two topics, ‘banking’ and ‘pension
reforms’, and plotted the probability of a few selected
tokens in them as a function of time in Figure 6. In the
topic ‘banking’ shown in Figure 6a, we find that the
word ‘credit card’ peaks in 2007. Our analysis shows
that most of the questions around this time are related
to the growing credit card frauds in India and the sud-
den rise in credit card interest rates by some banks,
coinciding with reports in mass media. Another as-
pect in credit card-related discussion is Kisan Credit
Card (KCC) – a low-interest credit card for farmers,
which was introduced in 1998 and significantly im-
proved in 2004. The steady rise in discussion on debit
cards correlates with the increasing adoption of debit
cards (that avoided the debt trap of credit cards) in In-
dia. With demonetization and increased government
emphasis on end-to-end digital – as opposed to cash –
transactions, terms like ‘atm’, ‘digital transaction’, and
‘cyber security’ gain prominence while the popularity
of more traditional mediums like ‘cheque’ reduces.
Figure 6b shows the topic on pension reforms. In late
2003, Government of India notified that it was abolish-
ing the then existing government-funded pension sys-
tem for all its new employees and that they would come
under the National Pension System (NPS) to be admin-
istered through the new Interim Pension Fund Regu-
latory and Development Authority (PFRDA). NPS en-
abled subscribers to make planned savings for post-
retirement income. NPS was extended to all Indian
citizens in 2009. Being a monumental change, NPS
provoked a number of questions that peaked around
2011; MPs wanted to know the details of the scheme,
including its performance, implementation challenges,
extension to unorganized sectors, and even its security.
The government introduced the Voluntary Retirement
Scheme (VRS) in nationalized banks in early 2000’s
to reduce the financial load on the public exchequer.
Thousands of employees across various organizations
accepted VRS in 2000-2001. Given the high unem-
ployment rate in the country, VRS generated a lot of
panic among people and pointed questions in the Par-
liament on the the government’s future plans about its
workforce. The other visible terms ‘apy’ ‘dbt’ and
‘jan dhan’ refer to recent financial inclusion programs.

4.2. Railways
Here, we highlight only one topic, namely, ‘infrastruc-
ture development’ which is displayed in Fig. 7. Ob-
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Figure 5: Temporal evolution of topics in 3 subsets of TCPD-IPD using LDAseq.
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Figure 6: Selected topics obtained by running LDAseq on the Finance subset of TCPD-IPD.
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Figure 7: Topic Infrastructure Development in Rail-
ways.

serve the peak of the term ‘public private’ around 2010
when the Railways ministry introduced a new model
for public-private partnership to modernize the Indian
Railways. Indeed, there has always been questions and
panic in the Lok Sabha on the public-private models
as privatization of the economy could increase fares,
job loss, and casualization of labor (Makhija, 2006;
Reddy, 2019). A related term ‘joint venture’ was a part
of many discussions. While early uses of it (in 2000’s)
focused on joint ventures of Indian Railways with other
public sector companies, the recent focus (since 2015)
has been on the increasing role of private players. In-
deed similar exchanges occurred between the MPs and
the Civil Aviation ministry on the privatization of air-
lines. Terms like ‘rail vikas’ and ‘irsdc’ refer to com-
panies owned by Indian Railways and entrusted with
maintenance of Railways. The rise in freight vol-

umes led to the ideation of Dedicated Freight Corridors
(DFC) in 2005 and generated a number of questions
(‘dedicated freight’) related to their cost, progress, and
expansion. Discussions on the introduction of bullet
trains have been present for a long time but they gath-
ered momentum when a vision document was tabled by
the government in December, 2009 and the construc-
tion of the Mumbai-Ahmedabad high-speed rail corri-
dor started in 2017.

4.3. Health and Family Welfare
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 Doc_1 : ...the outbreak of Influenza A H1N1 was indeed a pandemic. 
 Doc_2 : (a) whether the Government has identified new testing method for
              Influenza A H1N1 in the country; 
 Doc_3 : (a) whether vaccine for Influenza A H1N1 has been developed in the
              country;
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Figure 8: Topic Communicable Diseases in Health and
Family Welfare.

Here, we have chosen the topic ‘Communicable Dis-
eases’. Fig. 8 shows the evolution of word probabil-
ities in this topic. Clearly, we find an increasing fo-
cus on the word ‘virus’ because India has been repeat-
edly hit by the Swine influenza virus (such as H1N1),
including in 2009 when swine-flu turned into a pan-
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demic and in 2014-15 (Kshatriya et al., 2018). MPs
in the Lok Sabha enquired about the number of cases,
test adminstration, government interventions, vaccina-
tion drives, the role of WHO, and the effort to develop
indigenous vaccines. Another major disease in India
has been malaria but a response in Lok Sabha informs
us that malarial death reduced steadily over the years,
and that is attested to by the steady decline on its focus
in the Parliament. India recorded thousands of deaths
due to Acute Encephalitis Syndrome (AES) in 2008-
14 (Ghosh and Basu, 2016) and Japanese Encephalitis
in 2005-11 (Adhya et al., 2013). During these unfor-
tunate occurrences, the Lok Sabha witnessed intense
discussions on the diseases.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
We identified the salient features of TCPD-IPD and
then illustrated the temporal evolution of topics in three
important subsets of the data. In future, we will attempt
to automatically detect topical change points, annotate
them with trigger events (e.g., VRS announcement),
auto-summarize the top documents containing a spe-
cific topic or word at a given time, and motivate inves-
tigative reporting or research on the impact of the most
sensitive topics discussed in the Parliament (e.g., the
effect of VRS on mid-age employees). We hope our
study will help construct more probing parliamentary
questions and formulate better national policies.

6. Appendix
6.1. Data preprocessing for topic modeling
We have removed the punctuation from the dataset,
then lowercased and lemmatized the words. We have
also removed the stopwords, and filtered out the re-
maining words having document frequency lower than
0.001 and higher than 0.95. We have only kept the
words that have at least 3 characters. Finally, we re-
moved the documents with less than 3 words in them.
After preprocessing, we created bigrams to better cap-
ture word co-occurrence statistics.

6.2. Configuration for topic models
We used the following hyperparameters to run LDA,
LDAseq and D-ETM.

1. LDA (Blei et al., 2003): We use Gensim’s im-
plementation of LDA model1. To enable repro-
ducibility, we use a fixed random seed, i.e., set the
random state = 2021. We set passes to 20
and use the default values for the remaining hy-
perparameters.

2. LDAseq (Blei and Lafferty, 2006): We use
the Gensim implementation2. We set the

1https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
models/ldamodel.html

2https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/
models/ldaseqmodel.html

random state value as 2021 and passes as
20. For the rest of the hyperparameters, we use
the defaults.

3. D-ETM (Dieng et al., 2019): We use the origi-
nal implementation3 with batch size= 64 and
epochs = 100, and keep the default values for
the rest of the hyperparameters.

6.3. Topics in TCPD-IPD
We used LDA to extract 50 topics from the entire
TCPD-IPD dataset as it achieved the highest coherence
score (see Fig 9) when topic count was varied from 25
to 200 in steps of 25. The topics with their manual
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Figure 9: NPMI values for different number of topics
in LDA over the full TCPD-IPD dataset.

labels are shown in Table 1. Note that we could not
run LDAseq because it was taking too much time. It
did not terminate even after running for 72 hours. We
could not run D-ETM as it experienced posterior col-
lapse, which could not be resolved even after changing
the hyperparameters.

6.4. Topics in subsets of TCPD-IPD
We have carried out a pilot study on dynamic topic
modeling with data subsets for the three ministries (Fi-
nance, Railways, and Health and Family Welfare). We
set the topic count to 20. We have divided each data
subset into year-wise slices, partitioned each slice into
train:validation:test as 8:1:1, and run LDAseq and D-
ETM on them. Then we calculated the coherence
(NPMI), diversity, and topic quality (= NPMI ×
Diversity) for each model by averaging them over
the time slices. Table 2 shows that LDAseq performs
best and hence we choose it to extract topics from the
ministry-specific datasets. The topics that appear in
Fig. 5 in the main text have been manually labeled by
looking at their top five words. Table 3 shows these
topic compositions.

6.5. Keyword extraction for gender and
caste-related discussions

To generate keywords for the analysis of gender and
caste-related discussions, we have applied SkipGram,

3https://github.com/adjidieng/DETM
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Top-5 words in topic Manual label
country, foreign, agreement, international, sign Foreign affairs

standard, quality, safety, use, pollution Pollution
urban, city, housing, delhi, construction Urban development

security, state, police, home, affair Law & order
road, highway, national, construction, state Road construction

bank, loan, rbi, credit, account Banking
committee, state, review, recommendation, report Advisory body

state, andhra pradesh, uttar pradesh, maharashtra, tamil nadu States
fund, crore, release, year, state Budget

gas, oil, milk, production, natural gas Petroleum
air, airport, defence, civil aviation, airline Civil aviation

post, employee, central, office, officer Central Employee
export, import, product, trade, textile Market overview

project, complete, work, cost, sanction Project
case, court, high court, person, disability Judicial system

solar, renewable energy, energy, system, power Renewable energy
act, state, provision, section, rule Act & regulations

service, information, provide, telecom, network Information technology
payment, tax, pay, revenue, amount Tax
power, plant, capacity, supply, state Electricity plant

sport, fertilizer, ltd, limit, corporation Fertilizer plant
madam, action, complaint, case, report Grievance

water, river, state, resource, drinking water Water resources
education, school, university, student, human resource HR in Education

scheme, state, development, provide, implement State development
coal, mine, production, mineral, mining Coal mining
rural, district, area, village, functional Rural issues
delhi, mumbai, city, gujarat, chennai Metropolitan areas

health, state, family welfare, drug, medical Health services
answer, lok sabha, reply, statement, lay Parliament

farmer, agriculture, crop, agricultural, production Agriculture
china, bangladesh, island, nepal, disaster Natural disaster

increase, year, rate, country, reduce Country growth
steel, port, connectivity, capacity, major Ports shipping

tribal, schedule, minority, scholarship, tribe Tribal affairs
food, price, consumer, state, foodgrain Food price

sector, private, policy, public, investment Private sector
woman, child, employment, worker, labour Woman & child labour

ngo, bihar, society, organisation, organization NGO
tourism, culture, site, tourist, development Tourism

industry, development, infrastructure, unit, scheme Industry
company, issue, guideline, application, insurance Insurance

research, technology, centre, training, national Research & Technology
railway, train, station, passenger, rail Railway

land, forest, area, environment forest, state Wildlife conservation
state, proposal, set, chhattisgarh, propose Miscellaneous

vehicle, procurement, website, award, contract Miscellaneous
year, wise, state, last three, number Miscellaneous

due, pleased, loss, reason, affect Miscellaneous
thereto, reaction, chaudhary, manoj, true Miscellaneous

Table 1: Topics in the entire TCPD-IPD dataset.

Dataset Coherence Diversity Topic Quality
LDAseq D-ETM LDAseq D-ETM LDAseq D-ETM

Finance 0.088 0.078 0.652 0.496 0.057 0.039
Railways 0.129 0.094 0.686 0.558 0.088 0.052

Health 0.103 0.096 0.617 0.571 0.064 0.055

Table 2: Topic quality analysis.

which is one of the models used in the neural network-
based word2vec algorithm to generate word embed-
dings (Mikolov et al., 2013). We have run SkipGram on
the entire TCPD-IPD dataset and taken the top twenty
neighbors (based on cosine similarity of the generated
word vectors) of each of the keywords ‘gender’ and
‘caste’. The words are shown in Table 4. Then, we
have counted the documents that contain those words.
We have ignored the words shown in italics in the table
as they introduced many irrelevant documents into the
count.

6.6. Explanation of certain terms
Words in the main text that are difficult to understand
outside the Indian context are explained below.

1. ‘npci’: National Payments Corporation of India,
created by the Reserve Bank of India under the

Year Top-5 words in topic Manual label
Ministry of Finance

1999 rate, growth, cent, increase, year
Economical
growth

2009 rate, cent, growth, increase, year
2019 growth, cent, rate, economy, sector
1999 bank, rbi, reserve, issue, guideline

Banking2009 bank, rbi, issue, guideline, reserve
2019 bank, rbi, fraud, issue, transaction
1999 project, state, world, development, bank

Rural
development

2009 project, state, development, infrastructure, rural
2019 project, development, state, infrastructure, fund
1999 bank, loan, credit, nabard, state

Agricultural
loan

2009 bank, loan, credit, farmer, year
2019 loan, bank, farmer, credit, scheme
1999 scheme, employee, pension, interest, deposit

Pension
reforms

2009 scheme, pension, fund, deposit, interest
2019 scheme, account, pension, state, pradhan mantri

Ministry of Railways
1999 work, complete, progress, project, line

Railway
project

2009 work, complete, section, line, gauge conversion
2019 work, section, complete, line, gauge conversion
1999 freight, traffic, passenger, good, ticket

Ticket price2009 ticket, passenger, freight, increase, scheme
2019 passenger, ticket, fare, freight, train
1999 system, safety, track, committee, report

Railway
safety

2009 system, track, safety, committee, signal
2019 system, track, safety, train, committee
1999 project, corporation, rail, development, company

Infrastructure
development

2009 project, development, corridor, rail, identify
2019 development, project, corridor, rail, high speed
1999 station, facility, provide, platform, provision

Passenger
amenity

2009 station, facility, provide, platform, work
2019 station, provide, facility, platform, scheme

Ministry of Health and Family Welfare
2000 research, institute, study, council, develop

Medical
research

2009 research, study, clinical trial, institute, council
2019 research, medical, study, clinical trial, council
2000 child, population, programme, national, reproductive Woman &

child
healthcare

2009 child, programme, national, care, woman
2019 child, care, woman, national, provide
2000 disease, malaria, control, case, death

Communicable
diseases

2009 disease, control, case, report, malaria
2019 patient, treatment, provide, free, scheme
2000 centre, care, area, service, rural Rural

Medical
Infrastructure

2009 patient, treatment, provide, free, hospital
2019 national, public, healthcare, provide, include
2000 patient, treatment, provide, hospital, free

Financial aid2009 project, crore, fund, expenditure, cost
2019 project, fund, crore, cost, completion

Table 3: Temporal topics for each ministry in
TCPD-IPD dataset.

Word Top 20 neighbors
gender gender, gender equality,

gender disparity, women, woman,
gender sensitivity,
gender sensitization, gender gap,
gender parity, girl, gender sensitive,
female literacy, sex, male female,
disparity, child sex, child, girl child,
literacy rate, sex selective

caste caste, tribe, scs, obcs, obc, schedule,
caste tribe, scheduled tribe, dalit,
social justice, scs sts, scheduled caste,
vijay sampla, empowerment napoleon,
belong, subbulakshmi jagadeesan,
atrocity, minority, pal gurjar,
empowerment smt

Table 4: Top 20 neighbors (using Word2Vec) for
each keyword.
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Ministry of Finance, to enable digital payments
and settlement systems in India.

2. ‘nabard’: National Bank for Agriculture and Ru-
ral Development, operating under the Ministry of
Finance. It regulates the institutions that supply
financial help to the rural society.

3. Kisan Credit Card (KCC): Farmers’ Credit Card.

4. ‘apy’: Atal Pension Yojana. ‘Yojana’ means
scheme.

5. ‘dbt’: Direct Benefit Transfer.

6. ‘jan dhan’: Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana.
Translates to ‘Prime Minister’s People’s Wealth
Scheme’.

7. ‘rail vikas’: Railway Vikas Nigam Limited is
owned by the Ministry of Railways involved in
building rail infrastructure.

8. ‘irsdc’: Indian Railway Station Development Cor-
poration.

9. ‘scs’, ‘obc’, ‘obcs’, ‘scs sts’, ‘scheduled tribe’,
‘scheduled caste’: These words denote histori-
cally disadvantaged communities in India. Sched-
uled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, and Other Back-
ward Classes are abbreviated as SC, ST, OBC, re-
spectively.
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Abstract
Online news consumption plays an important role in shaping the political opinions of citizens. The news is often served by
recommendation algorithms, which adapt content to users’ preferences. Such algorithms can lead to political polarization as the
societal effects of the recommended content and recommendation design are disregarded. We posit that biases appear, at least
in part, due to a weak entanglement between natural language processing and recommender systems, both processes yet at work
in the diffusion and personalization of online information. We assume that both diversity and acceptability of recommended
content would benefit from such a synergy. We discuss the limitations of current approaches as well as promising leads of
opinion-mining integration for the political news recommendation process.
Keywords: Political polarization, News processing, Recommender systems, Opinion bubbles

1. Introduction
The ubiquitous use of social media has revolutionized
the way people consume news and get exposed to in-
formation. Social media give users access to a huge
amount of news, and opportunities to engage with di-
verse opinions. However, the access to such a rich in-
formation landscape comes with important challenges.
In particular, personalization tools, designed to help
users access content they are interested in, filter and
hide information, offering only news in line with a
user’s opinion. This selective exposure limits the pre-
sentation of contrasting viewpoints, leading to the cre-
ation of opinion bubbles (Pariser, 2011; Bozdag and
van den Hoven, 2015). In the political domain, such an
exposure tends to polarize citizens’ opinions (Pariser,
2011; Zuiderveen Borgesius et al., 2016), often drift-
ing them towards extreme viewpoints (Sunstein, 2009).
On the long run, polarization is detrimental to the polit-
ical debate and ultimately to democratic societies. The
High Level Expert Group on Media Diversity and Plu-
ralism highlights that people need to confront opinions
that differ from their own to develop themselves fully1.
In this context, opinion bubbles are a growing concern
for researchers from different disciplines (e.g. polit-
ical science, economics, computer science or media),
with interests ranging from assessing the real impact of
personalization (Zuiderveen Borgesius et al., 2016) to
bursting these bubbles (Burbach et al., 2019). In this
work, we focus on computer science research on opin-
ion bubbles in two distinct but related domains. The
News Recommender System (NRS) community has a
long-term interest in designing recommendation algo-
rithms that broaden users’ view about a given topic. To
this end, researchers focus on forming a diversified set
of news articles to make sure that users can access di-

versified opinions. These research efforts mainly differ
in the way they measure diversity and how they use
it (Kunaver and Požrl, 2017; Raza and Ding, 2021;
Möller et al., 2018). However, as we will show, the
news content analysis and the way diversity is man-
aged are not adapted to the specificity of political NRS,
which limits the impact of diversification.
For its part, the Natural Language Processing (NLP)
community focuses on news content understanding
through different tasks such as topic modeling, opinion
mining or argument mining (Hemmatian and Sohrabi,
2019 10; Lawrence and Reed, 2020). The most effec-
tive strategies in those fields are supervised and heavily
rely on annotated data. This makes the elaboration of
solutions even more challenging considering the highly
dynamic nature of news in terms of topics and opinions.
In this paper, we discuss the importance of a fine-
grained analysis of the opinions expressed in the news,
combined with a NRS that handles these opinions, and
not only topics, to create personalized sets of recom-
mendations and efficiently burst bubbles. From an ethi-
cal point of view, the NRS should not favor any specific
opinion but should guarantee that the recommendations
are representative of the diversity of the opinions ex-
pressed about the topic (Helberger, 2019).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After
presenting a review of the literature of NRS (Section 2),
we focus on news content analysis in NLP (Section 3).
In Section 4 we present our view of the characteristics
that a system designed to burst bubbles should have, as
well as the way it should be designed.

2. News Recommender Systems
Online platforms offer access to a vast amount of con-
tent, which needs to be ranked according to the pref-
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erences of each reader. In this context, NRS are de-
signed to help readers find relevant information among
the large quantity of news available (Raza and Ding,
2021). The news recommendation task has three main
characteristics that distinguish it from other recommen-
dation tasks: news articles quickly become obsolete (1)
and are characterized by a high turnover (2) as a large
number of news articles is published every second (Lu-
nardi et al., 2020). This induces the need for recom-
mendation models that can be updated on the fly and
that do not require many interactions between news and
readers. Besides, news consumption tends to influence
users’ opinion (3) (Helberger, 2019). This is highly
critical when it comes to politics, as NRS have been
shown to contribute to the creation of opinion bubbles,
representing a threat to democracy (Pariser, 2011).
As a consequence, sets of recommendations have to
be properly balanced to ensure that users can access
news that convey diverse opinions. This refers to the
accuracy-diversity dilemma (Zhou et al., 2010), which
refers to the search of an optimal balance between a
high level of accuracy, to keep users’ trust, and a suf-
ficient diversification among recommendations. In the
news domain, diversity is often viewed as mandatory
since it represents a core principle for the development
of a democratic society (Helberger, 2019). However,
the literature does not offer a unique way to represent
the news, to evaluate the diversity, nor to recommend
diversified sets of news articles.

2.1. News representation
Before measuring their diversity, news articles are often
pre-processed in order to build a representation of their
content (e.g. body, title, preamble or keywords). This
representation must be designed to precisely character-
ize news. Recent models in NRS use deep-learning
approaches such as named entity recognition, entity-
linking, or knowledge-graph to provide a complete rep-
resentation of news (Wang et al., 2018; Joseph and
Jiang, 2019; Zhang et al., 2021). These representations
are optimized for high accuracy but do not meet the
needs for a precise control of recommendation diver-
sification. Moreover, NRS mainly promote diversity
through the use of topic modeling, and rely on simple
bag-of-words representation. For instance, they rep-
resent the discriminating power of each word in the
news using TF-IDF (Gao et al., 2020) or build topic
representation using LDA (Tintarev et al., 2018). Few
studies focus on Sentiment Analysis (Wu et al., 2020)
by identifying and representing positive and negative
sentiments in the news. The authors hypothesize that
topic and sentiment analysis can increase the diversity
of recommended opinions, but no empirical evidence
is provided. Models that focus on topic diversification
and coarse sentiment diversification can barely capture
opinions, even less their nuances. Their use to foster
opinion diversity in NRS is thus limited. Apart from
topics and opinions, particularities of textual content

such as the style of the authors or the use of irony, are
not processed by NRS either.

2.2. Diversity measures in NRS
NRS differ in their definition of diversity and its associ-
ated metrics. For the simplest cases, diversity is consid-
ered as the opposite of similarity. The similarity mea-
sure can be instantiated by cosine similarity or based
on distance (e.g. Jaccard or Euclidean) (Möller et al.,
2018; Lunardi et al., 2020). In rare cases, other met-
rics are used, such as entropy (Shannon index, Rao’s
quadratic entropy) (Möller et al., 2018).
Generally, diversity metrics are derived from other
fields, but the literature rarely adapt them to the news
domain, which may result in meaningless values. More
importantly, as mentioned above, diversities computed
from simple representations of news can hinder even
more their accuracy.

2.3. Diversification processes
Diversity measures constitute the basis for diversifica-
tion processes. Diversification is often implemented as
a post-processing step which re-ranks a list of recom-
mended contents by prioritizing contents with a high
variety of topics (Lunardi et al., 2020; Ziegler et al.,
2005). An important downside of this approach is that
diversity cannot be improved if the initial list is homo-
geneous. To answer this limitation, researchers propose
to incorporate diversity into the core of the recommen-
dation algorithm. (Raza and Ding, 2020) presents a
recommendation algorithm that weights both diversity
and accuracy in a personalized way, and tries to answer
the accuracy-diversity dilemma. As a result, diversi-
fication among recommendations is not simply based
on the re-ranking of the news, but relies on the prior
parameter optimization of the recommendation model.
To summarize, existing diversification processes are in-
teresting, but their potential is limited by the use of sim-
plistic news representations. Representations which are
more adapted to the specificity of news – in particular
political news – and diversification are needed. They
can be obtained by applying advanced NLP techniques.

3. Natural Language Processing
Diversifying news content opinions requires a fine-
grained understanding of articles’ stances. Several
NLP sub-fields have developed approaches to meet this
end. In the following, we distinguish proxy measures,
that extract opinion cues, from finer-grained strategies.

3.1. Proxy strategies to stance detection
A system able to extract fine-grained opinions from ar-
bitrary textual contents is still an object of research.
Facing this challenge, proxy measures that are easier
to obtain can serve as coarse opinion indicators. The
methods presented in this subsection are often gathered
under the umbrella term of “media bias detection”. We
refer the reader to (Nakov et al., 2021) for a complete
survey of the subject.
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3.1.1. Content-based strategies
Media biases can take several forms: (i) a subjective
stylometry, (ii) a coverage restricted to a subset of top-
ics (topic diversity), (iii) an unequal attention paid to
certain aspects or facts in events (framing), or (iv) a
constant leaning towards a political group.
Stylometry-based detection approaches revolve around
the detection of subjective expressions using dictionar-
ies. The latter are usually gathered using an unsu-
pervised strategy (Riloff and Wiebe, 2003). Recently,
(Patankar et al., 2019) used (Recasens et al., 2013) lex-
icon to make a bias-aware NRS. However, this strategy
only detects a lack of stylometric neutrality but cannot
help determine an article’s stance. Topic diversity bias
is already discussed in the NRS literature, we redirect
to Section 2 for further information.
Framing (Entman, 1993) implies a consistent focus on
some aspects of an issue that leads to its partial com-
prehension and biased interpretation by the reader. An
early NRS strategy implemented to counter this bias
used keyword extraction and unsupervised clustering
of articles (Park et al., 2009). Later, automatic ap-
proaches for framing identification have been devel-
oped around the detection of so-called frames, which
are characteristic aspects of a particular issue. Con-
sidering a representative set of articles that address a
same topic, the aim is to detect significant deviations in
aspects distribution as an indicator of bias. However,
the issue-specificity of aspects prevent their widespread
computational use. (Boydstun et al., 2014) solves this
issue by developing a set of 15 generic frames that are
pervasive in most subjects. This approach was later
consolidated with a dataset (Card et al., 2015). More
recently, (Kwak et al., 2021) offered a new approach
around the use of “micro-frames”. They construct
semantic axes based on the Glove embeddings (Pen-
nington et al., 2014) of 1,621 antonyms selected from
WordNet (Miller, 1995). Using the Glove embeddings
of words within a text, they compute their cosine dis-
tances to the semantic axes, and derive bias indicators
from the score distribution. Nonetheless, frame identi-
fication for stance detection is limited, as two articles
could defend opposite views over the same set of as-
pects but with the same polarities.
If one can derive clues on a source’s political lean-
ing using its topic diversity and framing, other cues
based on semantically loaded expressions have proved
their efficiency. Several methods use the U.S congress-
man’s speeches as source data to extract politically dif-
ferentiating expressions (Groseclose and Milyo, 2005;
Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2010; Bayram et al., 2019).
Recently, (D’Alonzo and Tegmark, 2021) led a com-
parative study over several media, solely using articles
to extract such expressions.

3.1.2. Audience-based strategies
Stance detection through audience analysis is a com-
plementary approach to text-based methods that stems
from the homophily principle, which postulates that

users principally interact with content they agree with.
The overall political stance of a media can be derived
by analyzing those interactions. Most research in this
field revolves around the use of Twitter follow/retweet
interactions to map media or entities in the political
spectrum (Wong et al., 2016; Stefanov et al., 2020;
Darwish et al., 2020). Other approaches use readily
available media bias analyses from News Guard2, All-
Sides3, or Media Bias/Fact Check4 to consolidate su-
pervised datasets of articles (Baly et al., 2020).
The derived political stances could be used to diversify
opinions through the diversification of news sources.
Two underlying assumptions could preclude the suc-
cess of such an approach, namely, that “News articles
follow the political leaning of their source outlet” and
that “Political leanings of news outlets do not change
across topics”. (Ganguly et al., 2020) has recently
shown that both of these assumptions are often violated
on an article basis. To fully grasp the political stance of
an article, one needs to rely on the content itself.

3.2. Opinion-Mining for stance detection
In computer science, “Opinion Mining” and “Sen-
timent Analysis” are often used interchangeably.
Nonetheless, in everyday language, an opinion is rather
defined as a “judgment formed about something”.
Choices of subjective and sentimentally expressive
words are indicative of such judgments, and form the
basis of stance detection.
Among the three levels of sentiment-analysis usually
distinguished (document, sentence and entity), only the
finer-grained one is suitable for stance detection, as
the document and sentence levels of analyses are too
coarse to be informative of a writer’s stance. A docu-
ment or a sentence could contain several entities upon
which opinions are expressed.

3.2.1. Aspect-Level Opinion Mining
(Liu, 2010) defines opinions as quintuples
(ei, aij , sijkl, hk, tl), where ei is the ith entity
considered, aij is the jth aspect of that entity, and sijkl
is the sentiment that the opinion holder hk expresses
towards the aspect aij at time tl. Opinion mining at
the aspect level is interested in extracting, sometimes
partially, those quintuples. The two most studied
extraction frames are “product aspect mining”, with
the extraction of (ei, aij , sij) triplets, and “stance
detection” with the extraction of (ei, si) tuples. These
frames can be split into two steps: Aspect-Extraction
(AE), and Aspect-Based Sentiment Classification
(ABSC). Aspect-based Opinion Mining has mostly
been applied to product reviews datasets (Pontiki et
al., 2014; Pontiki et al., 2015; Pontiki et al., 2016),
but also to financial (Jangid et al., 2018; Gaillat et al.,
2018) , and more recently, news datasets (Steinberger
et al., 2017; Hamborg and Donnay, ).

Aspect-Extraction (AE) Given an opinionated-text
content as input, AE aims at extracting the targets
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and aspects ((aij ,ei) or ei ) towards which a senti-
ment might be expressed. Approaches can be grouped
into four types. Frequency-based approaches extract
most frequent nouns and noun phrases after Part-of-
Speech (PoS) tagging, notably missing less frequent
aspects, and generating a large number of noisy tar-
gets. Other approaches such as (Qiu et al., 2011) ex-
tract domain-specific opinion words and targets using
syntactic relationships. They alternatively expand both
an opinion word lexicon and a set of candidate tar-
gets in a bootstrapping fashion. Supervised methods,
by formalizing AE as a sequence-labeling task have
also been implemented. Finally, non-lexicon-based un-
supervised methods make use of topic-modeling ap-
proaches (e.g. LDA, PLSA). An example of such an
approach is (Titov and McDonald, 2008), which mod-
els a document as a mixture of both local and global
topics, local topics are derived at a window scale to
capture target aspects. The above approaches assume
explicitly mentioned aspects, however, aspects can also
be implicit. We refer the reader to literature sur-
veys (Hemmatian and Sohrabi, 2019 10; Nazir et al.,
2020) for further information on the topic.

Aspect-Based Sentiment Classification (ABSC)
Once extracted aspects and entities, we need to deter-
mine the sentiment expressed towards them. In this
context, machine learning methods are often distin-
guished from rule-based ones. Rule-based methods
mostly rely on PoS tagging and the adjective-noun
proximity heuristic to associate adjectives to aspects.
These methods have been supplanted by machine
learning methods, among which Deep-Learning re-
cently took the lead. Most approaches are supervised
but getting annotated data is expensive. This lack
of annotated datasets is often balanced using hybrid
approaches that integrate external knowledge using
sentiment lexicons, ontologies, or discourse parser
features. Datasets are scarce in the news domain, and
a recently (Hamborg and Donnay, ) supplied a high-
quality dataset for the task. A challenge in the field, as
in many, is the development of frugal approaches that
require less or no annotations, especially regarding the
difficulty of transferring ABSC capabilities between
domains (Nazir et al., 2020).
If aspect-based opinion mining can help derive an ar-
ticle’s stance, it cannot explain its underlying reasons.
Argument Mining (see the survey (Lawrence and Reed,
2020)) fills this gap by extracting argumentation struc-
tures in texts. Improvements in irony and sarcasm de-
tection, or even negation handling could also be of use.

4. Towards a NLP-RS Hand-to-Hand
Approach for Political NRS

We highlighted some limits in both NRS and NLP
fields, that show existing approaches to be unsuitable
to reduce the impact or to burst filter bubbles, by ensur-
ing a diversity of themes and opinions in NRS. First,
the diversity measures used in RS mostly evaluate the

news content differences, only ensuring that the set of
recommendations are not too similar. This is due to
the simple representations of articles used, which do
not allow accurate representation of opinions, and are
thus inadequate to ensure fair recommendations by in-
clusively representing diverse opinions. Recent lines
of thought promote the plurality of opinions in NRS
using representation metrics (Vrijenhoek et al., 2021).
Nevertheless, the notion of opinion is still treated basi-
cally in the form of a positive, negative or neutral but
intangible opinion on a statement. A step further, we
support the idea of a temporal diversification to adapt
to the shifts in opinion and the evolving needs of users
during the recommendation process.
Second, due to the highly dynamic nature of news,
opinion mining techniques must be generic and adapt-
able to new sources and opinions. State-of-the-art
aspect-based opinion analysis systems implement su-
pervised machine learning algorithms and need anno-
tated data to be trained. This hinders the capabilities of
such systems to adapt quickly on new topics and their
associated aspects. Semi-supervised approaches need
to be further investigated to remedy this issue and to
cope with the dynamic nature of news.
These limitations show the need for a stronger coopera-
tion between RS and NLP communities. News opinion
mining tasks have to be driven by the need of a specific
diversity/similarity temporal evaluation. Recommen-
dation tasks have to rely on precise opinion representa-
tions to enable content diversification.
Future developments resulting from such a cooperation
need to be extensively evaluated. However, NRS eval-
uation is a difficult and sensitive task. Especially when
it comes to opinionated content diversification. Evalua-
tion protocols should include both qualitative and quan-
titative metrics to build a complete view of the NRS
performances. Quantitatively, topic and aspect-based
opinion extraction models need to be evaluated through
standard benchmarks available in the NLP commu-
nity (Hamborg et al., 2021). This step guarantees that
news representations contain all necessary information
for diversification. If several RS benchmarks exist in
the community, none has been developed to quantita-
tively evaluate diversification as defined in this paper.
Qualitatively, effectiveness of NRS in bursting opinion
bubbles must be evaluated. Longitudinal studies, en-
rolling several groups of people with different social
and cultural backgrounds, could shed light on the per-
formance and acceptability of such a system through
time, but also on the evolution of the opinions of peo-
ple. However, these questions are not discussed in ei-
ther domain and requires an expansion of collaboration
with political science researchers in the study.
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Abstract
In this paper we describe a Polish news corpus as an attempt to create a filtered, organized and representative set of texts coming
from contemporary online press articles from two major Polish TV news providers: commercial TVN24 and state-owned TVP
Info. The process consists of web scraping, data cleaning and formatting. A random sample was selected from prepared data to
perform a classification task. The random forest achieved the best prediction results out of all considered models. We believe
that this dataset is a valuable contribution to existing Polish language corpora as online news are considered to be formal and
relatively mistake-free, therefore, a reliable source of correct written language, unlike other online platforms such as blogs or
social media. Furthermore, to our knowledge, such corpus from this period of time has not been created before. In the future
we would like to expand this dataset with articles coming from other online news providers, repeat the classification task on a
bigger scale, utilizing other algorithms. Our data analysis outcomes might be a relevant basis to improve research on a political
polarization and propaganda techniques in media.

Keywords: Polish language, news corpus, classification, NLP, web scraping

1. Introduction
Nowadays, a piece of information is the most valuable
asset. There is a growing problem of distinguishing
valuable information from noise and fake news. In
Poland it is significantly noticeable during the Russia-
Ukraine conflict. One can see inaccuracies regard-
ing the influx of Ukrainian refugees into the European
Union, the course of the fighting or the actions of West-
ern countries toward Russia.
In the 21st century we can observe a sociologi-
cal phenomenon called the filter bubble (Cisek and
Krakowska, 2018). Sometimes the same topic is pre-
sented in extremely different ways, depending on the
news provider. Users tend to visit news sources match-
ing their political attitudes and spend more time on bi-
ased content (Garimella et al., 2021). Manipulation is
performed with a variety of language techniques and
each language requires a tailored approach to detect
them.
Polish language cannot be called a typical lesser-
resourced language, but compared to others, such as
English, German or Russian, it has a significantly
smaller base of available corpora. Additionally, vast
majority of text resources are paid and not disclosed
to the public. The National Corpus of Polish1 is one
of few initiatives which provides a reference corpus
containing roughly fifteen hundred million words for
free. Sources include literature, newspapers, special-
ist magazines, transcripts of conversations and Internet

1http://nkjp.pl/index.php

texts. However, none of them are online news websites.
Moreover, the project was finished in 2012 and has not
been updated since. This means that all resources come
from year 2011 or older, sometimes even reaching back
to 1920s.
Modern languages are very flexible and their use
changes constantly. That is why we think that the
aforementioned corpora should be expanded by newer
sources. Websites providing online news in Polish
should therefore be perfect for that as they contain con-
temporary version of the language in everyday use. An-
other premise is that they are written in a correct man-
ner, prepared by professional journalists, unlike other
online sources such as blogs or social media.
Our dataset was created with the use of two on-
line news websites, run by Polish major TV news
providers, namely state-owned TVP Info2 and commer-
cial TVN243. These are examples of the most watched
TV news programs in Poland4. Aforementioned web-
sites were scraped and news from years 2019-2021
from different categories were persisted into CSV files.
This paper focuses on two tasks - data collection aspect
and news outlet classification, which can be treated as
a baseline for further experiments. It explains step by
step how our corpus was created – we describe web
scraping method which we find the most convenient,

2https://www.tvp.info/
3https://tvn24.pl/
4https://www.wirtualnemedia.pl/

artykul/fakty-lider-ogladalnosci-luty-
programy-informacyjne
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readable and therefore reproducible. Having created
the dataset with scraped articles, we explain how to per-
form data cleaning to prepare the corpus for modeling.
After lemmatization and tokenization, cleaned text is
vectorized and classification task is performed with the
use of several machine learning models. Unlike most of
experiments concerning news articles processing, we
trained models to predict which news provider wrote
certain article, instead of predicting the article category.
People often state that media which do not share their
political views or opinions are biased and on the con-
trary, the ones that they follow are not. In the era
of news flowing constantly from different sources it
would be beneficial to be able to measure media bias
objectively. It is claimed to be possible via data-driven
analyses whose results should be free of subjectivity
(D’Alonzo and Tegmark, 2021). This topic may be
of particular interest in connection with the on-going
war in Ukraine as reports about it are presented differ-
ently, sometimes to an extreme extend, depending on
the source.
We think that this corpus is a good starting point for
further analyses of contemporary Polish language. Al-
though, the professional journalists should focus on
conveying a clear message, holding subjective infor-
mation only, we believe that news outlets could be ex-
amined whether they show any political bias and what
kind of propaganda techniques are being used, if any.
However, we want to direct our attention to that matter
in our future works, with the use of this data set, possi-
bly extended with more articles from other online news
sources5.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we focus on previous works which dealt with
the problem of dataset creation, especially news cor-
pora, as well as classification task in NLP. Section 3
describes our dataset, with details of each step of cre-
ation process that leads to its final form. In Section 4
we discuss methodology used for our models. Section
5 presents the results of our experiment, whose goal is
to find the best way to predict which media outlet cre-
ated certain piece of news. In Section 6 we summarize
conclusions which can be drawn from this article and
in the end, we mention our future work plans.

2. Related Works
In the past few years there was plenty of studies which
tried to tackle the problem of collecting online text re-
sources in an efficient manner. Researchers from MIT
managed to collect over three million articles from
2019 and 2020 from about 100 online media outlets
with the use of the open-source Newspaper3k6 soft-
ware (D’Alonzo and Tegmark, 2021). Another way to
do it is web scraping. This process consists of a few

5Upon request, our dataset can be provided for research
purposes.

6https://newspaper.readthedocs.io/en/
latest/

steps: desired websites identification, URLs collection,
HTML retrieval, text parsing and finally, persistence
(Victoriano et al., 2022). One of the most popular and
widely used Python libraries for imitating human alike
behavior of entering the URL and retrieving necessary
data is Beautiful Soup which automatically obtains data
from HTML and XML files (Onyenwe et al., 2021).
Slovak Categorized News Corpus was created in a sim-
ilar way. It contains words, automatic morphological as
well as named entity annotations. It consists of almost
five thousand articles, with over one hundred thousand
sentences and million and a half of tokens (Hladek et
al., 2014).
For text classification task itself, firstly, input data
needs to be converted to a computer-readable form.
BagofWords and TF-IDF word vectors are two possi-
bilities to handle this task (Qader et al., 2019), (Vi-
mal, 2020). Then, logistic regression can be trained
on such data. Except for logit models, other meth-
ods include neural networks, support vector machines,
random forests, or naive Bayes classifiers (Stein et al.,
2020).

3. Corpus Creation
We decided to collect online articles from two Pol-
ish major TV news providers, TVP Info and TVN24.
Firstly, we tried using Newspaper3k library for this
task. Although library documentation states that it han-
dles Polish language, it failed to parse chosen web-
sites correctly and therefore we had to give up on this
method. However, one feature that worked properly
was listing the subcategories of the main website. In
the end we decided to prepare a tailored solution for
scraping these resources with Beautiful Soup library in
Python, as it was suggested in other works (Onyenwe
et al., 2021), (vanden Broucke and Baesens, 2018)
(Al Qadi et al., 2019).

3.1. Data Collection
Aforementioned websites were scraped and news from
different categories were collected between 1st January
2019 and 31st December 2021.
Data collection cleaning process consisted of the fol-
lowing steps:

• Identifying main pages of news providers

• Listing all contexts (website subpages)

• Web crawling to gather all URLs from designated
time span

• Parsing websites to retrieve data from HTML
files; first text cleaning with the use of regular ex-
pressions to filter markups from retrieved HTMLs

• Saving data to CSV file

The aforementioned process resulted in the collection
of articles from two sources in the following amounts
and categories presented in Table 1.
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Category TVP Info TVN24
POLAND 36,223 37,511
WORLD 19,982 28,318
SOCIETY 11,484 -
BUSINESS 4,488 12,629
WARSAW - 12,532
SPORT 3,628 26,289
SCIENCE 2,297 108
CULTURE 1,698 -
MISCELLANEOUS 1,399 -
WEATHER 495 10,558
POLITICS - 513
ENTERTAINMENT - 69
TOTAL 81,694 128,527

Table 1: Number of articles within each category

Data is not evenly distributed and some categories ex-
isted only in one website, but not in the other one.
Datasets have the following structure as presented in
Table 2.

Variable TVP Info TVN24
url ✓ ✓
magazine_title ✓ ✓
website_category ✓ ✓
title ✓ ✓
description ✓ ✓
authors ✓ ✓
article ✓ ✓
pub_time ✓ ✓
mod_time ✓ -
hash_tags ✓ -

Table 2: Extracted data

TVP Info dataset has two additional columns when
compared to TVN24, namely modification time and
hash tags. We decided to include them as they might
be interesting to be examined in the future for other
purposes. TVN24 dataset did not have any information
regarding the modification time of the article and tags
appeared only recently in their articles, therefore these
columns were not added to this dataset.

3.2. Dataset Cleaning
Dataset cleaning process consisted of 5 steps in the fol-
lowing order:

• Duplicates removal - some articles were repeated
during the web crawl.

• Removing repetitions from retrieved text - in
some cases, description of the article appeared
also in the article text which was not desired.

• Filtering ad words - most of the articles consisted
of phrases which encouraged the reader to watch

a related video or read an article whose topic is
connected.

• Deleting special characters such as punctua-
tion, double spaces or tabulation as well as
numbers - regular expressions were used to elim-
inate all unnecessary elements from this group.

• Stop words removal - we used stop-words
Python library7 and a set listed by user bieli on
GitHub8 to create an extended collection of Pol-
ish stop words, as part of them were not included
in SpaCy library.

As a result, we obtained fairly clean 197,606 articles
from both TVP and TVN, consisting of 4,042,638 sen-
tences and 44,528,641 tokens.

4. Methodology
In this Section all methods which were used to perform
text classification task are briefly explained.

4.1. Dataset Preparation
Firstly, cleaned dataset has to undergo a few more pro-
cesses before it is eventually used as an input to train
classification models, namely:

• Lemmatization - SpacyPL handled this for Pol-
ish language, using a lemma dictionary imported
from Morfeusz morphological analyzer9.

• Tokenization - nltk Python library was used for
this task.

As the website category groups were unevenly dis-
tributed, we decided to take 2,000 randomly selected
articles both from TVN24 and TVP Info from the
following four most numerous categories: WORLD,
POLAND, BUSINESS and SPORTS. Eventually, we
trained our models on a reduced subset of 16,000 online
news. Dataset was then divided into two sets - training
set which consists of 12,000 records and test set that
has remaining 4,000 tuples.

4.2. Feature Extraction
Although classifying of text is not an easy task to be
performed by computers, it can be done if input data is
converted into a numerical representation.

• Bag of Words (BoW) - this method is considered
to be simpler both computationally and concep-
tually than other methods. It is assumed that it
could record higher performance scores on com-
mon used benchmarks of text (Qader et al., 2019).

7https://github.com/Alir3z4/python-
stop-words

8https://github.com/bieli/stopwords
9http://morfeusz.sgjp.pl/
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• TF-IDF - word vectors are also able to help with
converting characters into a format that is process-
able by a computer (Vimal, 2020).

Both methods were implemented with the use of Scikit-
learn library.

4.3. Algorithms
Based on the suggestions from previous works, we
trained following four machine learning models:

• Logistic regression - commonly used for NLP
classification tasks such as fake news detection
(Yu et al., 2021)

• Random forest - recommended for news articles
classification task, along with N-gram textual fea-
tures (Liparas et al., 2014)

• Support Vector Machine - better results with
high dimension data like large volumes of text,
comparing with Neural Networks or Naive Bayes
methods (Shahi and Pant, 2018)

• Naive Bayes - high accuracy in online news cate-
gory classification task (Khine and Nwet, 2016)

Scikit-learn Python library allows us to use already
built-in functions which perform all the calculations of
the aforementioned supervised learning methods10.

4.4. Model Quality Measurements
In order to check the performance of trained models,
we calculated two of the standard metrics, namely Ac-
curacy and F1 Score (Blagec et al., 2020). We also use
Scikit-learn library for retrieval of these statistics.

5. Results
Having trained four different models with two possible
types of feature extraction, we came with the following
results as shown in Table 3.

Feature Representation
BoW TF-IDF

Model Accuracy F-score Accuracy F-score
SVM 0.8668 0.8713 0.8598 0.8629
Random forest 0.8703 0.8798 0.8745 0.8829
Logistic Regression 0.8700 0.8729 0.7228 0.7790
Naive Bayes 0.8048 0.8013 0.7640 0.7627

Table 3: Performance measurements of models

The best results were achieved by random forest with
TF-IDF vectorization method. Accuracy was 87.45%
and F-score was equal to 88.29%. The worst results
were obtained by logistic regression which also had
features vectorized with TF-IDF method. Accuracy
and F-score were equal 72.28% and 77.90% accord-
ingly and these were the lowest scores among other
models.

10https://scikit-learn.org/stable/

6. Discussion
TVN24 and TVP Info are two of the most watched
news providers in Poland. Nonetheless, the way the
information is conveyed by both is considered to be
often much different from each other (Klepka, 2017),
(Weglińska et al., 2021), (Batorowska et al., 2019).
We believe it would be interesting to supplement so-
cial studies with machine learning techniques for mea-
suring political bias. Another step to be considered is
error analysis to check which words were most often
confused when predicting the news outlet.
Our showcase study illustrated that there is still room
for an improvement as others achieved over 90% accu-
racy scores in similar classification problems such as
fake news detection (Alenezi and Alqenaei, 2021) or
news categorization (Bracewell et al., 2009) as well as
news topic analysis (Minaee et al., 2021).

7. Conclusions and Future Works
We introduced a collection of online news from two TV
news broadcasters as the first step of building a full-
fledged corpus containing modern, journalist-created
and hopefully correct sample of Polish language. We
showed that this corpus can be used for such a task
like news outlet classification based on news article
contents. Out of four trained models, random forest
with TF-IDF vectorization achieved the highest accu-
racy and F-score metrics. Our next step is to compare
these results with a few more prediction methods in-
cluding Convolutional Neural Networks or Polbert lan-
guage model (Kłeczek, 2020).
American news outlets have already been analyzed in
terms of political polarization problem (D’Alonzo and
Tegmark, 2021). Our dataset is unique and we hope our
contribution will become a base for other tasks, such
as news category prediction or also sentiment analy-
sis in Polish language. With this corpus of distinctly
different sources we also look forward to encouraging
researchers to use it to study polarization of Polish so-
ciety and to develop methods (e.g. for automatic sum-
marization) freeing information of political biases and
possible manipulation. In the future, we want to extend
the dataset with articles coming from other online news
outlets from the same period of time to study the full
scale of political gradation of Polish media. It would
allow us to focus on further research regarding politi-
cal bias and detection of propaganda techniques.
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Abstract
We present a French corpus of political interviews labeled at the utterance level according to expressive dimensions such
as Arousal. This corpus consists of 7.5 hours of high-quality audio-visual recordings with transcription. At the time of this
publication, 1 hour of speech was segmented into short utterances, each manually annotated in Arousal. Our segmentation
approach differs from similar corpora and allows us to perform an automatic Arousal prediction baseline by building a
speech-based classification model. Although this paper focuses on the acoustic expression of Arousal, it paves the way for
future work on conflictual and hostile expression recognition as well as multimodal architectures.

Keywords: expressive speech, affective computing, automatic prediction of Arousal, political speech processing

1. Introduction
This paper presents a new corpus of French political
interviews annotated on expressive dimensions. We
conducted a primary annotation on a subset of a cor-
pus consisting of 7.5 hours of automatically transcribed
audio-visual recordings of French broadcast programs.
Arousal levels were manually annotated on speech seg-
ments. A baseline models for speech-based automatic
Arousal prediction is also proposed.
In this paper, we mainly focus on defining annotation
guidelines, studying our preliminary labeling, and set-
ting the future work that will be carried out on the com-
plete corpus. We first present the specific characteris-
tics of this political corpus and make a literature review
on similar projects. We then describe the methodol-
ogy of our preliminary annotation and baseline model
in Section 2 and showcase the first results in Section 3.
In Section 4, we finally discuss these results and their
implications for future work.

1.1. Political Scope and Context
The specific nature of political talks, interviews, and
speeches makes them an appealing topic for re-
searchers in affective computing and expressive speech
processing. Such corpora provide the advantages of
studio-quality audio while being expressively diverse
and overcoming the limitations of read and acted
speech. Professional speakers, such as politicians, pro-
duce a particular type of speech that could be described
as semi-spontaneous, in the sense that displayed ex-
pressive behaviors are part of the politician’s communi-
cation strategies without being completely scripted and
enacted.
This political context also presents a limited variety of
expressions. Some projects focus on conflictual and
hostile discourse (Kouklia, 2019), arguing that it is the
most frequent expressive style in political debates, thus
offering a prolific ground for the study of affective ex-

pressivity linked to controlled aggression, cold anger,
dispute, and hostility.
In this work, we focus on a dimensional model of ex-
pressivity, which is inspired by Russel’s psychologi-
cal circumplex model of affect (Posner et al., 2005)
and Barrett’s theory of constructed emotion (Barrett,
2016), by Gussenhoven’s biological codes (Frequency
and Effort codes) (Gussenhoven, 2004), and by the di-
mensional description of affective meaning proposed
by Osgood (Osgood et al., 1975). Although the final
goal of this project would be the study of conflicting
expressive behaviors in spoken interactions, here we
present a preliminary annotation of Arousal, seen as the
amount of energy physically displayed in speech and
movement. Valence labeling was left for future work
as many difficulties arose during the annotation of this
dimension in this political context.

1.2. Previous Work
Although our corpus was annotated with a focus on ex-
pressive labeling, it resembles datasets belonging to the
affective computing domain in general. The majority
of such resources are in English, with widely cited af-
fective corpora such as IEMOCAP (Busso et al., 2008)
and RAVDESS (Livingstone and Russo, 2018)—both
multimodal, acted, and labeled with categorical emo-
tions. Closer to our work would be the large MSP-
Podcast dataset (Lotfian and Busso, 2019) based on
semi-spontaneous speech from radio shows and pod-
casts. On top of categorical emotion labels, it presents
annotations along the Arousal and Valence dimensions.
For French, some of the most used and cited affective
corpora are RECOLA (Ringeval et al., 2013) and Al-
loSat (Macary et al., 2020). RECOLA is a continu-
ously annotated corpus of spontaneous speech with Va-
lence and Arousal labeling for 46 speakers. It gives an
insight into the difficulties and limitations of such af-
fective annotations. A major difference between our
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corpus and RECOLA is its focus on an affective defi-
nition of Arousal and Valence compared to our expres-
sive point of view. We rely on a definition of Arousal
based on speech production and the concept of vocal
effort that may be linked to Gussenhoven’s Effort Code
(Gussenhoven, 2004), or Liénard’s definition of vocal
effort (Liénard, 2019). Another difference is the con-
text of the spoken interactions, as RECOLA consists of
video conference recordings of individuals performing
collaborative tasks, while we target broadcast political
interviews. RECOLA also proposes a continuous anno-
tation framework while we performed our annotations
on discrete segments. We expect that considering entire
speech segments allows for a more consistent labeling
process, as such annotations are complex and may re-
quire several passes over a segment for the annotator to
make a decision. More information about the segmen-
tation process can be found in Section 2.
A notable work on French political expressive speech
was carried out by Kouklia (Kouklia, 2019) on debates
recorded in a French town hall in 2013. The author pre-
sented an extensive survey of affective expression in a
political context with prosodic analyses carried out on
a corpus of annotated speech. It showed the importance
of studying affective expressions in political speech for
many research areas beyond affective computing and
speech processing, while stressing the number of per-
spectives opened up by the annotation of such data.

2. Methods
2.1. Annotation Framework
The complete corpus consists of 7.5 hours of political
interviews from two French television channels: BFM
TV and France 2. It includes 30 different speakers—
and 4 interviewers—for an average of 20 minutes per
interview for BFM TV and 8 minutes for France 2.
These sequences contain video, studio-quality audio,
an automatic transcription aligned at the word-level,
and manually annotated speech turns and overlaps. We
present an annotation on a subset of the whole corpus:
5 minutes extracts from 12 different interviews for a
total of 1 hour. This work focuses on the Arousal di-
mension although an attempt was made at annotating
Valence.
The annotation was carried out with the PRAAT and
ELAN software programs. PRAAT allowed speeding
up the segmentation task using only the audio and its
transcription, while ELAN allowed for the use of visual
information to perform a genuinely multimodal expres-
sive annotation.

2.1.1. Segmentation
Most available datasets labeled on similar dimensions,
such as RECOLA (Ringeval et al., 2013), were anno-
tated in a time-continuous way, resulting in evolving
Arousal and Valence trends spanning entire sound files.
In other datasets, such as in Kouklia (2019), single la-
bels will be assigned to speech utterances that can often

be quite long, possibly yielding multiple emotional and
expressive states within a single annotated segment.
In this regard, we first tried to settle on a syntac-
tic segmentation. Because, contrary to written text,
speech transcriptions cannot generally be segmented
into sentence-like units with clear punctuation bound-
aries (Ostendorf et al., 2008), we identified short syn-
tactic units consisting of several words that could be
isolated as meaningful syntagms, usually separated by
discourse markers or pauses.
Unfortunately, this approach tends to produce segments
of various sizes, which is unpractical both for the anno-
tation process and for the implementation of computa-
tional models.
With this in mind, we adapted our segmentation ap-
proach by following three criteria: a boundary is added
either when the annotator perceives a significant ex-
pressive variation, when a semantically meaningful
unit can be found, or when the segment exceeds a fixed
threshold. We found that a duration of about 3 seconds
was optimum for the annotation task (resulting in a me-
dian of 2.14 seconds per segment).

2.1.2. Expressive Dimensions
As previously said, we adopted Arousal and Valence
dimensions as the main variables of vocal expression.
Our definition is inspired by studies emphasizing the
role of Arousal in the vocal expression of emotions
(Goudbeek and Scherer, 2010), and the importance of
vocal effort as a characteristic of the voice (Liénard,
2019; Titze and Sundberg, 1992). We adapted this, as
well as previously cited psychological models, to serve
the concept of Arousal as a vocal feature. In this re-
spect, it should be seen as the degree of vocal effort
and energy displayed by a speaker along a given utter-
ance. It is cued at different levels within speech: on
syllable-sized segments, short utterances (which corre-
spond to our approach), or longer units of discourse.
We broadened Rilliard et al. (2018)’s description of
Arousal on syllable-sized units to our longer segments.
In this perspective, low Arousal is characterized by a
slow speech rate, low intensity, and steady fundamen-
tal frequency due to slower vibration of the vocal folds.
Low Arousal may also lead to specific voice qualities
such as creaky and breathy voices. The high energy
Arousal, on the contrary, is cued by greater variabil-
ity in speech rate and f0, large f0 span, high intensity
levels, and an increased overall vocal effort. Of course,
most of these vocal events may not be directly linked to
an Arousal level, which is instead signaled by a combi-
nation of several features. For instance, although they
can be seen as typical cues of Arousal, speech rate and
pause frequency or duration may fail to show a strict
correlation with it, especially in the context of politi-
cal speech (Madureira and de Camargo, 2019; Kouklia,
2019).
After experimenting with different options for the de-
scription of levels of Arousal, we settled on a 7-level
Likert scale (Joshi et al., 2015) from −3 to 3, al-
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though both minimal values (−3 and −2) were never
encountered in our annotation process. With neutrally
aroused speech—0 in such a scale—usually being the
minimally aroused expressive style in a political con-
text, levels corresponding to truly sleepy, extremely de-
pressed, and underactivated speech are, as expected,
barely used in our annotation. Political expression is
indeed typically characterized by positive Arousal, as
shown by Vázquez et al. (2019). We still kept a 7-level
scale, including negative Arousal, for better generaliza-
tion of our annotation method.
A remaining question regarding this scale is to decide
on the neutral Arousal level for each speaker, as some
of them tend to be more or less active when they speak
with seemingly neutral expressivity. We answered this
problem by asking annotators to base their labels on
a common neutral Arousal value of 0 (which would
correspond to a “typical” speaker) and annotate speak-
ers showing higher than normal neutral speech styles
with corresponding higher levels. This common scale
applies to every speaker and allows building computa-
tional models without the additional difficulty of pre-
dicting speaker-dependent labels.
As we previously mentioned, we attempted to annotate
vocal Valence. Unfortunately, compared to the expres-
sion of Arousal, Valence is defined by a very complex
set of acoustic features and is considered, as shown by
Belyk and Brown (2014), to be highly dependent on
emotional contexts, which are not the main focus of
our annotation. It is also a more variable dimension, as
for its acoustic characteristics (Goudbeek and Scherer,
2010), typically dependent on Arousal. In addition to
that, the political context of our corpus makes Valence
labeling particularly difficult to grasp (Vázquez et al.,
2019). We still conducted a preliminary Valence an-
notation to get an idea of the statistical distribution of
values over part of the corpus.

2.2. Baseline Models
Based on our annotations, we built two baseline mod-
els for automatic vocal Arousal classification. The first
consists in using the self-supervised learning frame-
work wav2vec 2.0 (Baevski et al., 2020) for feature ex-
traction (encoding each segment of speech into a fixed
size matrix embedding). A subsequent Gated Recur-
rent Unit (GRU) architecture was then trained on top
of these representations to predict the arousal values.
The second consists in a Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) trained on top of Mel-Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCC) representations of each segment.
This model serves as a comparison with the pre-trained
approach and allows us to test if the corpus contains
enough information to train a simple neural network
on spectral features.

2.2.1. Wav2vec-Based Models
The model is based on pre-trained wav2vec 2.0 feature
extraction from the multilingual facebook/wav2vec2-
large-xlsr-53 (Conneau et al., 2020). We also tested a

french version, LeBenchmark/wav2vec2-FR-1K-large
(Evain et al., 2021), which showed significantly lower
performances. The wav2vec 2.0 representations were
extracted with the Huggingface module and all mod-
els are built with Pytorch. All feature matrices were
trimmed and zero-padded to obtain a segment size
of 3 seconds, corresponding to embeddings of size
(150 × 1024), with 50 wav2vec features of size 1024
for each second. The best performing model was a
GRU trained on these sets of features. It is built with
one layer, a hidden size of 128, sigmoid activation, and
10% dropout.

2.2.2. MFCC-Based Model
A set of 13 MFCCs was extracted for each segment
with the Librosa package. The segments were padded
or trimmed to be 120 frames long (40 per second for 3
seconds segments). They were subsequently processed
by a CNN with three 2D convolutional layers and three
linear layers.
The best-performing CNN’s architecture and hyperpa-
rameters were inspired by models found in the litera-
ture, such as Zhao et al. (2019), and through empirical
testing.
Each layer consists in a convolution kernel of size (3×
3) with a ReLU activation function and, respectively,
64 and 128 filters. Two (2× 2) max-pooling layers are
added after each convolution. Three fully connected
linear layers are then applied with 30% dropout.

3. Results
3.1. Inter-Annotator Agreement
Inter-annotator agreement may be assessed in different
ways for expressive dimensions labeling. Considering
a strict correspondence of each segment with a defined
class is not coherent with the degrees of an Arousal
scale, and the distance between these degrees should
be taken into account when measuring the annotator’s
agreement.
Although more than two annotators would be required
to build a robust annotation, our preliminary label-
ing shows promising results when agreement is tested
through the quadratic-weighted Kappa (Artstein and
Poesio, 2008) metrics: κw = 0.546. This value was
obtained by concatenating the annotations of all inter-
views. The resulting Kappa score may be considered
as a moderate agreement.

3.2. Annotation and Segmentation
Distribution

A first step in investigating our preliminary corpus is
to study the distribution of annotated values in order
to describe Arousal dynamics. The reported values are
the average of those given by both annotators. Over the
whole dataset, Arousal tends to be positive, with an av-
erage of 0.7 (on the −3/+3 scale) for the 12 interviews.
As expected in the context of political speech (Vázquez
et al., 2019; Kouklia, 2019), Arousal distribution is
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dominated by positive values: 51.2% of segments
showed an Arousal between 0 and 1, 41.4% between 1
and 2, and only 5.3% from 2 onward. Negative values
are relatively rare as only 2.1% of the data was labeled
below 0, and no segments were given a value below
−1. The global distribution of the Arousal levels can
be seen in Table 1 and Fig. 1. Violin plots for each
interview are shown in Fig. 2.

Arousal interval Count Percentage

[−1.25,−0.75) 3 0.18%
[−0.75,−0.25) 33 1.94%
[−0.25, 0.25) 465 27.37%
[0.25, 0.75) 408 24.01%
[0.75, 1.25) 503 29.61%
[1.25, 1.75) 202 11.89%
[1.75, 2.25) 70 4.12%
[2.25, 2.75] 15 0.88%

Table 1: Distribution of Arousal levels for all segments
in the dataset. Arousal values are the average of those
given by both annotators.
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Figure 1: Distribution of Arousal levels for all seg-
ments in the dataset. Arousal values are the average
of those given by both annotators.

Regarding the segmentation process, the median seg-
ment length is 1.81 seconds (see Fig. 3), and 97% of
them are under the 3 seconds threshold that we defined
as the upper bound.

3.3. Baseline Results
The performance scores obtained by our two mod-
els can be seen in Table 2. They were computed on
the entire annotated dataset through a 12-folds cross-
validation procedure (each fold containing 11 inter-
views for the training set and 1 for the test set). This
allowed us to obtain a representative performance and
to limit the bias implied by the small size of the corpus,
as testing the models on different interviews may yield
different results.
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Figure 2: Violin plots of Arousal levels for segments
in the 12 interviews. Arousal values are the average of
those given by both annotators.
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Figure 3: Distribution of segments lengths in seconds.

In addition to the mean squared error (MSE) that was
used as a loss function for the training process, which
yielded better results than L1 loss, we computed tradi-
tional regression metrics such as root mean square error
(RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE).

Model RMSE MSE MAE

MFCCs+CNN 0.555 0.322 0.464
(0.064) (0.081) (0.053)

Wav2vec+GRU 0.577 0.336 0.461
(0.062) (0.073) (0.051)

Table 2: Mean results for automatic Arousal prediction
on the 12-folds cross-validation, with the standard de-
viation in brackets.
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4. Discussion
The general trend of the annotation is quite similar be-
tween both annotators, with the majority of differences
rarely exceeding one degree on the scale, as shown by
shaded area heights in Fig. 6 and 7. The obvious solu-
tion to merge both annotations was to compute their
average. In fact, if a segment is labeled higher by
one annotator and lower by another, then the corre-
sponding level of Arousal is most certainly ambiguous
and should be averaged to an intermediary level. This
observation also raises the important question of soft-
labeling that may be applied to this type of annotation.
The idea would be to take into account a certainty de-
gree on each annotation value in order to address the
problem of variability in subjective annotations. We
leave these considerations for future work.
With regard to the distribution of Arousal and Va-
lence labels, we observed good correspondence with
our first intuition, as well as previous work carried out
by (Vázquez et al., 2019; Kouklia, 2019). Expressive
political speech shows a tendency to express conflict
and hostility, denoted by these generally positive values
of Arousal and negative values of Valence. In addition
to these metrics, it is also interesting to compare speak-
ers’ behaviors, keeping in mind that a 5 minutes anno-
tation is not perfectly representative of a one’s expres-
sive style. As shown in Fig. 4 and 5., interviews con-
sidered to be more conflictual by the annotators exhibit
significantly different distributions when compared to
the more neutral ones.
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Figure 4: Heatmap of the Arousal-Valence distribution
for a “conflictual” interview (Interview 7).

Finally, one can observe the variation of Arousal levels
throughout a given extract, as in Fig. 6 and 7.
Regarding the automatic prediction of Arousal levels
from speech, the obtained results showed that conver-
gence is possible but that more work needs to be carried
out on a variety of architectures to handle the task thor-
oughly. Both the Wav2vec transfer learning approach
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Figure 5: Heatmap of the Arousal-Valence distribution
for a “neutral” interview (Interview 4).

and the MFCC-based CNN showed promising perfor-
mances given the scarcity of data on which they were
trained. Fig. 8 shows the similar tendencies of predic-
tions and labels in one of the interviews.
Although very different in their architecture and fea-
ture extraction process, both models exhibit very simi-
lar performances (see Table 2), with differences within
the margin of error. This tends to confirm that we may
have reached an upper limit on the dataset in its current
state.

5. Conclusion
In this work, we discussed the challenge of creating a
stable and coherent annotation framework for political
interviews. We have seen that dimensional labels, such
as the amount of expressed Arousal, are well suited for
labeling political speech expressivity and can lead to
future annotation and implementation of more specific
speech-based conflict recognition models. We also ar-
gued that a discrete approach with segmented extracts
of speech, each labeled on Arousal, is an effective way
to ease the annotation process and allow for efficient
training of computational models.
We presented a preliminary corpus annotated on the
Arousal dimension for 12 speakers and conducted
several statistical experiments to describe the annota-
tion distribution. Finally, we proposed two regression
models, exploiting wav2vec 2.0 feature extraction and
MFCC-based architectures as a first baseline for auto-
matic Arousal prediction.
After validating our annotation process, we plan on per-
forming it on the entirety of the 7.5-hour corpus with a
higher number of participants. The complete annota-
tion would also benefit from an extended study of the
Valence dimension and a more precise definition of its
annotation. It will also include a new label, dependent
on the ones we already discussed, exploring conflict
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Figure 6: Averaged Arousal from both annotators for a typical “conflictual” interview (Interview 7). The shaded
area shows the differences between values chosen by the annotators.
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Figure 7: Averaged Arousal from both annotators for a typical “neutral” interview (Interview 3). The shaded area
shows the differences between values chosen by the annotators.
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Figure 8: Visual representation of predictions and labels for the MFCC-based CNN (Interview 10).

versus complicity expression or the degree of approval
and hostility between speakers.
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Abstract

Sarcasm is extensively used in User Generated Content (UGC) in order to express one’s discontent, especially through blogs,
forums, or social media such as Twitter. Several works have attempted to detect and analyse sarcasm in UGC. However, the
lack of freely available corpora in this field makes the task even more difficult. In this work, we present “TransCasm” corpus, a
parallel corpus of sarcastic tweets translated from English into French along with their non-sarcastic representations. To build
the bilingual corpus of sarcasm, we select the “SIGN” corpus, a monolingual data set of sarcastic tweets and their non-sarcastic
interpretations, created by (Peled and Reichart, 2017). We propose to define linguistic guidelines for developing “TransCasm”
which is the first ever bilingual corpus of sarcastic tweets. In addition, we utilise “TransCasm” for building a binary sarcasm
classifier in order to identify whether a tweet is sarcastic or not. Our experiment reveals that the sarcasm classifier achieves
61% accuracy on detecting sarcasm in tweets. “TransCasm” is now freely available online and is ready to be explored for
further research.

Keywords: Sarcasm, parallel corpus, translation

1. Introduction
Sarcasm is an extremely ambiguous form of wit, ex-
tremely hard to analyse for a machine but as well as for
the average human reader. Sarcasm is even harder to
be analysed in written form, as the tone of voice (pitch,
heavy stress), gestures or facial clues (hand move-
ments, rolling the eyes, etc.) which are important to
detect sarcasm in spoken form, cannot be considered in
textual communication. Sarcasm is an indirect way to
communicate negation using a contradiction between
a sentiment and a situation. It is usually used to ex-
press the opposite of one truly wants to say. In fact, its
structure very often consists of a contrast between posi-
tive or intensified sentiment words to convey a negative
feeling - a very strong one most of the time - such as
insult, irritation, hostility, disagreement, mockery, etc.
Sarcasm is a particular form of irony, but with the in-
tention and consciousness not to be explicit to express
a negative feeling or aggressive attitude (acrimony, bit-
terness). In the example “I love being ignored”, a very
positive word love is used in a negative context being
ignored. The particular structure of a positive word fol-
lowed by a negative situation is often a strong indicator
of sarcasm.
Currently, sarcasm is extensively used in UGC in order
to express one’s discontent, especially through blogs,
forums, or social media such as Twitter. The impor-
tance and need to detect sarcasm is real. It is attracting
interest in many application domains. In fact, BBC re-
ported1 on January 5th, 2014 that the US Secret Service
is seeking a Twitter sarcasm detector. The motivation
of our present work comes from the challenges in pro-

1https://www.bbc.com/news/
technology-27711109

cessing sarcastic tweets. We develop a first ever cor-
pus of bilingual sarcastic tweets for the English–French
pair. On top of it, we also build a binary sarcasm classi-
fier using the corpus in order to mitigate the difficulties
in detecting sarcastic tweets.

2. Related work
Twitter sentiment analysis has attracted many re-
searchers during the last few years (Agarwal et al.,
2011; Zimbra et al., 2018; Branz and Brockmann,
2018). Parallel twitter corpus has also been developed
for Twitter sentiment translation (Afli et al., 2017; Lo-
har et al., 2017). The sarcasm phenomena has been
well-studied in linguistics, psychology and cognitive
science (González-Ibáñez et al., 2011; Gibbs, 1986).
But in the natural language processing (NLP) literature,
automatic detection of sarcasm is considered a difficult
problem (Pang and Lee, 2008) and has been addressed
in several works. Bouazizi and Ohtsuki (2015); Reyes
and Rosso (2012) use sarcasm detection to enhance
the efficiency of after-sales services and consumer as-
sistance through understanding the intentions and real
opinions of customers when browsing their feedback or
complaints.
Inspired by the advances on sentiment analysis (SA)
(O’Connor et al., 2010) and figurative language pro-
cessing research (Reyes et al., 2012), the field of sar-
casm detection has started to benefit from using SA
(Ghosh et al., 2015). To the best of our knowledge, no
parallel corpus of sarcastic tweets is available till date.
In this work, we propose to define linguistic guidelines
for building a first ever bilingual corpus of sarcastic
tweets, based on the extension of the unique corpora
created by Peled and Reichart (2017). In addition, we
train a sarcasm classifier using this corpus in order to
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detect whether a tweet is sarcastic or not. We conduct
initial experiment on sarcasm detection and measure its
performance.

3. Method
3.1. SIGN Corpus
To build the bilingual corpus of sarcasm, we have se-
lected the SIGN corpus, a monolingual data set of
sarcastic tweets and their non-sarcastic interpretations.
The SIGN corpus was created by Peled and Reichart
(2017) and consists of 3, 000 sarcastic tweets contain-
ing text only, where the average sarcastic tweet length
is 13.87 utterances and the vocabulary size is 8, 788
unique words. The authors used Twitter API2, and col-
lected tweets with the hashtag #sarcasm from January
2016 to June 2016. Following the collection, the au-
thors asked five human judges to write honest, non-
sarcastic interpretations of those tweets to capture the
original meaning behind them. Therefore, a monolin-
gual parallel corpus was created in which sarcastic En-
glish tweets were translated into non-sarcastic English.
For example, a sentence “How I love Mondays. #sar-
casm” would generate interpretations such as “how I
hate Mondays’ or “I really hate Mondays”. Table 1
shows examples of sarcastic tweets and their interpre-
tations.
Quite often, the human judges would interpret the sar-
castic tweets in the same manner, getting the same
meaning behind the sarcasm, but at times, the inter-
pretation would greatly differ from each other, which
is a strong indicator that sarcasm is extremely com-
plex to analyse and interpret, even for humans. As the
non-sarcastic interpretations composed for each tweet
might help the task of sentiment analysis - since those
honest interpretations capture the meaning behind the
original sarcastic utterances - we also decided to trans-
late a few of those interpretations. However, due to
time constraints, no more than three interpretation per
tweets were translated. The decision on what interpre-
tation to translate depended on the vocabulary encoun-
tered, and the overall relevance of those interpretations.

3.2. Creating the TransCasm Parallel Corpus
The corpus is being translated from English into French
with the help of MateCat3 , a web-based open source
tool. Figure 1 shows the translation set-up. In the
corpus, the same tweet is presented each time their
interpretations are presented. Both the original and
the interpretations are separated by a comma. As the
SIGN corpus is normalised, that is, the hashtag (#sar-
casm), capital letters and all punctuations of any kind
are cleaned, the interpretation of the tweets was chal-
lenging, and in consequence, their translation. The top-
ics in the SIGN corpus are greatly eclectic considering
that the method to extract them was only based on the

2https://dev.twitter.com
3https://www.matecat.com

query #sarcasm. The topics we were able to identify
while translating include:

• weather

e.g.1 ’ really looking forward to more rain today’,
” i’m hoping that there won t be more rain today”

e.g.2 ’ 96 degrees one of the great benefits of liv-
ing in california’, ’ 96 degrees california is too hot
for me’

• traffic and transport

e.g.1 ’ delays on the piccadilly line yayyyyyyy’, ’
oh no there are delays on the piccadilly line’

e.g.2 ’ ah yes i love replacing a tire at 9 in the
morning’, ’ i hate replacing tires especially early
in the day’

• work

e.g.1 ’ almost lunchtime i get a half hour away
from this paradise’, ’ almost lunchtime i get a half
hour close far this terrible workplace’

e.g.2 ” don’t you just love when people takes the
credit for something you did ? yeah ? me too”, ’ i
hate people taking credit for something i did’

• school

e.g.1 ’ finals are so nice like omg best thing ever
to happen to my life like love studying’, ’ i hate
studying for the final exams’

e.g.2 ” making flash cards for my exams tomorrow
i’m having fun”, ’ i am not enjoying making these
flash cards for my exams tomorrow’

e.g.3 ” it’s teacher appreciation week and the love-
fest is in full swing at my school”, ” it’s teacher ap-
preciation week but they are not getting any love
at my school”

• health

e.g.1 ’ dentists make money off of people with bad
teeth so should we really trust the toothpaste they
recommend ?’, ” we shouldn’t trust dentist”

e.g.2 ’ a nice long wait in the doctors office should
calm my nerves’, ’ waiting at the doctor office will
stress me out’

• sports (especially American football, baseball, ice
hockey and football (soccer))

e.g.1 ’ did bartolo colon hit a hr tonight ? i didnt
see it mentioned anywhere on twitter ?’, ’ did bar-
tolo colon hit a hr tonight ? it was mentioned ev-
erywhere on twitter’

e.g.2 ’ terry got sent off ? maybe hiddink needs
to have more control over his players’, ’ hiddink
already has a lot of control over his players’

e.g.3 ” cavs aren’t getting any calls this is new”, ”
cavs aren’t getting any calls as usual”
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Sarcastic Tweets Honest Interpretations
What a great way to end my night #sarcasm 1. Such a bad ending to my night

2. Oh what a great way to ruin my night
3. What a horrible way to end a night
4. Not a good way to end a night
5. Well that wasn’t the night I was hoping for

Staying up till 2 : 30 was a brilliant idea, 1. Bad idea staying up late, not very productive
very productive #sarcasm 2. It was not smart or productive for me to stay up so late

3. Staying up till 2 : 30 was not a brilliant idea
4. I need to go to bed on time
5. Staying up till 2 : 30 was completely useless

Table 1: Example of two sarcastic tweets augmented by five non-sarcastic interpretations

Figure 1: Translation process using the Matecat tool

• politics (especially the American Republican
Party and the then candidate Donald Trump)

e.g.1 ’ now trump is bringing up bill clinton 90 s
affairs because we all know there are no current
day pressing matters to focus on’, ’ there are im-
portant matters to focus on instead of bringing up
affairs of bill clinton from the 1990 s’

e.g.2 ” so trump won the republican nominee so
that’s that good job america”, ” so trump won
the republican nominee so that’s that shameful job
america”

e.g.3 ’ obviously a well prepared speech by
trump’, ’ obviously a poorly prepared speech by
trump’

• social relationships (love, friends, family and co-
workers)

e.g.1 ’ being left out is such an amazing feeling’,
’ being left out is such a painful feeling’

e.g.2 ” really don’t know what i’d do without
you”, ’ i am doing great without you’

e.g.3 ’ some people are just really brilliant’, ’
some people are just really dumb’

e.g.4 ” many people don’t know this but you can
actually read a book or go to the gym without an-
nouncing it on facebook”, ’ people need to under-
stand that nobody cares of what you do stop trying
hard on facebook’

As sarcasm is very often, if not all the time, used to ex-
press frustration about being in unpleasant situations,
undesirable states, and unenjoyable activities, it is not
surprising that the corpus contained the topics listed
above.

3.2.1. Complexity of the Translation Task
Each social media platform has its own idiosyncrasies,
and occasionally even new dialects. Twitter is no ex-
ception to that rule, as writing a tweet is limited to 280
characters. The length constraint has created a new way
of communicating, especially considering the massive
use of acronyms, abbreviations, slang, phonetisation,
onomatopoeia and interjections, words contractions,
etc. Moreover, the informal nature of tweets which of-
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ten lack grammatical structure (spelling errors, syntax
problems) frequently leads to misunderstanding issues,
which in turn, leads to translation issues.
The lack of context, and the lack of knowledge about
the real intentions when writing the tweet, is another
issue faced. The collected tweets are not linked to each
other and the order they are presented are random. This
issue was also shared with Peled and Reichart (2017),
as at times, the human judges could not understand the
meaning of sarcasm and, therefore, unable to write an
interpretation. In this case, they were told to skip the
tweet. These issues described above had an impact on
the translation as each time an unknown acronym, or
the use of technical vocabulary used by people to com-
ment were found, added to the lack of context, it meant
that the translator needed to research those specific ter-
minology, which in turn, affected the translator’s effi-
ciency.

3.2.2. Guidelines
Considering the issues we found during translation, a
set of rules was agreed upon in order to keep the trans-
lation to the same standard:

1. Length: even if the translation exceed the 280
characters, find the best equivalent in French.

2. Structure: keep the original structure of the orig-
inal corpus. The original tweet is displayed first
between quotations followed by its interpretation,
separated by a comma [‘ ’, ‘ ’].

3. Capitalization: keep the original capitalization
found int he corpus.

4. Accents: write the translations using the French
diacritics/accents, even if the tweets appear un-
structured or ungrammatical, implying that the
language register used by the author is casual or
informal.

5. Slangs or Onomatopoeia: find the best French
equivalent.

‘ass hat’ = ‘tête de nœud’
‘that sucks’ = ‘ça craint’ or ‘c’est nul’
‘wow’ = ‘ouah’
‘yuck’ = ‘beurk’ or ‘pouah’
‘boo’ = ‘bouh’

6. Acronyms and abbreviations: find the best French
equivalent, but if not possible, leave the original
acronym untranslated.

‘bc’ for ‘because’ = ‘pcq’ for ‘parce que’
‘omg’ for ‘oh my god’ = ‘omd’ for ‘oh mon dieu’
‘lol’ for ‘lot of laugh’ = ‘mrd’ for ‘mort de rire’
‘thk’ for ‘thanks’ = ‘mrc’ for ‘merci’
‘bter’ or ‘btr’ for ‘better’= ‘mx’ for ‘mieux’

7. Metaphors and idioms: translate metaphors and
idioms focusing on the adequacy/equivalence of

the translation, by finding the best French equiva-
lent.

doublespeak’ = ‘langue de bois’
‘wipe the floor’ = ‘mordre la poussière’
‘like taking candy from a baby’ = ‘c’est enfantin’
or ‘c’est un jeu d’enfant’
‘bet the farm’ = ‘tout miser’

8. graphemic stretching: keep the same number
of repeated letters in the best French equivalent
translation.

‘greeeat’ = ‘géniallll’
‘realllly’ = ‘vraimentttt’

These rules were applied for the set of the corpus that
has been translated so far. We believe that further rules
will be added as the translation advances.

4. Initial experiments with TransCasm
In addition to developing the “TransCasm” corpus, we
also utilise it in sarcasm detection. As mentioned ear-
lier, each sarcastic tweet in English is transformed into
at most 5 non-sarcastic interpretations. Some of the
tweets contain less than 5 interpretations. Sometimes it
is very difficult to transform a sarcastic tweet into many
different interpretations, a single non-sarcastic repre-
sentation is enough in these cases. TransCasm consists
of 1, 831 different non-sarcastic interpretations of 860
unique sarcastic tweets in English. These unique 860
sarcastic tweets and their 1, 831 non-sarcastic interpre-
tations are translated into French. The corpus statistics
is shown in Table 2.

Language #Sarcastic #non-sarcastic
Tweets interpretations

English 860 1, 831
French 860 1, 831

Table 2: corpus statistics

In our experiment of binary sarcasm classification, we
use 610 out of 860 unique sarcastic tweets as the train-
ing data set and held out the remaining 250 as the test
data set. These 610 sarcastic tweets are then mixed
with randomly selected 610 non sarcastic representa-
tions so that our training data becomes an equal dis-
tribution of sarcastic and non-sarcastic tweets. Sim-
ilarly, the test data set is created by mixing the 250
non-sarcastic tweets with 250 sarcastic tweets. We
use multinomial naive bayes (MNB) classification ap-
proach to train our sarcasm detection model. The
model is automatically tuned by randomly selecting the
20% of the training data itself during the training pro-
cess. The data distribution of the whole experiment is
shown in Table 3.

5. Results
Although the main objective of this work is to develop
the first ever bilingual corpus of English–French sar-
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Distribution #sarcastic #non-sarcastic
train 610 610
test 250 250

Table 3: Data distribution

castic tweets, we conduct an initial experiment on sar-
casm detection using this data set and obtain interesting
results. We apply our binary sarcasm detection model
to the test data set of 500 mixed tweets (both sarcas-
tic and non-sarcastic) to see how the system performs
in identifying sarcastic tweets. Our system achieves an
accuracy of 61% in identifying whether a tweet is sar-
castic or not. Table 4 shows the detailed results with
accuracy for each category. We can observe that the

Tweet type #of tweets #Correctly Accuracy
classified

sarcastic 250 169 67.6%
non-sarcastic 250 136 54.4%
all 500 305 61%

Table 4: Experimental results

sarcasm classifier obtains an accuracy of 67.6% for sar-
castic and 54.4% for non-sarcastic tweets, respectively.
However, we note that this is a preliminary phase of our
experiments and further research directions with this
data set is planned.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
The main contribution of this work is to present an on-
going translation project that aims at building the first
ever parallel sarcasm corpus - “TransCasm” corpus -
by fully translating the SIGN corpus, a freely available
corpus of sarcastic tweets and their non-sarcastic inter-
pretations, from English into French.
We translated 860 unique sarcastic tweets in English
into French. Each of the tweets, having at least 1 and at
most 5 interpretations was translated, which amounted
to 1, 831 translations of the interpretations. Due to the
informal nature of the tweets and the issues found dur-
ing translation, we developed guidelines in order to aid
the translation process. In addition to developing Tran-
sCasm, we utilised this corpus for sarcasm detection in
Tweets.
We built a binary classifier using the MNB classifica-
tion algorithm. In the initial experiments, our clas-
sifier achieved an accuracy of 61% for the test data
of 500 tweets, which can be considered a good mark
given that this is the beginning of our work on “Tran-
sCasm”. There is no such corpus available according
to the best of our knowledge, therefore, “TransCasm”
may become very useful resource in the NLP commu-
nity, especially those working with the twitter data.
For future work, we intend to extend the corpus, as well
as the translation of the interpretations. Upon exten-
sion we will also build the first sarcasm translation sys-
tem (TransCasm MT). In addition, we will aim to build

more robust sarcasm classifier with the extended data
set and compare with the state-of-the-art sarcasm de-
tectors. We will also apply deep learning techniques
to further refine our sarcasm detection model. More-
over, we believe that annotating the text features in
which sarcasm can be identified, would be beneficial
and make the corpus useful for multilingual sarcasm
detection as well sentiment translation research. We
have released the “TransCasm” corpus online4 to facil-
itate further research on this data set.
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